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TRENDS IN PHASED ARRAY DEVELOPPMENT

ALLAN C. SCHELL

Electromagnetic Sciences Division
Rome Air Development Center

Hanscom Air Force Base, MA

Jn the past fitteen years several outstanding phased arrays
nave been brought into operation for defense applications. The
Aegis, Firefinaer, Patriot, and PAVE PAWS systems are illustrative
of successful designs. Phased arrays offer near-instantaneous beam
steering, real time pattern control, r.f. power conservation with
beam agillty, and reliability through redundancy and graceful deg-
radation. Yet, the evolution of phased arrays has been a painfully
slow process. The impact of phased array technology on radar and V

communications antennas has been minor in comparison to the impact
ot solid state technology on the other major subsystem, the signalprocessor.r-!

The overriding reason tor this slow introduction is cost-
There is no commercial market to warrant the economies ot scale. I]
Hope,-for trends ot price reduction of phase shifters have nott
Occurred. And phased arrays have nimited rather than expanded the
potential for wideband or multiband operation.

The arrays discussed at the 1970 Phased Arrays Symposium were
the forerunners of two categories of antennas. First are the large
specialized arrays such as the SPADATS array at Eglin AFB, Florida,
and the HAPUAR array at Wnite Sands Missile Test Range. These
one-of-a-kind antennas were constructed for unique missions, and
the associated programs could not take advantage of mass production
economies. The secdriO category was typified by the TPN-19 and the
SPS-48 array., which were put into production. ResuIts in this
area were mixed.

More recently there 2 have been major successes ir, the fielding ,
of phased arrays TIhe F refinder series illustrates the potential
)of thick film circiltry and automated fatrication for cost reduc- ,

tion. The eler ronically agile radar (EAR) anterna and the Aegis
array have me> their performance goals. The FPS 117 radar with
elevation planL electronic beam control and the PAVE PAWS phased
arrays 3re (2xainples of the success of conservative approaches with '
l,)'r'j design histori,?s. Nonetheless, these are expensive systems.

",
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It may be regarded as a myth that the cost of phased arrays can

be lowered to the point that these antennas are widely used. Per-
haps an analogy is tnat of the jet tighter aircratt. For years
concern has been voiced over the escalating cost of fighters. The

desired performance for each new model drove the price upward,
although the curve has leveled somewhat. Yet, despite the impreca-
tions, new planes are designed and assembled to nMeet the threat of
potential adversaries with upgraded equipmnnt.

The economics of phased arrays are apparent from a simple
example. A conformal array operating at S-hand and covering 'x4e'

of an aircraft fuselaye would have 10,OUO elements. If the element
module cost were $1000 each, the array face would total $]OM - not
a minor expense, but within the range of possibi I ity. But the
array is far from complete. The power" distribution internal to the
array face, the beam steering and calibration logic, and the radome
are but three of several essential subsystems to be added. If, as
has been recent experience, the cost per element were closer to

$10,000, then the phased array is clearly not going to be the
design choice.

The traditional path of per-element modular design has yieloeo

some impressive results when viewed in context with fixed array and
refl2ctur alternatives. This approach is especially applicable to
lower frequency operation (UHF tn L.-hand), and snrno early attemprts
at application to X-band and higher frequency equipment were fail-
ures .

The per-element moculuar design appears to have several short-

comi ngs . Fi rst and foremost, t h 1 s approach is cost I y because i t
requires fabricating and installing elements individually. An

analogy is the early days of transistor circuits, with the wiring
of one transistor at a time into a circuit board. Integration at
small and medium scales, with the attendant fabrication techniques,
revolutionized the capabilities of circuitry a rm drastically
reduced the per-gate cost of logic.

Second, the per-c eliment mod ul a r approach in n i D i t s t he linter-
connection of elements for specialized appl icdtions or radiation
patterns. Obvious examples are subarrayiny for liimmited scan or
fixed elevation pattern shaping. It may be adequate in many appli-

cations to group and control several elements as a unit, thereby

reducing the number of modules by a substantial factor.

Third, this approach, because it isolates the functional

operation of an eleImment fromii its neighbors, ca nrot accommodate

2 %



variations among elements. Each element should appear identical to
its neighbors, and corrections, calibrations, or compensations for
errors must come from a complex centralized subsystem overlaid on
the array. Consequently, designs tend towards rigid mechanical
structures, near-perfect element patterns, and tightly controlled
manufacturing tolerances of feed networks.

The per-element modular approach is one in which the signal and
control paths are developed longitudinally, perpendicular to the
array face. There is a minimum of intentional cross coupling among
elements. A signal finds its way from the element to the output on
a single path without diffusing throughout the network.

Yet it is the propagation of signals transverse to the face
that may hold a key to improved solutions to phased array construc-
tion and operation. Rather than a collection of near-identical
elements and paths with an external centralized control, an array
can be envisioned that would nave elements interconnected with its
neighbors, and limited capability for control of its operation at
the array face. Biehind this level would be a layer with greater
logical control, leading to the desired output level. All elements
need not be functionally identical in the array; some might be
selected for calibration, or used to generate spoofing signals
while appearing as "thinned" elements in the main signal mode.
This array is logically torned of transverse layers. At the array
face, clusters ot elements carry out simple functions of Cdi ibra-
tion and subarraying. Successive layers perform increasingly com-
plex logical functions, lead1ng to the combination not only of
signals but of functional operations.

The techniques of photo Iithography are appropriate to the
fabrication of a transversely-developed array. Today there is
extensive use of lithography in the manufacture of shaped-beam
subarrays of dipoles. The incorporation of active elements adds a
d imensIon of complexity that is not uncommon today in advanced
iniicro0wdve Lircuit dss iiLbIy.

For the lower microwave frequency bands, the scale of assemb-
lies is such that specialized equipment will be required for
precision construction of complex active r-f networks. Active
elements and control devices would occupy a small percentage of the
area of the face. New manufacturing techniques are needed to
incorporate magnetic or electruacoustIc control devices into the
array. The introduction of versatile manufacturing capability will
be a decided competitive advantage for tuture large scale produc-
t ion.

3
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• At the higher microwave trequency bands, photolithography may

be the key to the construction of high performance arrays. Although

the scale is not near that associated with large scale integration

of logic circuits, the assembly of amplifiers, phase shifters, cor-

relators and associated r-f components within the 0.5cm area avail-

able for 44 GH2 elements is a challenge. New methodb for achieving

isolation between components will be needed.

The issue of heat generation is a central topic in the incorpo-

ration of active elements. Considerable progress has been made in

raising the efficiency of microwave amplifiers, and more can be

. expected, The improvement in active device performance that results

t from low temperature operation could lead to the use of cryogenic

*5 aevices. Small millimeter wave arrays might come to resemble infra-

red sensors, but with the added advantage of coherent operations

such as adaptive nulling.

Antennas of this type are integrated antennas. There is an

integration of the radiators and r-f networks. There is an inte-

Sgration of the signal path and the logic ci" uitry through the

incorporation of active and control devices. The lithographic

manufacture of the entire assembly on a substrate is the means

'- of realizing the antenna. The techniques of computer-aided design

- and manufacture are essential; no hand tailoring or assembly is the

goal. These techniques have served the logic industry well, and

appropriate versions can do the same for micruwdve drid millimeter

* wave technology,

An aspect of phased arrays that will receive grt uter attention

in the future is reliabil'ty, and in particular, element avail-

ability. In the early days of phased arrays, the ability of an

a array to continue to function with some inoperable elements was

cited as the advantage of "graceful degradation." In the interven-
ing years, the requirements associated with clutter reduction and

ECCM nave led to specifications for very low sidelobes. The loss

So f (peIr tin 1 e- 1 Efleents in an array leads to higher sidelobes, and in

some instances there is no longer latitide within the performance

e envelope for the "graceful degradation" that can he expected from

the loss of several elements durinn the typical maintenance cycle.

T" This leads to design choices that minimize the effect of module

failure. For example, an array of fixed subarrays •n the azimuth

plane and active modules in the elevation plane will be able to

mmaintain low azimuth sidelobes in the event of module failures,

Sversus the case of fixed elevation plane subarrays and active v e
azimuth modules.

Simple geometrical choices wil I not address the problem of
reliability for integrated antennas. Low yields for the active

4
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devices will ledd to unacceptably high amounts of ci rcuit repair
arnd replacement during y ianutacture. Inhomogeneities and uneven
depositions w1ll cause unwanted variability in path gains and
losses throughout the feed circuitiy. Careful choices of materials
and dimensions are essential to avoid the effects of migration and
breakdown.

An option for the increase in reliability is the incorporation
of built-in test and self-repair circuitry. Logic circuits imbedded
in the array face can sense changes in operation, alter and cali-
brate the appropriate transmission paths, aind adjust excitation
weights for optimum pertoraiiance, based on knowledge of the operat-
ing environmen"

One of the limitations of phased arrays is the restriction
imposed on the t requency ranges ot operation by the array face
geometry and the feed. inteu rated antennas offer the potential for
Increased operating bandwidth. Amplif1ers close to the radiating
elements can m ninIm1ze internal reflections, and transversal filters
can be constructed in signal paths to compensate for varying ampl i-
tude and phase. Of greater interest is the use of specialized
radiating structures which couple constructively to simulate larger
elements at lower frequencies, decoupling at the higher bands to
become a yreater number of smaller radiators.

The development of integrated antennas is in its infancy.
Th:ýr? are a host of problems needing creative solutions. Among tne

electromagnetic touicr inhibiting effective operation are the
propagation ot surface waves across the substrate and the radiation
and coupling of feed lines on the array face.

Integrated antennas can be constructed in versions that convert
the r-f signal s to digital form. There is a basic compatibility
with the digital world that permits the introduction of processing
close to the array tace. This incorporation of digital beamforming
can otfer considerable flexibility in operation. In the future,
integrated antenna technology will merge with computer technology
in the areas of design, mate rials, and manufacture t o produce a
continuous and consistent signal path from free space to the output
terminal or display. As in visual cortex, si(t ls from input radia-
tion will receive increasing amounts ot p-ccessing as it moves
through successive layers of the arroy. I telligent subarrays will
structure the electromagneti,: functional ity o. the array face, and
internal knowledge based logic w1ll select signals for further
combination based on their applicabhlity to the desired function
and the perceived envi ronment Outputs will no lorger be based on
the amount ot power delivered to the terminal, but on the ability
to carry out the intended system objective.

5
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There is a long road between the present hardware and the
hoped-for goals of integrated antennas. Many phased arrays of the
current technology will enter the inventory before any photolitho-
graphic panacea appears on the scene. Yet the driving forces of
this evolution are at work. The cost and the performance limiita-
tions of today's waveguide solutions are working to generate new
ideas. The continuing revolutions of the logic industry and the
microwave monolithic integrated circuit community are bringing
relevant technology closer to the array face. It will be a shorter
time tnian many would care to envision until the skills of an
antenna designer are a transformation of the skills of a computer
designer.

6I
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Comparison of Architectures I.

for Monolithic Phased
Array Antennas

D vid M. Pozar
Daniel H. Schaubert

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Massachusetts

Amherst,, MA 01003

ABSTR ACT

This paper will consider a variety of potential configurations for
monolithic phased array antennas, and discuss their relative advantages and
disadvantages. Considerations such as bandwidth, maxianiru scan range, feed-
ing methods, Substrate real estate, and manufacturability wili be addressed.
Results of analyses for some particular configurations will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a monolithic phased array, where active devices are in-
tegrated on the same substrate as the radiating elements, promises
achievement of the long-awalted. gol of a truly versatile and low-cost mil-
limeter w0ivt, .cýnaing antenna. Such an array, however, presents a number of
challenging problems to the antnnA designeri, not lemir uf wich is the
problem of how to be'lt configure the radiating elements, active devices, and
feed network. This paper' will address this issue by considering a number of
potential monolithic phised array architectures, and discussing their rela-
tive merits. Printed dipole, microstrip patch, broadside slot, and endrire
slot elements will be considered in a number' of different arrangements. The
following list describes some of the criteria to be used in evaluating
various architectures;

* Maximum so-'I, r'an.,e-this is lictated essentially by impedance matching
and the possible existence of scan blindness.

• Bandwidth - printed dipoles arid patches on grounded substrates have
relatively narrow bandwidth. Bandwidth is increased by increasing
the substrat.e thickness.

Substral,te r(e23l estate - there must be enough space on the substrate
for the radiating antenna elements, the feed network, phase shifters,
bias circuitry, etc., witho.it deleterious cross-coupling.

* Feed radiation - spurious radiation from feed network discontinuities
may degrade sidelobe levels, etc.

Manufacturability - it is desired to reliatly construct such an array
in as "monolithie" a form as is possible,

7
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r ei, rn-)val - pirtic,,larly at higher mill1imetcr wravce frequjenciezs
heat, -emoval fromr closjely packed aictiveý device.!-i i-5 es33sential.

*Polarization - in some applic,ý,tioris it is desired to have circular
or dual polarization.

it should be noted that mrany of the above criteria (e.g., spurious
radiation, heat removal), may not be significant, at microwave f'requenciers,
but ofte:n are quito im9poPtant at millimeter wave frequencie~s. There are two

reasons for this: f ir st , the substrate.-e. requ ired for MMIC work have rela-I

tively hign dielectric oe -Al3 and secn)rd, at millimeter wave frequencies
substo'iteŽs are electrically thiicker and ac.tivp deývices -ArQ pnysi.-ally closýer
together.

BROADSIDE5 SWT FLIFI'NS

Printed slot antennas and arrays can be mnade ins the ground plan of a
grounded dielectric slab [1], with :nicro~strip feed lines or coplanar
wasveguide feeds. See Figure Ia. The main problem with this approach is
that the radiation field from such a slot. element is bidirectional. Thus , a
3dR loss in gain is incurred and, what in-y be- worse , this undesired power
can Cause Se~riouS n'oblein5s by interfering with other components or scatter-
Ing to d-grcadt side lobe levels and polariz:ation. .5ome suggve.sted approaches
to make terad!.t ion uiidirýcotional arc diýýcussd ~C.

One way Is Ito ),,e a gyround plan'? reflector behind the array. This was
do~iin 'L11, and has been suAggc-sted by others, for phased arr.1y .3pplications.

This appriach has been sho~dn to be feasib)le for broadside arrays, but may
niot work for scanning arrays. As shown by Mailloux [23, a TFN~ waveguide
no-.e can be excited in the parallel plate region, leading to scan
blincrnessges quite close to broadside. In the broadside case, the TFM mode
Is not excited because the uniform element phasing arid spacing of near X,/2
teids to cincel suc-h a mode.

Another approach to eliirnir~j:te the bidjr'prI-i nal rAdi;0_inn is to Ilse a
cavity-backed sl1ot elemont - See Figure lb. Th is conf igur at ion take s theý
for~n of stripline, with the jlot in one of the ground planes and fed by the
center strip conductor. Plated-through holes surround the elot element and
for~n cd cavity, thus elimitlating the parallel plate modes discussed above, A
nurrbeýr of such antennas anil arrays havu beern successfully tested at 20 Gliz
133. The main problemn here is one of manufacturability. Thea large number
of via-hob-'s required for this approach ca-,nnot. be produced0 reliably; in ad-
ditlori, striplinej is not a pruferred medium for active device integration,

MDFILk SLOT FIWF-NTS

Endf'ir e slot antennas can be made by etching tape3red slot or "notch"
antennas near the, edge of' a su1,bstrate, arnd feeding with microstrip or slot-
lire, as s3hown in Figure 2a. A number of' such substrates can be placed siarp



by side to form a planar array. Circular or dual polarization requires some
sort of "leggcrate" arrangement (Figure 2b), and may be difficult to fabri-
cate in monolithic form. In addition, these types of endfire radiators have
been known to exhibit '.-,ar bliridnes:ies at microwave frequencies; the situa-
tion may be worse when high dielectric constant substrates are used.

PRINTED DIPOLES OR PATCHES ON A SINGLE SUBSTRATE

At present, it appears that printed dipole or, rnicrostrip patch elements
may be the most promising element types for monolithic phased arrays.
Probably the most direct approach is to print the dipoles or patches on a
single grounded Gallium Arsenide substrate as shown in Figure 3, along with
the active devices and feed network. A jmall broadside patch array on
Gallium Arsenide was recently constructed in this manner [4]. It appears,
however, that a number or problems may arise when using this approach for a
monolithic phased array.

First, a single layer substrate probably does not have enough surface
area to accommodate radiating elements, phase shifter's, and feed networks.
Antenna element spacings are required to be on the order of X /2, and phase

shifters generally require lines that are roughly g /4 in length. The rout-
g

ing of a corporate feed network and bias lines further complicates the
sitatiot:, Note that the C-band printed phased array reported by ripolla
[5] required a separate substrate for the phase shliters and power dividers,
and was still quite dense.

Another issue with this geometry is the scan blindness/bandwidth
tradeoff. Scan blindness in printed arrays [6], [71, [8], [9] is a condl-
tion whereby no real power leaves the face of the array, and is caused by a
surface wave resonance at certain scan angles. This condition limits the
maximum scan range of the array, thus it is desired to use configurations
for which such blind angles are as far from broadside an posoible. As dis-
cussed in [6], the blindness angle moves closer to broadside as the
substrate becomes thicker. On the other hand, thick substrates arc required
for increased bandwidth. Thus, thore exists a tr4deoff between the maximu~n
scan range of a printed phased array and its bandwidth. Figure 4 shows a
plot of these i.wo quantities versus substrate thickness, for a Gallium
Arsenide substrate. 'Fhe scan blindness angle is a function of element spac-
ing, end gets closer to broadside as the element epac:'ng ýets larger [6];
data are shown for A/2 spacing. It should also be noted that the bandwidth

of Figure 4 is based on impedance mismatch: better bandwidth may be at- 10
tainable if some type of Impedance matching network Is used, Closer element
spacings will improve the blindness problems, but at the expealse of in-
creased complexity and cost.

The single layer configurat~on also suffers foom the possibility of
spurious feed radiation.

9



PRINTRI-'F)[POLES AID PA ON]{S ) A TWO-LAYER SUBSTRA4F

Figure 5 shows a possible two-layer design, where a grounded layer of
Gallium Arsenide holds the active devices and feed network, and a super-
strate or co',er layer of a low dielsectric constant material holds the
radiating elements. Coipling from the feed to the antenna elements could be
made by proximity coupling (as has already demonstrated with dipoles [10]),
or via holes.

This configuration partially corrects the two major problems discussed
above for the single layer subsftrate thikriecns'. As can be seen from Figure
5, there now exi sts e'ssentially twice the area for radiating elements, ac-
tive devices, and feed network.s. In addition, the radiating elements are
now mounted on a composit~e substrate with an effective dielectric constant
which is significantly lower' than that, of Gallium Arsenide. This is a
desiroble trend for both increased bandwiith and increased scan range.

There still are problems, howevrc,. First., spurious radiation from the
active device/feel layer has not been eliminated, and actually may be more
hnrnfil here because of the possibility of strong coupling to the radiating
elements directly above. Second, th? gains in bandwidth and maximum scan
range are not as great as one might hope. Figure 6 shows the, blindness
angle of an array on a two-layer substrate with X/2 spacing, for various

.Layer-. thck-lesses. !Fo,• ,1A bacidwidth arid a Gallium, Arsenide layer thickness
of 0. ,scan blindness occurs at about 66', compared with 630 for a

single layer GaAs geometry with 10% bandwidth. (Note; As a rule of thumb,
the maximum scan range should be taken to be at least 100 less than the scan
blindness angle, due to severe imnedance mismatch near blindness.)

PRINTED DIPOLES OR PATCHES ON A TWO-SIDED SUBSTRATE

Figure 7 shows a two-sided geo!ietry, where a Gallium Arsenide substrate
is on one side of a ground plane, and oontLins the active devices and feed
networks. A low dielectric constant substrp(.e is bonded to the other side
of the ground plane, and contains the radiating elements. Coupling can take
place through apertures in the ground plane.

This type of design has the interesting advantage of using the best
substrate for a given function: Gallium Arsenide for the phase shifters and
active devices, and a low dielectric constant substrate for the antenna
elements. For example, for an antenna substrate with c =2.55, a thickness

of about O.05X is required for 10% bandwidth, but the blindness angle oc- V

curs at about 800. The situation would be even better for lower" dielectric
constaait layers (e.g., hexculi.). Another interesting feature of this design
is that a ground plane separates the radiating aperture from the feed net-
work, so thf. possibility of spurious rodiation is greatly reduced. Also,
the radiating elements will not be affected by gaps between Individual
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Gallium Arsenide wafers of the feed network, as would the single or two-
layer designs discussed previously.

This design depends on adeqi;tr, coupling through the ground plane to
the radiating pitches. One way to Jo this is to use via connectiors through•
holes in the ground plane, to microstrip feedlines on the bottom layer. It
may be desirable, howexor, to avoid such long via holes, in which case an
aperture coupling mechinismn could be used.

Reference [E1] describes a microstrip antenna coupled to a
microstripline through an aperture in the ground plane. Figure 8 shows the
geometry, and Figure 9 shows a Smith chart plot of the impedance locus of an
X-band model. (Note that the double loop, by proper design, can be used to
increase the impedance bandwidth of the patch antenna.) A rigorous
theoretical analysis of the aperture coupled patch antenna is in progress.

Variations on the above approach, such as the use of slotlines in the
ground plane for feed lines, as opposed to microstripline, are possible.

CONCLUSION

This paper has compared the relative advantages and disadvantages of a
number of possible monolithic nhased array architectures, in terms of scan-
ning range, bandwidth, manufacturability, and other factors. It appears
that printed dipole or microstrip patch antennas are the most likely can-
didate elements for such an array, but a basic problemn is that the most
desirable substrate parameters for the antenna elements conflict with the
required use of a substrate like Gallium Arsenide for active device
integration. The use of two-layer or two-sided configurations was discussed
as way to alleviate this difficulty.
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Figure 9. Measured impedance locus of an aperture coupled microstrip
antenna .0, X-band. Feed substrate is 0.025" thick withi a
dielectric" constant of 10.2; antenna substrate is 0.02-01 thiick
with a dielectric c'onstant of 2.2. Patch size i3 9.4mmI by
1?.8mm; coupling aperture iS a rectangular- sILo 0.9aMM by 3.5rMTTI
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ELECTROMAGNETIC BACKSCATTER FROM MICROSTRIP ARRAYS:

THEORY AND MEASUREMENT

Robert V. 1NlcGahan
Electromagnetic Sciences Division

Rome Air Development Center

B. Rama Rao
MIrRE Corporation

SUMMARY

Electromagnetic baekscattering from two dimensional microstrip arrays has
been studied in this paper as a function of the frequency of the incident signal,
array lattice spacing, angle of incidence, and antenna load mismatch conditions.
Theoretical and experimental investigations have been conducted on two types
of microstrip arrays: a) a 32 element triangular grid array consisting of coax-
ially fed circular disk microstrip elements and b) a 561 element square grid
-irray of rectangular patch elements.

Significant antenna mode backscattering from the triangular grid array is
observed when the incident frequency is the same as the resonant frequency of
the fundamental TN1 1 mode of the circular microstrip disk element. Higher
order mode backscattering from the array is also observed at large in. idence
angles when the incident frequency is the same as the resonant freqo0 ncy of
TM 2 1 higher order mode of the microstrip element. Negligible backscatter from
the array occurs when the incident frequency is well below the fundamental
resonant frequency of the microstrip patch element. Theoretical results for the
three frequency regimes are in good qualitative agreement with experimental
nicasuremients.
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Electromagnetic Backscatter from Microstrip Arrays

I. Introduction: This paper describes the results of theoretical and

experimental investigations into the electromagnetic backscatter from two

dimensional microstrip arrays. Two types of microstrip arrays have been

analyzed. The first is a 32 element triangular grid array consisting of

coaxially fed, circular disc microstrip elements; the second is a 561 element

square grid array consisting of rectangular patch elements. The scattering

patterns of these arrays have been calculated for both in-band and out-of-band

frequencies and examined as functions of array lattice spacing, element size,

angle of incidence, and antenna load mismatch conditions. The computed

results are in good qualitative agreement with measurements on the two types

of arrays. Since the scattering response of an array is a strong function ot

frequency the problem has been examined in three different frequency regimes:

1) antenna mode scattering when fi = fres' 2) higher order mode scattering

when fi>f res' and 3) low frequency structural mode scattering when

fi<<f reS The frequency of the incident signal is fi and fres is the

fundamental reasonant frequency of the microstrip element (lowest order

TM31 mode).

2. Antenna Mode Scattering T~heory: Antenna mode scattering occurs when the

frequency of the incident energy is the same as the resonant frequency of the

lowest order TM11 mode of the circular disc microstrip element. The RF energy

absorbed by the antenna is partially re-radiated due to reflections at the

feed terminals that occur when the antenna is not conjugate matched to the

load. The direction of the peak sid 0obe in the backscatter direction is a
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function of the array lattice spacing.

,o The backscattering cross section CA of an array of MxN elements can be

obtained by the addition of the scattered fields from the individual elements,

taking into account the relative phase angle between the scatterers, [1,2]

°A 1 • • )/2 ,,
O NCA =i Lý Z' iN "ý exp~j.,) 1

where OMN is the antenna mode cross section of the (m,n) element in the array,

CIMN is the relative phase angle associated with the (m,n) element in the I
drray. The magnitude of the relative phase angle is determined by selecting a

reference plane located at the (o,o) reference element in the array. If the

scattering cross sections of the individual elements in the array are assumed

to be equal, summation of the phase contributions from the elements in a

triangular grid array results in

CA 112 A~AY

0 A I (ciO) AT 2y

(2)

where ao is the scattering cross section of an array element and AT, Ax, and

A are the array factors for the triangular grid array [3] as denoted below:

r

AT 1I.0 + exp(-jfX) exp(-fy)3a

.Y(3a)
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where fx = kdx sin 0 cos , (3b)

fy kdy sin 6 cos , (3c)

(9,t) are the angular coordinates of the backscattered signal Xo is the

wavelength, k = 2r/Xo , and dx and dy are the inter-element spacings

between the array elements along the x and y axes. Also,

(4a)
sin(kMdx sin C) cos 4t)

AX =
sin(kd, sin 9 cos

and

sin(kNdy sir, A cos
sin(kdy sir, A cos 6) (4b)

The backscattering cross section of the microstrip antenna elerment oa in

equation 2 cdn be represented [4] as

•22

= --Is(oe) + Ir2IG(G•)pb
'4*T BJG b p6)

(5)

The scattering cross section of the antenna element can be decomiposed into two

major components. The first term S in equation (5) is due to the "structural
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mode scattering" from the antenna array. It arises from the currents induced

on the surface of the antenna element by the incident electromagnetic signal

and is totally independent of the load connected to the antenna terminals.

The structural scattering cross section of the array will be discussed later

in this paper. The second term of the cross section attributable to

has beer called the "antenna mode" backscatter. The factor rGb is the gain

of the antenna element in the backscatter direction. rb is the modified

reflection coefficient defined in terms of the load impedance ZL - RL + jXL

and the array element impedance Za Ra + jXa

Z -Z (6)

where Z* =R -jX is the complex conjugate of the impedance of the array
a a a

element. P b is the polarization mismatch between the scattering array element

and the incident electromagnetic signal.

The gain of a circular disc microstrip antenna element of radius a

operated in its fundamental (lowest order) TM 1 mode can be calculated from

its radiated fields [5,6] and is given by

27,
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I.
where

GN<O,ý) - 41cos2€ (J2(koa sin 0 ) - Jo(koa sin 8 )) 2
• • (7b)

2 2 .2
+ cos e sir, 2' (J 2 (koa sin 6 ) + Jo(koa sin 0

and

2/2

GD = fl J 2 (k 0 a sin 6 )-jo(koa sin 0 2

+ cos e (J 2 (koa sin 6 ) + Jo(koa sin 0 )2 I sirndP (7c)

and a is the radius of the microstrip circular disc radiator, Similarly, the

antenna impedance Za for a coaxially fed, circular disc microstrip element is

given [5,7] by

ji h + 2
Za JZ(kco)/An + Jn(k 0 o)Y,(kDoi (8a)Za -= - - n 0 1

2 =

where

PJn(ka) - iJ(ka)
Anr - (8b)

pYn(ka) - jYr(ka)

and

(8c)

p -n=(Ga + jBa)

In equation 8c,
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GA - 2PT/hEoJnl(ka) (8d)

2
co7Ta 2h 1/2

Ba - {1 + -i-ra-In(ra/2h) + 1.77260 - 11 (8e)a h iT[ra

The total power lost by the microstrip radiator is Pt and is given by

PT = Pr + Pc + Pd(9a)

where

[hEoJn(ka)k a]2 (9b)
Pr=GD p

1920

(9c)
_1O _3/2 2

PC= 1.68 x I0 f. E°

_t c2

Pd 0.805 x 10 h tan(6)E if

In the above equation,

h = thickness of the dielectric substrate (meters), a = radius of the

microstrip radiator (meters) , Er relative dielectric constant of the

substrate, E0  E field amplitude of the exciting field (volts/meters),
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tan 6= loss tangent of the substrate, f = frequency (GHz), no = free space

impedance, w = permeability, and k = ko 1f-r

At the fundamental resonant frequency of the antenna, the contribution to

total scattering cross section by the structural mode scatterinrq is much

smaller than the contribution from the antenna mode scattering. Mutual

coupling effects between the array elements have been ignored in deriving

equations 2 and 7. Equation 7 represents the gain of an isolated element i7

the array. The effect of mutual coupling effects in a large array can be

accounted for [8] by multiplying the gain of an isolated element by

(cos O)3/2

3. Antenna Mode Scattering: Measurement and Comparison with Theory

A series of measurements were conducted at the RADC Ipswich

"Electromagnetic Measurements Facility to determine the scattering

characteristics of microstrip arrays in the three frequency regimes. A two

antenna, CW cancellation system was used. The antenna separation was six

inches, with a measurement range of thirty five feet, making the bistatic

angle 0.080 for these measurements. The microstrip array choser for the

antenna mode scatterino measurements consisted of circular disk microstrip

radiators excited from the back by coaxial probes. The center pin of the

coaxial connector was connected to the disk at a distance of one third the

radius from the center of the disk. The center of the microstrip disk was

shorted to the ground plane by a pin. Figure 1 shows a cross sectional sketch

of the microstrip disk element. The characteristics of the array used in

these measurements are center frequency = 7.25 GHz, number of elements = 32,

4 rows X 8 columns in a triangular grid lattice with element spacing = 2.768
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cm x 5.537 cm. The diameter of microstrip disk element is 1.0 cm and the

substrate thickness is 0.30 cm, dielectric constant 4.4 (tan A = 0.0025).

Since a low RCS antenna mounting structure was not available for this

experiment, the scattering measurements on the array had to be carried out in

two separate steps. Scattering cross section measurements were first made oni

a 2 ft. x 3 ft. metal plate. The microstrip array was then installed at the

center of the metal plate and the measurements were repeated. The difference

in the scattering patterns between the two measurements is an indication of

the antenna-mode backscatter from the array. The difficulty with this

technique is that the scattering from the edges of the metallic plate often

interferes with and masks the backscattered signals from the array. At angles

in the vicinity of broadside, the RCS of the plate is much greater than that

of the array, hence scattered signals from the array are not identifiable in

this angular region. The scattered signals from the array become more

discernible at aspect angles sufficiently far from the broadside direction,

where they are comparable to or higher th.n the edge scattering from the metal

plate. To mitigate scattering from the plate at large aspect angles, some

meemad.. with absorbing .materia. l placed on the edges of the

metallic plate.

Scattering measurements on the flat plate and the array are shown in

Figures 2 and 3. The data shown in these figures was taken with an open

circuit ( ZL = ) across the coaxial input terminals of the microstrip antenna

elements. The scattering cross section was measured with the E vector of the

incident field parallel to the columns of the array. These figures show the

in-asured cross section normalized with respect to the scattering cross section
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of the plate measured in the broadside directiog ( 0 1 0° ). Figure 2 shows

the scattered signals from the flat plate alone and of the flat plate with the

array. No absorbing material was placed on the edges of the flat plate in the

results shown in Figure 2. The data shown in Figure 3 was taken with

absorbing material placed on the edges of the metal plate. An antenna mode

scattering lobe from the array is clearly visible in Figure 3 at azimuth

angles betwecn 350 to 600. In Figure 2, multiple lobes are seen at these

azimuth angles due to interference between the scattered signals from the

array and the edges of the plate. The amplitude of the scattered return from

the array is quite large considering that it has only 32 elements. The reason

for this is that the peak of the lobe which appears at 450 is not

significantly affected by mutual coupling effects within the array.

The theoretical scattering cross section of this array was calculated

using equations 1-9 of Section 1. The scattering cross section of a metallic

plate was also calcýulated using a physical optics approximation [9]. The

combined scattering cross section of the array and metal plate was calculated

as follows:

0 T 0 A + 4p + 2(OACP) COS T (10)

L

where
L

GA = backscattering cross section of microstrip array
N

Op = backscattering cross section of me'tal plate

S= relative phase angle between the two scattered signals kd c:s n
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where d is the distance between the phase centers of the two

scattering sources,,

The computed backscattering cross sections for the microstrip array and

the flat plate are shown in Figure 4. The theoretical results are in good

qualitative agreement with the measured data shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

theory predicts the presence of the backscattering lobe from the array that

appears between 350 and 600. At these aspect angles, the scattering cross

section of the array exceeds that of the metal plate. At aspect angles

from 00 to 300 the metal plate has a much higher cross section than the array,

hence scattered signals from the array are not visible in this angular region.

The interference lobe pattern that appears between 350 and 600 is due to the

interaction between scattered signals from the array and the metal plate.

Note that the theoretical results show many more sidelobes than the

experimental data. This discrepancy is primarily due to the fact that the

hybrid Magic-T phase bridge in the two antenna measuring system was not nulled

for each aspect angle due to the vast amount of data that was collected. The

bridge was initially balanced for the 00 aspect angle (array broadside

direction); no further attempt was made to null the bridge for subsequent

aspect angles, creating some degree of phase insensitivity.

4. Effect of Load Impedance on Antenna Mode Scattering

Experiments were also conducted to measure the effect of antenna load

impedance on the scattering cross section of the array. Figure 5 shows the

scattering cross section of the array measured under two different load

conditions, namely ZL w (open circuit) and ZL = 50 + jo ohms (50 ohm

matched load). Both measurements were taken with absorber placed on the edges
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of the flat plate. Examination of the figure indicates that the antenna mode

scattering lobe (occurring between 35-60 degrees) has greater peak amplitude

at ZL = than at ZL = 50 ohms. The difference between the peak scattering

amplitude for these load conditions is rather small. These results indicate

that significant scattering can occur from the array even when the antenna

input terminals are terminated by a 50 ohm resistive load; this is because the

conjugate-match condition specified in equation(6) is not satisfied by this

type of load. These results have also been corroborated by theoretical

cal cul ations.

5. Higher order mode scattering (TM2 1 mode)

When the frequency of the incident signal is above the fundamental (TM1 1

mode) frequency of the microstrip antenna higher order modes can be excited in

the array elements, causing them to scatter once again in an antenna type

mod e. The radiation pattern of the elements for these higher order modEs will

be different from the fundamental TM1 1 mode; generally there will be a null at

broadside and the peak lobes shift towards the endfire direction [13]. In

this paper the scattering pattern of the array has been calculated at a

frequency corresponding to the resonant frequency of the TM., mode of the

antenna element.

The resonant frequency fmn of the TMmn mode of a circular disc microstrip

antenna of radius a is given by

fmn= Kmnc /2wae/ -r (11)
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where Kmn is the nth zero of the derivative of the Bessel function of order m,

c is the velocity of light in free space, and EriS the relative dielectric

constant of the substrate. The effective radius ae of the antenna element is

gi ven by

+ 2h.

ae = all +• / r- n(-) + 1.7726111/2 (12)
arr "'Er 2h

where h is the thickness of the microstrip substrate and a is the radius of

the mic,-ostri, antenna element. For the microstrip disk in the 32 element

array, the resonant frequencies of the TMll, TM2 1 , TM02 and TM3 1 modes occur

at frequencies of 7.25 GHz, 12.44 GHz, 15.08 GHz and 16.54 GHz, respectively.

The gain of the TM?! mode in the backscatter direction can be calculated

from its far field patterns and is given by

G 4I( 0,ý) 4GN2I(O,0)/GD21 (13a)

0 N21 = 4fcos 22 fJ 3 (koa sin A ) - Jl(koa sin A )I2

+ cos 2 sin22ý IJ 3 (ka sin ) - l(koa sin 2 (13b)

and

rt/2

GD2I = lJj(koa sin 6 0 J1 (koa sin A )I 2(13c)

COSf (9IJ3 (koa sin 0 ) + J 1 (koa sin A )121 sin OdA
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The backscattering cross section (if the array in the higher order TM2 1 min e

can be cal cul ated using the methrids outi ned in Section 2. Figure 6 shows the

calculated backscattering cross section of the array at a frequency of 12.44

GHz, with the input terminals of the anterna open (ircuited. Experimental

measurements have been conducted to verify the results.

6. Low Frequency Structural Mode Scattering' TheorJ.L : Measurement

When the frequency of the incident signal is well below the operating

bandwidth of the array, the individual elements in the array cease to radiate

and can no longer be considered as microstrip antenna elements. The array

scattering now occurs in the structural mode, with energy being scattered in

the specular direction due to the presence of the conducting ground plane a

small distance behind the radiating face of the drrey. The eer-qy att~red

in the backscatter direction is negligible and is independent of the antenna

load impedance since no RF power is absorbed by the antenna,

A survey of current unclassified literature has yielded very little work

on the backscattering from microstrip arrays. Montgomery [10] has studied the

specular reflection from infinite periodic microstrip arrays using Floquet

model expansion and integral equation techniques. These techniques are not

readily applicable to the evaluation of backscatteriný from a finite

microstrip array. In this paper, the diffraction fields and the

backscattering cross section has been calculated using the low frequency or

Rayleigh approximation [2]. The presence of the metallic ground plane is

accounted for by an image array [11] whose dipole moments are opposite to that

of the array. The scattered field from the image array is added to that of

the actual array through an appropriate phase factor, to account for the
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presence of the dielectric substrate. Munk et. al . [12] have considered the

influence of dielectric medium on radiatior from a periodic surface. A

!;imilar, but simplified technique has been employee in this paper, the details

of which will be described at the symposium.

In order to investigate the low frequency scattering characteristics '

the array, measurements were conducted at 7.25 GHz and at 10 GHz on an array

of 561 elements whose design frequency was 20 GHz. The charateristics of

this array are center frequency = 20 GHz, number of elements = 561, 27 rows X

27 columns square lattice delineated by a 7.85 inch diameter circle, element

spacing = 0.295 inch X 0.295 inch, element type = 0.179 inch X 0.1069 inch

rectangle, substrate = Rogers Duroid, substrate thickness = 0,0625 ins,

dielectric constant 2.23. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the backscattering

cross section of the 2G GHz array when measured at a frequency of 7.25 GHz and

10 GHz respectively. Both of these measurements were ;oade with the antenna

input terminals open circuited. These results show no perceptible differences

between the cross section of the plate and that of the plate with the array,

indicating that tVe scattering cross section of the array in the backscatter

direction is negligible, These experimental results confirm the theoretical

IZ.
predictions.

7. %dmmrary

Electromagnetic Backscattering from two dimensional microstrip arrays has

been studied in this paper as a function of the frequency of the incident

signal , array lattice spacing, angle of incidence and antenna load mismatch

conditions. Theoretical and experiemental investigations have been conducted

on two types of microstrip arrays: a) a 32 element triangular grid array

3 rL
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consisting of coaxially fed circular disk microstrip elements and b) a 561

element square grid array of rectangular patch elements.

Signi ficant antenna mnode backscattering from the triangular grid array is

observed when the incident frequency is the same as the resonant frequency of

the fundamental TM11 mode of the circular microstrip disk element. Higher

order mode backscattering from the array is also observed at large inciderce

angles when the incident frequency is the same as the resonant frequency of

TM21 higher order mode of the microstrip element. Negligible tackscatter from

the array occurs when the incident frequency is well below the fundamental

resonant freqjency of the microstrip patch element. Theoretical results for

the three frequency regimes are in good qualitative agreement with

experimental measurements.
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PERFORMANCE BOUNDS ON MONOLITHIC PHASED ARRAY ANTENNAS

John K. Schindler
Electromagnetic Sciences Division

Rome Air Development Center
Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731

SUKMARY

Monolithic phased arrays represent a challenging combination of phased
array and monolithic millimeter wave integrated circuit technologies. These
arrays promise to have an immense impact on airborne and spaceborne communica-
tions terminals and radar systems in the millimeter wave frequency bands if
substantial technological challenges can he met in future years.

Bounds on the performance of monolithic phased arrays are presented as
they are limited by array, circuit and device performance estimates. Depending
upon application, the performance of monolithic arrays is characterized by
gain, effective isotropic radiated power or overall efficiency. Maximization
of any or a combination of these performance criteria is limited by cost and
array complexity, waste power dissination, amplifier output power and junction
temperature.

Results for maximum effective isotropic radiated power arrays are present-
ed for final power amplifier designs which maximize amplifier gain, efficiency
or saturated power output. Maximum achievable EIRP varies inversely with the
square of frequency with junction temperature limiting EIRP at the lower fre-
quencies and FET power density limiting EIRP at higher frequencies. Waste
power is contributed primarily from the DC to RF inefficiencies of the FET
power amplifiers and the waste power density necessary to be removed from the
array remains approximately constant with frequency. This waste power density
is significant. being approximately I00 times that which can be radiated by a
black body at the corresponding junction temperature of 100 degrees Centigrade.
Small signal active array gain is limited by semiconductor wafer size and
achievable cost effective circuit realization at the lower frequencies and by
microstrip circuit feed losses at higher frequencies. Even at the higher
frequencies, the complexity of the maximum gain circuits greatly exceeds todays
capabilities for monolithic circuit fabrication. r"

1. INTRODUCTION

Monolithic or integrated circuit phased arrays are active phased array
antennas fabricated primarily on a semiconductor substrate. The array includes
radiating, feed, control and amplifier components constructed on the substrate i
using monolithic microwave or millimeter wave integrated circuit fabrication
techniques. The arrays can be either transmit or receive or possibly both
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transmit and receive if advanced levels oIf circuit integration and transmit- -

receive isolation are permitted by the fabrication technolog_,y.

Important adjuncts to monolithic array technology include mounting, sup-

porting and cooling the array and feeding RF, DC and control signals to the

complex monolithic array structure. The arrays are likely to be electrically
and mechanically fragile and will require an external radome capable of pro-
tecting the array from the usual environmental factors as well as electrical
interference from lightning or EMP.

A survey of hybrid and monolithic integrated circuit antenna technology

has been published recently [I].

1.1. Potential of Monolithic Phased Arrays

Monolithic phased arrays may be an important technology for aircraft and
space antennas in the lower millimeter wavelength hands from 20 to 60 G(lil. It
is anticipated that aircraft communications terminals and radars for modern
high performance aircraft will require low profile or conformal antennas which

occupy a minimum amount of space within the airframe. Conformality of the

antenna permits a low radar cross section for the aircraft and reduces drag oni
a high performance airframe. Minimum airframe intrusion allows more efficient
use of the valuable space within an aircraft but this requirement denies the

use of space or lens fed antennas and forces the use of compact corporate
feeds. These feeds are lossy, especially at millimeter wave frequencies, and

will require the use of some form of active array. Within the aircraft and
space environments, reliability and radiation hardening are important. GaAs
technology appears to be radiation hard and the reduction in the number of
wirebonds and discrete components employed in advanced systems will improve

reliability.

The cost of precision millimeter wave arrays is a significant issue.
Monolithic fabrication techniques offer the prospect of "mass producing" arrays
in such a manner that unit costs are reduced. However, the monolithic fabrica-
tion process at millimeter wave frequencies is likely to be complex and require

multistage, repeatable sub-micron lithography. A byproduct ot the successful
completion of this precision fabrication process is the control of electrical
parasitics and the ability to produce wideband, high performance arrays from
monolithic subarrays with nearly identical performance.

1.? Problems with Monolithic Phased Arrays

There are significant design and tabrication problems associated with
monolithic millimeter wavy phased arrays. The use ot sub-micron millimeter

wave monolithic circuit techniques on reasonably large scale circuits and
arrays presents a challenge to achieving adequate yields and realizing the cost

potential of the arrays. Simplification of the production level monolithic cir-

cuit processing techniques employed in the advanced active de.vices used for low
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noise and power amplifiers and FF switches will be required. The design base
for monolithic millimeter wave devices, circuits and radiators is emerging
only now and will require significant advances before the efficient engineering
design of this class of array can he conducted on a routine basis.

Conductor losses associated with transmission media such as microstrip
operating on semi-insulating semiconductor at millimeter wave frequencies are
significant. These losses limit achievable gain and intrnduce waste power
which must be removed from the array. Increasing the thickness of the semi-
conductor substrate is desirable to permit reliable handling of the arrays
during processing. However, thicker substrates make fabrication of via holes
more difficult, increase the thermal resistance of circuitry and introduce the
possibility of multimoding in the transmission lirnes used in the corporate
feed. Thicker substrates can support surface waves and introduce blind spots
and element mismatch upon scan of the monolithic array [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. An
evaluation of the practical significance of these and other design problems
with monolithic arrays is being conducted under programs supported by the RAND
Electromagnetic Sciences Division. In this paper we discuss comparative bounds
on the performance of monolithic arrays operating in the 20-60 GHz bands as
limited by fundamental design and technological constraints. The discussion of
specific methods for designing and implementing monolithic arrays is presented

elsewhere in this Sympositim [9; 91. Separate transmit, phase shift and receive
modules are under development currently [9, i01.

2. OBJECTIVE OF PAPER

The objective of this paper is to establish performance bounds cn mono-
lithic phased arrays, principal technological limitations on tbese performance
bounds and the sensitivity of these bounds to advances in device and fabrlca-
tion technologies. The design of monolithic arrays for radar and communications
systems are subject to differing design criteria depending on the application.
Common design objectives are to maximize

* Active array gain

* Effective isotropic radiation power
* Active array efficiency

Achieving these maximum design measures is limited by constraints on the
physical and cost realizability of the arrays. Ptitcipal conotraiats are

* Limitations on total or per :rea dissipated power
* Active FET amplifier junction temperature
* Active FET amplifier maximum power output
* Cost

In this section, these design objectives and contraints will be discussed
in depth. They provide a rationale for selecting the important features to be

included in the monolithic array model used in the analysis in this paper.
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Dcsi~n criteria for 7101101ithi C arravys wl*lI he described inl this section.
Fri ucipail deincriteria ar-e tCi maximization of array gain, effective iso-
t Uopi=cI adiAtLod lover ind cjffCicienlCy . Thiese design goals are not necessarily
comp-Atible and thus are appropriate under differing conditionis. The conditions

iindcr which each desig~n goal is appropriate will be described.

I .1I M-3Xinor Achievable Array Gai nI
011e impoj)Crtant and corimonly used active array chiaracteristic i~s its direct-

ivte gai'i. This property is a measuire of the ar-ray's ahi lity to direct RF p~ower

at it-, Nput terminals3 to a receiver or target located at a oiven angular dir- '
ct~ionl from the arr~y. Inl this paper, gain in~cludes all losses in the array
corporate feed, power dividers, phase shifters and radiating elements. It in-
cludles, as weýll, power gain associated with the active amplifiers included in
the array. Dir ective gain, as used here, will be computed inl the array broad-
side direction and will n,.)L include losses ass5ociated With scan or -aperture
Laper for sidelobe control,

In. the tollowing ana!lysis, gain will be computed assuming that the active
amp1 i are nn_'r aT irnz i n rhel- l inear rfegi on where output power is propor-

tional to input power. Thus, active array gain as used here is associated with

a line-Iar systenm and itr is impl-icitly aissuimed that the input drive power at the

opercat ing r t equenicy o f the: a rray, is I imni ed. The important function for theI
arraY .?-- is to efficienitly direct this limited power to the communications
receiver or scatteriag target, making the active array directive gain the
imporranit design criteria for limiteed input Ri: po,,.ar system,;.

2.1.'? -rrav Ef~ficiency

Anothelir importLant performance Criteria for active mionolithic arrays isI
ovvral 1 et fi.:iencv - the capability ot the arra'v to efficient ly convert input z
EF and 1)C power to out put RE power at the r-ce iv ing antenna or scatterilog

L a r'gv This overall1 ett ii ci eucy will be taken als the ratio of out put Ri: powe r
ot a receivitig apetrture' broadside to the ar ra;'- and inl thec far f ielId of t le
arra .-.- th Oe total DC aind RY input power to the arriy.

ActLI ve J r r ay Vf C iiec thu iQ VLIIcUSi )CIUdes thIe e f fec:ts of RI: puwer dissi pateC'
i~i icsistive portiions of thle corporate feed., phase shitters, and radiatinw. ele-
vciutS as well aS theC D power dissipated inl the. active arnli14r hers. Wh11ilIe

mi s ra t c lo s ss ma y be iinp or t-a nt i n r ed u c inig g a in, ef f icie n cy a nd F I P.P, thIs1 49

losses will b egltected; the assumption being that thev active array is 6ie I
designeid at ali freoklCniC S and scan aniglcs and the ef feet of inismiatch lo~sseýs
areý negligible.

Arra\ ctficiency is anl important desi,,n criterion when pr imary power
liniitat ions are placed on the array or wheni limits exist on the abilIity to
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remove waste power from the array or the overall system. The proportion of
input power provided in the form of DC bias and RF drive may he important when
the cost of generating RF drive power is significant at higher frequencies.

2.1.3 Maximum EIRP

Effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is a measure of the active
array's ability to direct RF power to a given receiving system in the far field
of the array - it represents an amount of input power which, if radiated iso-
tropically with unit gain, would give the same far field power density as the
actual active array. EI.RP is commonly used in the design of communications
systems as an effective measure of the transmitter-antenna subsystem
performance.

The EIRP usea in this paper will be associated with the maxium achievable
radiated power from the array. Consideration will be given to the maximum power
achievable from each active amplifier in the array as limited by the maximum
junction temperature allowed or the gate breakdown voltage and channel carrier
concentration. The active array will be assumed to have adequate input RF
adive power such that the most restrictive limiting condition on each active
amplitier is achieved. Thus while gain is an implicitly linear array charac-
teristic, EIRP as used here gives implicit consideration to the non-linear
I)poweL .iLuation or junction temperature limits of the active array.

As with the gain design criteria, EIRP will be calculated at a broadside
direction with no scan or aperture taper loss included.

2.2 Design Constraints

The performance of monolithic arrays given by the design criteria in the
previous section is limited by important and practical constraints on the per-
mitted waste power dissipated in the array, illowable FET gate power and junc-
tion temperature and array costs. In this section, these constraints on
moIOlitbhic array performnnce will be discussed.

I.2.1 Power Dissipation

Monolithic arrays may be relatively inefficient systems due to RF losses

in the corporate feed, phase shifters, power dividers, and radiating elements
as well as the relatively inefficient power amplifiers likely to be employed
at millimeter wave frequencies. Thus a significant amount of waste power must
be removed from the active array.

Two waste power dissipation constraints will be considered - the total
waste power and the waste power area dunsiry. Total waste power limits are
important when the ability of the total system to remove power is a factor.
'ihis can occur in the space environmlent where waste power is removed by large'
area thermal radiators. Waste power area density waste power per unit area
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of array face - is important when some form of convective heat. removal system

is employed. In this case the ability of the limited flow rate convection
system to remove waste power without significant increase in fluid temperature
is important.

2.2.2 FET Junction Temperature

It is known that the allowable temperature of the FET junction is an
important parameter in determi:ing the reliability of FET amplifiers, although
the exact relationship between temperature and lifetime for millimeter wave
FETs is not established. The power dissipated in the FET amplifiers is known
to be concentrated in the FET channel and the primary thermal path for dis-
sipating this power and controlling junction temperture is through the semicon-
ductor substrate.

1i this paper, the FET amplifiers used in the active monolithic array will
be assumed to have all waste power dissipated in their gates and thermally con-
ducted to the ambient temperature substrate of the array. The junction temper-
ature allowed from reliability considerations will place one limit on the power
output from each active amplifier in the monolithic array.

2.2.3 Maximum FET Power Output

Microwave and millimeter wave FET amplifiers are known to have limits on

the available output power they may deliver. This power is limited by the gate
breakdown voltage, the maximum drain current as limited by the concentration of
carriers in the channel and the width of the FET gate as limited by the ability
to match the input impedance of FET device.

Either the maximum available output power or the allowable junction temp-
erature will limit the amount of power which the monolithic array can deliver
to space. These parameters thus limit the maximum EIRP available from the
array and the resultant etficlency of the array.

2U..4 Cost Limitations

A primary motivation for the use of monolithic arrays at millimeter wave
frequencies is cost. Their cost effective application is assumed to come from
the precision reproduction of the complex circuits on a large scale with the
attendant amortization ot large setup costs over a volume production. The item
cost of each monolithic array will be small only if a large traction of the
complex circuits produce, function properly. This fraction at functional
arrays or yield is critically dependent on the quality and reproduceability of
the materials and fabrication processes used in the manufacture of the mono-
lithic arrays. Yield depends an well as on the complexity of the monolithic
array expected to be produced.
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The item cost and its relationship to yield and circuit complexity is very
difficult to quantize. It is known that yield is dependent on the number of
gates employed, gate dimensions and the functions required of the gates. For
purposes of this analysis, the number of gates employed for active amplifiers
and phase shifter switches will be used to determine the yield and the overall
cost of the monolithic array.

2.3 Sensitivity Analysis

One objective of the analysis provided in this paper is to provide
estimates on a common basis of the performance of monolithic arrays in the
millimeter wave bands as a function of frequency and the type and scale of
technology employed in the array fabrication.

A second and equally important objective is to determine the sensitivity
of the performance bounds and constraints echnology advances. The analysis
to be provided will include, as parameters. ýmportant performance characteris-
tics of the devices, components and materials employed in the array fabrication.
Marginal improvements in the array performance measures as a function of chang-
es in these device, component or material characteristics will be evaluated to
provide direction for future development efforts. As well, the sensitivity of
array performance measures to uncerLainLy uf laýk of knowledge of device, com-
ponent or material performance will be determined so that the most critical
uncertainties in design knowledge can be resolved in advanced research programs.

2.4 Limits of Paper Analysis

The analysis provided here is limited in several ways. Current technology

is challenged significantly by providing separate transmit and receive arrays

even though research into difficulties with advanced transmit-receive arrays
has been proposed. Thus, consideration is given to separate transmit and re-
ceive arrays. Only transmit arrays are discussed here; a similar comparative
analysis of performance of rcceive only arrays will be conducted,

3. ANALYSIS

In this section the important properties of a monolithic array model are
presented. A model is proposed from which performance characteristics of mono-
lithic arrays can be computed as a function of design constraints and technol-
ogy limitations. Quantitative expressions for these performance objectives
and constraints are provided.

3.1 Important Model Properties

Any model proposed to evaluate the performance of monolithic arrays must
include properties which adequately char icterize important array losses which
contribute to gain degradation arid power dissipation as well as properties of
the amplifiers which contribute to gain, DC power dissipation and output RF
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power limitations. TOhese properties are described in this section as well as
assumptions regarding factors which can be neglected in the model.

Resistive losses are important to the design of monolithic arrays at
millimeter wave frequencies. Semiconductor and conductor losses can be signif-

icant contributors to losses in the corporate feed. These losses along the
total path length of the corporate feed limit the maximum achievable gain from
each array as well as contribute to the RF power dissipated in the array.
Other important resistive losses come from the power dividers, phase shifters
and the radiating element employed in each subarray. It is assumed that mis-
match losses in the corporate feed and elements are negligible in reducing the
array gain. Of course, this mismatch loss can be significant if thicker sub-
strates which support surface waves are used in an array which is required to
scan Lo the emergence of blind spots [2, 3, 4, 5, 61.

Active monolithic amplifiers employed in the array are a significant
source of additional active array gain. However, FET amplifiers at millimeter
wave frequencies are inefficient and result in a significant source of waste
power which must be removed from the array. The power-added efficiency of each
amplifier characterizes this feature. The amplifier is assumed to be biased
such that all DC waste power is dissipated beneath the FET gate where the res-
ultant hoat is removed by thermal conduction to the ambient substrate of the
array. Thus the gate dimensions and the thermal resistance of the semiconductor
are important. A second important feature is the maximum achievable power pro-
duced by the FET. This is characterized bv the product of RF power output per
unit gate width and the maximum gate periphery for which the input impedance
can be matched.

In this analysis, we neglect mismatch losses, radiatinn and coupling
between transmission lines used in the feed system as well as losses associated
with conversion of dominant mode energy in these lines. Losses associated with
the array controller and phase shifter driver are not considered since power
dissipated in these devices is assumed to be located away from the subarray.
Finally, aperture taper and scan losses are neglected.

3.! Monolithic Array Model

The model for the active array considered here consists of square, passive
subarrays on a semi-insulating semiconductor. Each subarray is fed by a mono-
lithic phase shifter and power amplifier. Each of these subarrays is, in turn,
fed corporately with a transmission medium having different attenuation than
the subarray. The complete structure is fed by a driver amplifier. The size
of each passive subarray will be varied to include the case when each radiating
element is driven by a monolithically integrated amplifier.
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3.2.1 Subarray

The radiating subarray consists of a square array of microstrip or patch
radiators l 3cated on half wavelength centers on semi-insulating semiconductor.
There are 2-ns elements and they are assumed to have an efficiency of ne.
The passive corporate feed for the radiating elements consists of some form of
microstrip or stripline feed characterized by a resistive attenuation a•.
The subarray is assumed to be fed from the center with successive 2:1 power
dividers distributing the RF energy to each radiating patch element. Each
power divider is assumed to have an excess loss LDS to each leg beyond the 3
dB power division expected.

While it is possible to hypothesize a corporate feed network using power
dividers which are other than 2:1, the important loss mechanism which associ-
ates corporate feed losses with the size of the array is preserved in the
model chosen here.

3.2.2 Amplifier/Phase Shifter Feed

Each of the subarrays (or possibly elements) is assumed to be driven by a
phase shifter having insertion loss L and a monolithically integrated ampli-
fier wxith gain s- Of course, the DC and RF power dissinated in these compon-.
ents is of importance. As noted, the waste power from the driver and controller
associated with the phase shifter is neglected. These components are assumed
to be located away from the monolithic subarray. However, the DC power dissi-
pated in the amplifier is of importance. A convenient parameter which charac-
terizes this DC power, PDC, and its relationship with the RF power produced by
the amplifier, PRF, is the power added efficiency of the amplifier. This
quantity is

FoRF - dRF
0 1

hadd = (1)
PDC

and so the power into the amplifier is related to the input RF power PiRF asn

PDC = pRF (2)

nadd

It is assumed the biasing of the amplifier FET is sjch that all of the DC power
is dissipated beneath the gate of the F¶TT.
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The FET power amplifier is limited in output power either by device break-
down voltage and carrier concentration in the channel or the ability to maintain
the junction temperature at a level consistent with reliable operation of the
amplifier. To characterize these power limitations, each FET gate is character-
ized by its maximum achievable gate power density, Pd, expressed in Watts of RF
power per unit of FET gate width. To characterize the power output, the maxi-
mum gate width Wg which can be adequately matched at each frequency will be
assumed. To characterize power dissipation, the thermal conductivity and thick-
ness of the semiconductor substrate will be specified as well as the gate
length and width.

3.2 Subarray Corporate Feed and Preamplifier

Lach active subarray is assumed to be fed by a passive corporate feed
consisting of successive 2:1 power dividers coupled by stripline, microstrip or
waveguide having attenuation per unit length of mf . The power divider has
excess loss LDF. These parameters may he different than those which character-
ize the subarray permitting the use of fundamentally different transmission
media.

The array is assumed to be fed by a pre-amplifier which exists to level
the power throughout the array and control waste power dissipation.

3.3 Performance Criteria

In this section, expressions for thu: gain, efficiency and effective iso-
tropic radiated power (EIRP) are developed for the monolithic array model
proposed. Quantitative expressions for the significant design constraints
are provided as a function of commonly defined characteristics of the device
and amplifier technology expected to be applied in monolithic transmit arrays.

3.3.1 Gain

The active array gain is computed in a traditional manner by considering
the power gain and loss of each stage in the array feed and amplifier sections
to provide the effective p)wer and field strength at each radiating element of
the array in terms of the input RF power. The field strength from each array
element is assumed to be coherently combined in the direction of the array
broadside direction to provide the power output from the array. The result is
the array directive gain which includes all array losses and active amplifier
gain. Thus, the gain may be expressed as

GeGs( ctsis)GaGf(a f Zf)
G 5

Lp
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where

Ge = element gain,

GS( %Zs) subarray feed gain,

Ga = GsGf = gain of subarray amplifier and preamplifier,

Gf = (ctf9.f) = subarray corporate feed gain,

and £s, tf = subarray and corporate feed path lengths.

The subarray and corporate feed gains are functions of the size of the subarray
or feed and the attenuation of the transnission medium used. The monolithic
array gain can be expressed as

4 1Aa

G =- Gafa = Gona , (3)
X2

where na expresses the traditional aperture efficiency of the array and Go
follows.

The subarray and corporate feed gain calculations require special consid-
eration worth note. In the model for the subarray, input power is divided
equally among thc 2 2ns elements with each 2:1 power divider having an excess
loss of LDS. One power divider section with its feed line of length Z to
the next divider has a power loss of

From input to radiating element, the loss of the cascaded feed sections isN

1 \ 2n ,s -~~
2 LDS

)S,

where the total distance from input to radiating element for purposes of
computing the feed attenuation is
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ns-1
P-s = No[2 - 1/2].

Including the element gain and coherently combining the field strengths in the
far field main beam direction of the subarray gives

s(CasY) = Ge(2S) e-C% .
S D S)

Of course, a similar computation applies to the corporate feed stricture where
the subarray with its amplifier-phase shifter combination serve as an effective
radiating element in the calculation.

3.3.2 FIRP

Traditionally, effective isotropic radiated power is th, inpu Y power
which, if radiated isotropically, would provide the same power density at the
receiver or scattering target as the monolithic array. Of course, the mono-
lithic array is an active system and may experience power saturation if driven

too heavily. Since EIRP expresses at the system level the maximum deliverable
power density from the array, we will use EIRP to express the radiated power
density when some stage of amplification within the array is driven to maximum
power output. This maximum power is limited either by the maximum permissible
junction temperature or the maximum achievable output power from the array.
We will compute these maximum amplifier output powers from which we can deter-
mine the necessary amplifier and array RF drive power to achieve the saturation
condition. This maximum array input power when multiplied by the array gain
provides our expression from raximum EIRP. Limits imposed on the output power
from each amplifier will be discussed in the section on design constraints.
It is assumed that each amplifier section maintains power gajin at its Waxilum,,
output power condition.

3.3.3 Efficiency

Overall DC to RF efficiency of the monolithic array is important when the
cost of generating power is significant as in the space environment. Further,
the total power dissipated in the array may be significant when the ability to
carry waste power from the array is limited or when there are limitations on
the total system ability to dissipate powur. Finally, the proportions of dis- r
sipated power from DC and RF sources are important since it is likely that the
cost of generating millimeter power is higher that the cost of generating
regulated DC power.
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An important design criterion is the overall DC to RF efficiency of the
monolithic array. For the monolithic array illustrated in Figure 1, the
efficiency n is expressed as

Po

PI + PDC

where Po = output power at receive aperture AR at range R,

P 1 = input RF power to the array,

and PDC = DC power into the array.

Of course, the output power at the receiver can be expressed as

PIG
Po = - AR

4,,R
2

so that from (3)

Go PI Go 1
ARla ARna

41TR 2  P + P 4•R2 I + PDC/P

IuR 1C +DC' I
I.

Thus, the DC to RF efficiency is proportional to two efficiency factors, the
traditional RF aperture efficiency na and a DC to RF efficiency associated
with the active components in the array. The DC power efficiency con be ex-
pressed in terms of the amplifier power added efficiency (1) as

,- 1 + pDCipl I + G'( - 1/C_)
L 1 add

where L is the loss to the subarray amplifier.
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These efficiency factors will be computed for the array model given in
the previous section. The proportions of total power dissipated from DC and
RF sources will be noted as well.

3.4 Constraints A

Practical constraints on achievinm maximum performance arise from limits
on the achievable power from the active amplifiers in the array, the DC waste
power dissipated by these arplifiers and the RF power dissipated in the corp-
orate feed, the size of the semiconductor wafers available and the cost of
fabricating the monolithic array. In this section, quantitative expressions
for these design constraints are provided.

3.4.1 Power Dissipated

Two sources of waste power exist in the array - DC bias power dissipated
in the amplifiers and RF power dissipated in the lossy feed and array control
components.

A convenient parameter to characterize the efficiency of RF amplifiers is
the power added efficiency (1). Solving for the DC power into the amplifier
in terms of its power gain gives (2). In this expression, the amplifier input
RF power can be computed from consideration of the gains and losses in the
array feed and the input RF power to the array.

RF power dissipation can be computed similarly if the losses which charac-
terize the components are assumed to be resistive. For example, if the RF loss
in the phase shifter is Lp, then the power dissipated in the phase shifter is

P1 rf - Porf = Plrf (I

LpJ

Again, the RF power dissip-ted in the phase shifter or any otiier lossy component
in the array can be computed in terms ot its loss and the RF input power to the
component.

3.4.2 Junction Temperature

The temperature of the FET junction is believed to be a critical parameter
in determining the reliability of active microwave amplifiers and, in this case,
the reliability of the monolithic arrays being designed 111]. DXevice transcon-
doctance and gain are decreased with incre.;jed junction temperature [12].
Typically, junction temperatures are constrained to be between l00 and 150

degrees Centigrade, with considerable stress placed on the lower of these
bounds,
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The source of the elevated gate temperature is primarily the power dissi-
pated in the FET junction. In the analysis conducted here, this dissipated
power is assumed to be due solely to the DC power into the amplifier - that is,
no DC input power is dissipated in bias components for the amplifier on the
monolithic subarray. It is further assumed that the primary mechanism for re-
moving power from the FET gate is thermal conduction through the semiconductor
substrate to the array ground plane which is assumed to be held at an ambient
temperature of 20 degrees Centigrade by a waste power removal system. This
thermal conduction process for gate heat removal is commonly considered in the

design of power microwave and millimeter wave FETs using steady state Fourier
heat flow analysis [12, 131. This analysis gives the junction temperature Tj
above the subFLrate ambient Ta as

Tj - Ta

__ = PDC'
RTH

where PDC is the DC power dissipated in the junction and the thermal resistance
of the junction to the ambient substrate is

1 16C

R TKT HWg 9 (TL

where KrH the thermal conductivity of the semiconductor substrate,

Wg, Lg = the gate width and length respectively,

C = the thickness of the semiconductor substrate.

In this expression, the DC power dissipated in the junction is computed
from the power added efficiency of the amplifier (2).

For the designs given in this paper, equation (4) is used to determine the
maximum input power to any amplifier permitted by limitations on the junction
temperature. This limit on the amplifier input power bounds the input power to
the array and provides a fundamental limit on the effective isotropic radiated
power achieved by the array.

3.4.3 Maximum Power Output

The maximum achievable RF power from FET amplifiers is limited by the

breakdown voltage of the FET and carrier concentration limitations on drain
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current. Typically, the maximum achievable output power density is limited to
0.5-1 Watt of RF power per millim~eter of FET gate width for current technology
GaAs HESFETs [14, 15, 16, 17, 181, with the lower limit occurring at higher
frequencies. Recently, lnP MISFET technology has demonstrated power densities
in laboratory devices 3-5 times larger [19, 20, 211. Specifically, ArmandA
et al have demonstrated 3.5 W/mnm at 9 G~z with 4 dB gain and 33% efficiency
[191. More conservatively operated devices have demonstrated 0.86 W/mm [20)
and 1 W/mm [21].

The gate width assumed is given as follows:

Frequency Gate Width
(GHz) (microns)

20 2500

30 1100
45 490
60 280

These values were selected to provide a 1/f2 dependence on average power from
the FET [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] scaled for 10 Watts at 10 Gliz at: the maximum
power density.

3.4.4 Wafer Size

The monolithic arrays considered here are fabricated on the planar face of
a GaAs or other semiconductor substrate. The radiating element is assumed to
be a microstrip patch or other radiator fabricated on the semiconductor planar
surface. Thus, the size of the semiconductor substrate is one factor in limit-
ing the size of the monolithic array which cani be fabricated.

Current detacto irndu,,try standards for the manufacture and handling of
quality GaAs substrates limits water diameter to approximately 80-100 mm (3-4
inches) using liquid encapsulated Czochralski growth techniques [22]. Semi-
insulating InP wafers are limited to approximately 80 mm (3 inches) in diameter
and are of substantially greater cost at this time. Handling equipment for
silicon wafers may be able to accommodate wafers with diameters up to 8 inches
in the future but it is questionable now whether GaAs wafers of this same
diameter can be handled because they are more fragile than silicon. Crystal
pullers capable of producing GaAs boules greater than 4 inches are not common.

3.4.5 Cost and Circuit Complexity

An acceptable cost for monolithic arrays is critical to their successful
application in military systems. The unit cost of a monolithic array is the
sum of the production cost for each unit and the development cost amortized
over the number of arrays anticipated in production. It is difficult to esti-
mate these development and production costs with a technology which is as new
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V as millmeter wave monolithics. However, certain qualitative trends are clearly

important. For example, common application of a wide variety of subarrays or

millimeter wave circuits in the subarray justifies extensive circuit character-

ization and production development to assure high yields during production.

Yield, the fraction of production arrays which perform adequately during DC and

RF test, is critical. As the complexity of the subarray increases, adequate

circuit yields become increasingly difficult to achieve. Circuit complexity

effects on yield are difficult to express quantitatively - the number of compon-

ents and their complexity being primary considerations. For example, large

biasing capacitors are sometimes shorted due to imperfect application of dielec-

trics while large periphery sub-micron gate FET's fail because of imperfections

in gate fabrication with sub-micron lithography.

For purposes of this analysis, we will assume that the cost and hence
yield of monolithic arrays is strongly dependent upon the number of sub-micron

gate FET's employed in the amplifiers and phase shifters in the array. Thus,
constraining the number of FETs limits yield and bounds the unit production
costs of the array. The number of FETs can be limited by reducing the size of
arrays employing amplifiers and phase shifters at the element level or by using
these amplifiers and phase shifters to drive passive subarrays within larger

monolithic arrays.

4. RESULTS

Results which compare the performance of monolithic active arrays fabri-

cated entirely on GaAs or InP are presented here over the frequency range of
20 - 60 GHz.

In each case, the semi-insulating substrate is assumed to be 4 mils (4E-3
inches) thick for purposes of microstrip transmission line design and thermal
resistance calculations. The microstrip loss was computed as a function of

frequency for a 50 Ohm design using SUPERCOMPACT assuming chromium doped semi-

insulating GaAs having a dielectric constant of 12.9 and loss tangent of 6E-4
[23]. Some samples of this material have loss tangents as high as 11E-4 at
60 GHz [24]. RMS surface roughness was taken to be I micron giving transmission
loss predominated by microstrip conductor losses and ranging from 0.7 dB/cm at
20 GHz to 1.5 dB/cm at 60 GHz. These losses are likely to be optimistically

small since higher order propagation modes at these millimeter wave frequencies
are neglected. At the same time, surface roughness effects on microstrip loss-

es become more important at higher frequencies. Without roughness, losses vary
from 0.5 to 1.0 dB/cm over the 20 - 60 GHz band. Semi-insulating InP materials

have a dielectric constant of 12.4. [25] and a loss tangent which is apparently

unknown but assumed to be the same as GaAs (6E-4). In view of the fact that
conductor losses dominate dielectric losses in GaAs, it appears reasonable to
assume that InP will have the same wicrostrip attenuation as a function of

frequency as calculated for GaAs.
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The thermal conductivity of GaAs was selected to be 0.44 W/cm-degree
Centigrade at 60 degrees Centigrade [13]. This value is optimistic since some
measurements indicate that the conductivity can be as low as 0.25 - 0.3 W/cm-
degree Centigrade [261. InP has a somewhat higher thermal conductivity of 0.7
W/cm-degree Centigrade [25].

Drukier [27] has demonstrated the inconsistency of designing microwave or
"millimeter wave GaAs amplifiers to simultaneously maximize gain, output power
and efficiency. Iiis data demonstrate that only one of these parameters can be
maximized in any design. In view of the varying design requirements of the
monolithic arrays described here to achieve maximum gain, EIRP or efficiency,
analysis was c,)nducted assuming amplifiers designed for power, gain or power
added effitiency. Nominal and optimistic values for each amplifier parameter
were selecte-d at each frequen-y of operation and array designs conducted with
one parameter selected to assume its optimistic value and the others their
nominal values. Optimistic values were chosen to meet or exceed current lab-
oratory state of the art values so thac the resulting benefits in array
performance could be assersed.

Assumed values of amplifier power added efficiency are indicated in the
following table ýnd result from a model suggested by Weidler and Raghuraman
I1~l

Gats MESFET

Power Added Efficiency

Frequency Nominal Optimistic

(GHz) % %

20 20 41
30 17 34
45 14 28
60 11 22

Amplifier power gain was selected to vary between a nominal value of 4 dB
and an optimistic value for a single stage amplifier of 9 dB.

In the results reported here, the average phase shifter insertion loss is
assumed to be 4 dB, independent of operating frequency. This value is a chall-
enge to todays monolithic pIase shifter technology in view of the reported
results of Ayasli et al [29] and Wilson et al [30] giving approximately 5dB
insertion loss for monolithic, X band, four bit phase shift--- and the results
of S.okolov et al [31] and Bauhahn et al [32] showing an experimental 2.5 -3 dB
per bit insertion loss at 30 GHz. 1.5 - 2 dB/bit appears possible at 30 GHz
with advanced fabrication techniques. Power divider excers loss assumed was
0.1 dB foi each leg o0 the 2:1 power divider.
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Figures 2 - 5 show the performance of a monolithic array at 45 GHz.
Results for array gain, efficiency, waste power density and EIRP are given as a
function of array edge length in wavelengths. In all results given here, the
amplifiers and phase shifters are assumed to be located at each array element.
FET junction temperature of 100 degrees Centigrade limits some results.

Figure 2 gives results for the maximum subarray gain and percentage of the
total power dissipated from DC and RF sources. Gain is maximized at a subarray
size which approximates the 3 inch diameter wafer size available for GaAs mono-
lithic circuit fabrication. A 3 dB increase in gain can be accomplished with
the low loss microstrip feed on a very smooth substrate but this increase is
accomplished with a larger size subarray. These maximum gain arrays can be
achieved only through the use of large, complicated monolithic circuits. For
example, the 8 wavelength edge subarray contains 256 radiating elements and a
total of between 4000 and 6500 FETs for the amplifiers (assuming I FET/ampli-
fier) and 4 bit phase shifters (assuming 4 - 6 FETs/bit). The subarrays are
thus very complicated by todays standards of monolithic millimeter wave circuit
fabrication and will likely be expensive because of poor yield. V.

Figurp 2 also illustrates the proportions of dissipated power from DC and
RF sources in the maximum gain array designs. The proportions change dramat-
ically when uaJimuui gaL- i achieved. For the smalier, more realizable arrays,
the most significant source of dissipated power is from the DC biasing of the
FET power amplifiers, emphasizing the importance of power efficient amplifier
technology at this frequency.

Maximum efficiency array designs are illustrated in Figure 3. Here the
sum of the decibel values of aperture and DC to RF efficiencies are plotted on
the ordinate as a function of array edge length expressed in wavelengths. Two
substrate losses are considered, corresponding to maximum and minimum substrate
roughness. As might be expected, maximum array efficiency results from the use
of amplifiers designed for maximum power added efficiency (E) - but only for
small nrrnas wahere t-he preoAmrnant dissipated po.wernr'..l*-s from DC power
applied to the power amplifiers. For larger subarrays, maximum array effi-
ciency results when maximum power gain (G) amplifiers are employed. These
larger arrays have as their dominant loss mechanism the RF losses in the corp-
orate feed for the subarray. High power gain amplifiers at the element level
permit lower drive power in the lossy corporate feed and hence more efficient
subarray designs.

Where arrays are fabricated on limited size subarrays to insure adequate
yields, stress should be placed on tca use of high efficiency power amplifiers
when there is concern for maximizing the overall efficiency of the monolithic
subarray designs.

Figure 4 illustrates t'. maximum EIRP and associated waste power as a
function of array edge length at 45 GHz. Also shown are the corresponding
densities, EIRP and waste power per unit area of array face. Of the amplifier
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designs which maximize output power, gain and efficiency, designs with maximum
amplifier efficiency give the maximum EIRP. In the design, the maximum EIRP
is limited by the 0.5 Watt/mm of GaAs gate power density rather than the 100
degree Centigrade gate temperature limit. It appears possible with InP MISFET
technology to increase this gate power density. To evaluate this technological
advantage, results for higher power density, higher thermal conductivity InP
substrate arrays are provided for comparison. Power density was increased to
1.2 Watt/mm where the EIRP was simultaneously limited by gate junction tempera-
ture oi 100 degrees Centigrade and gate power density. A significant increase
of 3.7 dB EIRP results from this InP design.

Figure 4 also illustrates the waste power and power density for these same
desigis. The waste power density remains essentially constant for the smaller,
more realizable arrays. This result is reasonable as we have observed previous-
ly that the losses in these arrays are dominated by amplifier inefficiencies.
The improved performance InP designs result in a 3.7 dB increase in waste power
density, reasonable since no improvement in the efficiency of the amplifier was
assumed.

The waste power densities illustrated here are significant. For comparison,
black body radiation from a 100 degree Centigrade object radiates only 0.1 Watt/
square centimeter aG compared to the approximate 10 Watt/!nuare centimeter re-
quired to be removed from the array.

Figure 5 provides a comparison of these results as a function of frequency
from 20 to 60 GHz for GaAs based arrays. The maximum achievable array gain var-
ries between 26 and 28 dB with losses associated with the 1 micron RMS surface

roughness microstrip conductor limiting the maximum gain. At 20 and 30 GHz the
3 inch GaAs wafer size limits the maximum achievable array gain. The maximum
achievable EiRP for a 64 element monolithic array is shown also. The maximum
EIRP varies approximately inversely with frequency squared over this band. At
20 GHz, the maximum EIRP results from a design employing maximum output power
amplifiers and the EIRP is limited by the junction temperature of the amplifier
gates. At 30 GHz and above, maximum EIRP results from designs employing maxi-
mum efficiency amplifiers and the EIRP is limited by the output power (gate
power density) of the amplifier. The waste power and waste power density
associated with the 64 element arrays are shown also. The waste power density
is substantially constant with frequency since, for this size array, waste
power is dominated by the DC power dissipated in the final power amplifiers in
the array. The output power from the amplifier varies as wavelength squared
which balances the increased number density of amplifiers giving the substan-
tially constant power density. The loýýarithmic decrease in amplifier effi-
ciency is not a strong factor in determining this waste power density in the
monolithic arrays.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Monolithic phased arrays represent a challenging combination of phased
array and monolithic millimeter wave integrated circuit technologies. These
phased arrays promise to have an immense impact on airborne and spaceborne
communications terminals and radar systems in the millimeter wave frequency
bands if substantial technological challenges can be met in future years.

Bounds on the performance of monolithic phased arrays have been presented
as they are limited by array, circuit and device performance estimates. Depend-
ing upon application, the performance of monolithic arrays is characterized by
gain, effective isotropic radiated power or overall efficiency. Maximization
of any or a combination of these performance criteria is limited by cost and
array complexity, waste power dissipation, amplifier output power and junction
temperature.

The monolithic arrays described here are assumed to be fabricated using
primarily GaAs monolithic circuit techniques. The quality and quantit) of GaAs
substrate materials is rapidly improving as are domestic capabilities to
provide the sub-micron device lithography necessary for millimeter wave power
and low noise amplifiers. InP as a material base for millimeter monolithic
arrays shows great promise. The material has higher thermal condu-tivity than
GaAs. InP is capable of sustaining higher device voltages without breakdown
and allows greater carrier saturation currents at these voltages than GaAs,
thus permitting devices with greater output power.

Results presented here hound the performance of monolithic arrays die to
limits on the perforuwece of devices and monolithic components. These device
and component [erforwda.'ze limits are based on extrapolation from current state
of the art laboratory results and physical limits on expected performance.
Small signal active ani - gain is limited by semiconductor wafer size and
achievable cost effective circuit realization at the lower frequencies and by
microstrip circuit feed losses at higher frequencies. Even at the higher fre-

queucies, the complexity of the maximum gain circuit greatly exceeds todays K.
capabilities for monolithic circuit fabrication.

Results for maximum effective isotropic radiated powur arrays are present-
ed for final power amplifier designs which maximize amplifier gain, efficiency
or saturated power output. Maximum achievable EIRP varies inversely with the
square of frequency with junction temperature limiting EIRP at the lower fre-
quencies and FET power density limiting EIRP at higher frequencies. Waste power
is contributed primarily from the DC to RF inefficiencies of the FET power
amplifiers and the waste power density necessary to be removed from the array
remains appruximately constant with frequency. This waste power density is
significant, being approximately 100 times that which can be radiated by a
black body at the corresponding junction temperature of 100 degrees Centigrade.
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Significant technological challenges exist to make monolithic phased

arrays in the frequency bands from 20 - 60 GHz realizable and cost effective in
military applications. Stress must be placed on advancing the art of design

and fabrication of monolithic arrays. Significant challenges to be addressed

in the coming years involve improved power density millimeter wave FET devices

such as might be achieved with the InP material base, improved efficiency amp-
lifiers, improved, repeatable large scale fabrication techniques for millimeter

circuits, improved design methodology to reduce the cost of monolithic array
design and finally, monolithic techniques which can provide isolation between

colocated transmit and receive arrays such as might be required in radar
systems.
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Figure 1. Monolithic Array Model for Calculation of Overall Efficiency.
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Figure 2. Maximum Amuplifier Gain Microstrip Subarray Design at 45 Ghz. Array
Gain, Gain Upper Bound and Percentage of DC and RF Waste Power versus Array
Edge Length. Amplifier Power Gain = 9 dB.

Maximum Microstrip Loss = 1.2 dB/cm for 1 micron RMS surface roughness,

Minimum Microstrip Loss = 0.8 dh/cm for Smooth Substrate.
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Maximum Microstrip Loss = 1.2 dB/cm for I micron RMS surface roughness,

Minimum Microstrip Loss = 048 dBicm for Smooth Substrate.

Figure 4. Maximum EIRP, EIRP Density, Total Waste Power and Waste Power Density

as a function of Array Edge Length. Maxiimum EIRP on GaAs Substrate Achieved

with Maximum Efficiency Amplifier Design and Limited by FET Gate Power Dens-ty;

InP Design with Maximum Efficiency Amplifier Design and increased Gate Power

Density.
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SURFACE WAVE EFFECTS IN PHASED
ARRAYS OF PRINTED ANTENNAS
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ABSTRACT

The role of surface waves in printed antennas is addressed. Data is
presented for the amount of surface wave power generated by single printed
antenna elements, finite arrays, and infinite arrays. Printed dipole and
microstrip patches are discussed, and the role of surface waves in the scan
blindness phenomenon is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Printed antenna elements are currently of considerable interest because
of their application to monolithic millimeter wave phased arrays, as well as
other applications. In such a configuration, the substrate may have a rela-
tively high dielectric constant (e.g., Gallium Arsenide, with er-12.8), and

be relatively thick, electrically. Such a situation is ripe for the excita-
tion of surface waves.

Surface wave excitation generally has deleterious effects In the con-
text of printeu antennas. For single elements (dipole and patches) the
amount of power lost to surface waves has been computed, and will be dis-
cussed below. Infinite arrays of such elements have also been studied, and
it is known that surface waves, in general, cannot exist on such periodic
structures. On the other hand, infinite arrays of printed antennas exhibit
the scan blindness phenomenon, which turns out to be intimately connected to
surface waves of the loaded structure.

A number of interesting questions thus arise. In a finite array of
printed antennas, how much surface wave power is generated? Is it more or
less than a single element would generate? How does this power vary with
the scan angle of the array? How does the size of the array affect the
amount of surface wave power? And how does the transition to an infinite
array occur, where there Is no surface wave power, except possibly at a
blindness angle?

The above questions have been answered by analyzing a finite array of
printed dipoles. Data is presented showing that the amount of power launch-
ed into surface waves by a printed array decreases as the size of the array
increases, for all scan angles except a critical angle where the surface
wave power increases with array size. This critical angle corresponds to
the scan blindness angle of the infinite array.
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SURFACE WAVE EXCITATION BY SINGLE ELEMENTS

The surface wave power generated by a single dipole or microstrip patch
has been determined by a number of workers [1], [2], [3], [4], with general
agreement between their results. Surface wave excitation is quantified by
defining an efficiency, e, as

Surface Wave Power
Input Power

Figure 1 shows the efficiency of three types of printed antenna elements on
a Gallium Arsenide substrate, versus substrate thickness. Observe that for
very thin substrates, the efficiency is close to unity, meaning that little
power is being converted to surface waves. The efficiency quickly drops off
with increasing substrate thickness, and ceases to be monotonic as more sur-
face waves begin to propagate. Clearly a low value of efficiency is
undesirable, since not only do surface waves represent a loss of antenna
gain, but surface wave power can diffract from substrate discontinuities
(feed lines, edges, etc.) to degrade sidelobe levels, or couple to active
devices on the substrate. Surface wave diffraction effects have been ob-
served by a number of researchers.

For lower dielectric constants, the efficiency curves drop off more
slowly with substratc thickncss, and do not attain as low a value as the
data in Figure 1 [1].

SCAN BLINDNESS IN INFINITE ARRAYS

At the other end of the size scale from single elements are infinite
arrays of printed elements. The usual rationale for considering infinite
arrays Is that they can very accurately model the central elements in a
large but finite array, and are substantially easier to treat analytically
than finite arrays, since the infinite array can be handled as a periodic
structure. Such solutions have been carried out for printed dipoles [5],
and mierostrip patches with idealized probe feeds [61. and general relations
based on infinite current sheets have been derived in [71.

Figure 2 shows the reflection coefficient magnitude versus scan angle
for an infinite array of printed dipoles, for E, H, and D (diagonal) scan
planes. The array is matched at broadside, and becomes mismatched as the
array is scanned. Of particular intere.:. is the unity reflection coeffi-
cient at 460 in the E-plane. This is the scan blindness condition, where no
real power is radiated from the face of the array [8]. The existence of
such a "blind spot" generally limits the scan range of the array, as well as
degrading the impedance match. It is thus desirable to have such blind
spots as close to endfire as possible.

The blind spot position can be predicted from the equation,
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where asw is the surface wave propagation constant of the loaded (by the an-

tenna elements) dielectric slab, a and b are the E-plane and H-plane element
spacings, and m, n are positive or negative integers. The right-hand side
of this equation represents the propagation constant of a Floquet mode of
the array; when this constant equals the propagation constant of the source-
free surface wave of the slab, a resonance can occur, leading to scan
blindness.

Solutions to the above equation can be graphically illustrated using a
"surface wave circle" diagram, as shown in Figure 3. This diagram is basi-
cally a grating lobe diagram, with the solid circles representing the
propagating regions of the various Floquet modes. It is augmented with
dashed circles, which represent surface wave modes. Scan blindness is pos-
sible whenever a dashed circle (radids B w/k ) enters visible space (the o,o

sw0
Floquet mode circle), unless the polarization is such that the wave is not
excited (as in the H-plane of dipole arrays) [5].

The surface wave circle diagram shows that the blind spot will move
closer to broadside a5 w/k icioceases, which will occur as the -ubstrate

0

becomes thicker or the dielectric constant increases. Increasing the ele-
ment spacing also moves the blind spot closer to broadside, since the
grating lobe circles will move closer together. Figure 4 shows the effect
of a thinner substrate, for a microstrip patch array.

Although the propagation constant asw in the above equation should be

that of th': substrate with the loading effect of the antenna elements ac-
counted for, it has been found that negligible error in the blind spot
position results from the use of the propagation constant of the unloaded
substrate, for antenna elmonto n.c r rcsonance.

Figure 5 shows the effect of a dielectric superstrate on an infinite
array of printed dipoles. Such a superstrate has been proposed as a match-
ing layer for printed phased arrays. The data of Figure 5, however, shows
that such a matching layer may actually degrade performance, particularly in
the E-plane, by moving the blindness angle closer to broadside. The posi-
tion of this blind spot is easily predicted through the use of the surface P

wave circle diagram and the surface wave propagation constant of the two-
layer substrate.

SURFACE WAVE EXCITATION FOR FINITE ARRAYS

The consideration of finite arrays of printed dipoles or patches re-
quires the calculation of mutual coupling between each pair of elements in
the array. This is the so-called "element-by-element" approach, and is a
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more formidable task from a computational point of view than either the
single element case or the infinite array case. (As a matter of fact, the
infinite array problem is easier to handle than the single element problem.)
A few two-element dipole array examples were presented in [I], but only
recently has the more general case of a finite planar array with an ar-
bitrary number of printed dipoles been solved [9]. As well as being of
practical interest in its own right, the analysis of a finite array provides

the missing link in the comprehensive understanding of the role of surface
waves in printed antennas and arrays.

Figure 6, showing the efficiency of a two-element dipole array on a
quartz substrate, demonstrates some of the essential features of finite
printed arrays. The efficiency is computed for two modes of excitation:
even mode (both dipoles fed in-phase), and odd mode (dipoles fed 1800 out of
phase). The even mode corresponds to broadside radiation, while the odd
mode corresponds to endfire radiation, so in effect we have a simple phased

array, with the two modes corresponding to two different scan angles.
Observe that a significant variation in efficiency occurs for the two modes,
and that the broadside (even) excitation results in better efficiency than a
single dipole, while the endfire (odd) excitation results in a lower
efficiency. The above comments only apply for substrate thicknesses for
which one surface wave mode is propagating; when two surface wave modes are
propagating their different propagation constants preclude significant
destructive or constructive interference.

Figure 7 shows the difference of various-sized square planar arrays of
printed dipoles, for F-plane scan. The 1xi array is a single element, and
so its efficiency does not vary with scan angle. Notice that the efficiency
improves steadi±r with increasing array size, at all scan angles except near
450 where it gets worse as the array size increases. In the limit as the

array becomes infinitely large, the efficiency will approach unity (no sur-
face wave power generated) at all scan angles except the critical angle at
450, where the efficiency will become zero (all input power is converted to

a surface wave). This critical angle ¢orresponds to the scan blindness

angle in the infinite array. In the H-plane scan of the array, the ef-
ficiency quickly approaches unity for all scan angles (since there is no
blind spot in this plane), as the array size increases.

The effect of this surface wave power also shows up in the impedance
properties of the array (as well as the active element pattern). Figure 8
shows the reflection coefficient magnitude versus scan angle for a 7x7
planar array, and an infinite array. The array and substrate geometries are
the same as that of Figure 7. The reflection coefficient is taken at the
center element for the finite array, and the arrays are matched at

broadside.

Observe that the 7x7 array is alr,'ady large enough to be reasonably ap-
proximated by the infinite array, and that the scan blindness phenomenon is
showing up quite clearly in the E-plane of the 7x7 array result.
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CONC LU SI ON

This paper ha.) presented a comprehensive theory of the role of surface
waves in prirted antennas and array- by showing how surface wave excitation '
is affected by substrate thickness and permittivity, array size, element
spacing, and scan angle. The scan blindness phenomenon has been discussed,
and the surface wave circle diagram used to graphically show the effects of
element spacing arid substrate parameters on the occurence of blind spots.
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AN ACTIVE MICROSTRIP PHASED ARRAY
FOR SHF SATCOOi APPLICATIONS

Brian C. Considine
RAYTHEON COMPANY Equipment Division, Wayland, MA

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an electronically steerable, left hand circularly
polarized (LHCP), active, microstrip radiating aperture that operates over
the 7250 MHz to 7750 MHz frequency band. It utilizes flush mounted con-
struction techniques in which the various elements of the array are micro-
wave printed circuits. The patch radiators are printed on teflon fiber-
glass and the circular feed/hybrid layer and the combiner layer are
printed on duroid. In addition, row and column steering commands and bias
signals are included in the bonded structure. The grid configuration and
element spacing impact the microstrip combining network and vice-versa,
hence, the design of the various layers of the antenna is interdependent.

The major features incorporated into this microstrip radiating aper-
ture include the following;

a) increased radiator bandwidth;

b) minimization of radiation loss from the microstrip combiner
circuit;-

c) active matching of the radiator for the array environment over
a 600 scan cone;

d) development of fabrication procedures for low-cost flush mounted
array applications including modularization approaches to large
array fabrication;

e) development of active receive modules employing monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMIC); and

f) fabrication of an active array by incorporating the MMIC modules
into the combiner layer.

Performance goals of -12 dB sidelobes at boresight (equal illumination),
20 db gain, and 60' scan capability were demonstrated.
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Array Description

A cross-sectional view of the array is shown in Figure 1. The array
consists of a bonded multi-layer sandwich of five microwave and d.c.
printed circuit boards. The entire assembly is bonded without the
receive modules which are assembled after the layered structure is
complete. Figure 2 shows the complete array.

The radiating element is comprised of two microstrip layers, a patch
radiator layer, and a circularly polarized (CP) feed layer. One R.F.
feed-thru per element connects the feed point to the corporate combiner.
Plated thru-holes are used for the R.F. and d.c. interconnections. In all
there are over 1100 plated thru-holes in the assembly, each passing through
one or two ground planes.

Receive modules are set into the 1/16" thick spacer provided below
the combiner layer to accommodate the module package. Ultimately modules
will be fabricated co-planar with the combiner eliminating the spacer and
decreasing the array thickness.

To make the design appropriate for general use, the element spacing
.., calculated such that th , array can scan un to 600 from broadside. A

triangular grid was used to minimize the number of elements for an array
whose scan volume is a core. The row spacing "d" to keep the grating
lobe at the edge of real space is given by:

d = V/(I + sin Gs) (1)
S

The element spacing calculated from the row spacing, and adjusted slightly
to keep the grating lobe entirely out of real space, is 0.91 inch.

Antenna Element

The antenna element chosen for this application is the printed
circuit or patch antenna. The element differs from the usual element in
that there is a layer of dielectric covering the ground plane and part
of the feed (the quadrature hybrid) is printed on the radiating side of
the ground plane to maximize the space available for phase shifters on
other layers of the antenna. The antenna element has an operational
bandwidth of 500 MHz centered at 7.5 GHz. Because of tolerances on the
dielectric constant of commercial dielectrics, the design bandwidth is
about 600 MHz.
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The bandwidth of a microstrip element is directly proportional to the
substrate thickness. However, increasing the substrate thickness is un-
desirable as it enhances the coupling to the surface wave mode
and increases the radiation of the feed structure adjacent to the patch.
The mutual couplin• to nearby antenna elements is directly proportional
to the energy in e surface wave which may cause the element pattern
notch, usually associated with the grating lobe, to occur at angles for
which the grating lobe is far from real space. Uncontrolled feed struc-
ture radiation will degrade performance at some angles. For these
reasons, it is desirable to minimize substrate thickness.

By adding a series tuned resonant circuit to the patch it is possible
to increase the bandwidth, while at the same time significantly reducing
feed radiation. The feed configuration shown in Figure 3 was determined
empirically. A rigorous mathematical treatment of the element was not
attempted but the empirical results were modeled.

Circular polarization is obtained by feeding the two linear ports
of the antenna element with a quadrature hybrid packaged with the tuned
circuit on the feed layer.

Element Measurements

Element impedance was measured for the isolated element, and in a
waveguide simulator. Also, the active reflection coefficient was calcu-
lated from mutual coupling measurements in a 30 element array. In all
cases, the impedance measurements were wade at the input to the antenna
feed without the quadrature feed that is normally located at that point.
The maximum VSWR is about 1.6:1 over a 600 MHz band. Patterns measured
on the isolated element in a large ground plane are shown in Figure 4.
It is seen that the patterns are reasonable with the "E" plane pattern
broader than the "H" plane pattern. These patteris are not significantly
different than the isolated patterns of a waveguile type radiator so that
similar performance in an array environment is probable.

Impedance data was also taken in a waveguide simulator. Data for the
element in free space, and in the simulator for two different scan angles
are similar ard fall wlThin a 2:1 VSWR circle. These results are of
interest because it appears that the good isolated element match leads to
acceptable results when the element is tested in a simulator indicating
that the element matcn in an actual array will also be acceptable.
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Measurements in a SmalI Arraj-

The measurements on the isolated patch and the patch in the simulator
showed no unexpected results. However, sometimes, in the array environ-
ment, unusual effects occur. It was felt that some form of verification
in a small array was necessary. A 30 element array was built and used to
make pattern and mutual coupling measurements. The array was constructed
at 'S'-band because of the availability of an element design and the
non-critical nature of the assembly procedure.

Pattern Measurements

Patterns of a near central element were measured at 2.4, 2.5, and
2.6 GHz. The 2.5 GHz data is shown in Figure 5. The transmitting
antenna radiated vertical polarizdtion and a pattern was measured using
the appropriate port on the patch. Then, the transmit antenna polariza-
tion was rotated 902 and the pattern measured using the other port on the
patch. The ripples on the pattern appear to be due to the finite size ofthe ground plane. The gain difference is believed to be due to the ripples
in the other plane. Measurements were also made for other rotations of
the receive array and for other elements in the array. It was noted that,
as excected, beamwidth varied inversely with increasing frequency. Also,
no notches indicating array resonance were observed, and cross polariza-
tion was about 16 dB down.

The details of the pattern, such as the exact beamwidth and ripples,
should be ignored since these could be changed significantly by varying
the conditions at the ground plane edges. In summary, pattern measure-
ments in the small array did not indicate any problems in the use of this
e I ement.

Mutual Coupling Measurements

Mutual coupling measurements were made on the 30 element array of
Figure 5 and the active driving point impedance in the 'E' and 'H' planes
was computed using the co-polarized coupling data. The results of this
computation at an arbitrary reference plane is shown in Figure 6. Note
that 511 has been set equal to zero. The reason for this is that previous
data indicated that a good isolated element match is a reasonable choice
for a good match in the array. By setting Sll = 0 and plotting the active
impedance, the magnitude of the error in this assumption is easily seen.
From cross polarization coupling measurements, it was noted that SIl I
should be about 0.2 at midband to optimize the impedance at 450. Hence,
the isolated element match is a good starting point in the design proce-
dure.
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To estimate the magnitude of the coupling from the cross-polarized
elements, the mutual coupling between all horizontally polarized inputs
to one vertically polarized input was neasured making no assumptions of
symmetry (for co-polarized coupling there is symmetry between the first
and third quadrants and also between the second and fourth quadrants).
The magnitude of the voltage coupled to the vertically polarizer port as
a function of scan angle in sine space was measured and plotted. In the
principal planes, the maximum coupling is 0.11 volts and is less than
0.1 volts over most of the scan volume of interest. Hence, a reasonable
estimate of the driving point impedance can be obtained by measuring
only co-polarized coupling.

In estimating the performance of a phased array, it is desirable to
know, among other things, the power reflected back into the terminals.
Even though the cross-polarized component is not a major contributor, a
complete set of measurements was taken at midband so that the total re-
flection from the two feed points of the element could be determined
assuming that the horizontally polarized arms were driven in phase
quadrature with the vertically polarized arms. The results of these
measurements and computations indicate that the reflected power is 11%
of the incident power at 9 = 00 and typically below 13% over the 60'
scan volume.

R.F. Power Combiner Network

The R.F. power distribution network combines all of the array module
outputs into a single port. The combiner requirements are that equal path
lengths to all elements be maintained and the circuit loss and area be
minimized. Calculations of copper loss, dielectric loss, and radiation
losses were made for various substrate materials and thicknesses. Choice
of the transmission line was based on minimization of loss.

A reactive power combiner was designed because it requires less area
than an isolated power combiner. It is also considerably less expensive
and allows the system noise temperature to be slightly less than with an
isolated combiner. However, in the event of a failure of one of the
modules such that it looked like a high mismatch, a reactive power com-
biner is affected much more than the isolated type.

The array feed network is actually two 1:64 combiners as shown in
Figure 7. The basic building block is a 1:16 combiner that is replicated
8 times. Measured performance of the 1:16 combiner is given in Table I.
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TA;-i F I. 1:16 Coml iner Performance

Amplitude error: 0.45 dB rms
Phase error: - 3' rms
VSWR: - 1.22:1 max.
Insertion Loss: - 0.45 dB ave.

Receive Module

The rodule is shown sche!,iati, all,.; in Figure 8 and described in
Reference 7. The litviter and bia-,in( i ircuitry utilize conventional
ccponents on an EUsiiam.-l0 substrate. The phase shifter and LNA are
M•MIC circuits grown on 4 iail thic,. g-I ium arsenide. The module pcckage
is Kovar with class/Kovar bias feeds Gr d 50 ohm R.F. input and output
feed lines. GaAs interconnections are :,made with 1 mil gold wire thermo-
compression bonded, while the Eps•la:2-1O substrate and conventional
devices are soldered with solders of v',rious melting_; points in a specified
assembly order. Fi ,,i-e 9 is a ph to'p, ,.)h of a typical nodule.

The phase shifter for the SH-. receive nodule is a three-bit mono-
litnic design -rown on 4 mril gall '. ,-1 ,enide. The circuit uses a loaded

1 lie desigqn for the $5: bit and a nylh in coupled design for the 90' and
180: bits, with all R. . lines ill j-i4 , strip. Power FET's are used as
sýitchino aevices inll !I three bits a' shov, n in the scheiatic. Frequency
ranQe of operations is 7.25 to 7.75 G.I The chip size of all bits is
.030" \ .185 , gi vingc the phase shiftr, a size of .240" x .185".

Test of the inividual bits 'ro'w Ibreadboard wafers yielded the
.elluwinq results. Fniase shift a cu'rn ies of + 57' per bit over an
800 MHz band were ;nýeo.sured vith .W).W) . 1.5:1 for each bit. Insertion loss
of the individual hits v,.gs " n tý,c or-,, of 1 to 2 dB.

A single stage :ionolithic ; ̂ ,s Ff a, plifier was designed and fabri-
cated using 1 ricror, .cate FET's rtnol ý .i ally grown on 4 mi I GaAs.
Performance is in good agreement .,ith the design goals of 7.0 dB gain
and 3.5 dB noise figure over the _HF f-equency band. The amplifier uses
a Raytheon type 832 low noise FET havii, - a I om gate length and a 0.5 mm
oeriphery. Distributed element R.F. itching circuits were grown on the
GaAs chip with the FET. The desi,-n w s optin;ized for maximum gain using
CAD techniques.

Although selected modules de,,onstrated 10' phase shift accuracies
with 0 dB insertion loss, in order to fully populate the 12i$ element array
with these state-of-the-art MMIC devi(.es, much laryer - errors were tolerated.
Typical modules average 2 db of irisertion loss at ,idhdarid with up to 150
phase errors per' bit.
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Beam Steerinj Unit

The beam steering unit (BSU) uses a TRS-80 model III personalI
computer. Steering commands for the array are computed in the TRS-80
and data is output via the line printer to an interface network that

buffers, multiplexes, and converts the pulse train from TTL to CMOS
logic required by the phase shifter drivers. Steering the antenna is
accomplished by inputting the frequency and the two beam pointing angles
(azimuth and elevation) desired. The TRS-80 then computes Ax and Ay,
the incremental row and column phase differences given by the equations:

Ax = 2T/'X dx sin 9 cos -i
o 0 .

Ay = 27T/X dy sin 9 sin o
o o

re.
where dx and dy are the element spacings in the rows and columns, and
0 and 9 are the azimuth angle and angle from the zenith. The SHF array
i? actual y two 64 element arrays, each having 8 rows and 16 columns be-
cause of the triangular array grid. Thus, there are 48 row and column
angles computed from the phase differences (Ax and Ay) which are then
quantized into 2?.5° increments.

The phase shifter drivers utilize CMOS logic because -10 volts d.c.
is required to pinch off the FET's used in the phase shifters io one bias
state, the second (ungated-on) bias state being OV d.c. The TRS-80 pro-
duces a TTL, 0 to +5V d.c., output pulse train. The interface board con-
sists of a parallel input 4-bit down counter, 1 to 48 multiplexer, and
48 TTL-to-CMOS converters to provide the proper pulse train for the
drivers.

The drivers consist of a counter to count the row and column pulse
train and a buffer so that a new beam pnsition can be loaded while the
antenna is being used. The TRS-80 limits the rate at which beam positions
can be changed to about 250 millihertz (one every 4 seconds). The CMOS
drivers can run at a clock rate of up to 4 MHz, limiting the beam switch-
ing rate to one every 500 visec (2 KHz rate). The buffer output sets the
R.F. downtime to 100 microseconds per beam pusition change.

Antenna Tests

Two 128 element arrays were fabricated during the program. Both
arrays were identical except that one was completed with 50 ohm lines
in place of the receive modules in the combiner layer. This assembly is
referred to as the "breadboard" array. The second array was completed
with modules, drivers, and the BSU and is the deliverable ADM receive-
only array.
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Antenna tests were conducted on bo-th 128 element arrays. The bread-
board array, being tioi-steerable, was used to confirm the array design
at boresight while che receive modules were being assembled in the ADM
array. Linear and CP radiation patterns were recorded for 64 element and
128 element arrays over the SHF band. In addition, gain and input VSWR
were measured.

Gain

Aperture gain, calculated as the gain of the individual patch
Sboamultiplied by the number of patches, is 23.7 dB for the full array.

. Array losses including all combining, VSWR, and feed line losses totalled
at2.45 dB for the breadboard array. The measured gain to either linear
polarization of the breadboard attray was 21e45 dB compared to the calcu-

lated gain of 21.25 dB (23.7 - 2.45 dB). In the ADM array the gain mea-
12 surement is comrlicated o y the receive modules, whose gain and phase

2errors cause significant combining lhses. At 7o25 GHz the measured
gain is within 0n45 dB of the calculated gain, which includes the inser
tion loss and combining losses due to phase and amplitude errors in the

modulIes.

Radiation Patterns
Radiation patterns were recorded for linear vertical, linear hori-

zontal, and circular polarization for the 128 element array as wellcu-
for each 64 elemeiat subarray for oth the breadboard and ADM configura-
tions. Patterns were recorded at 7.0, 7.2, 7.2 5, and 7.75 GHz.
In addition, beam steering was deuonstrated and patterns recorded for
random steering angles with the AtM a e ray.

Figure 10 shows the one way radiation patterts of the two 64 element

breadboard subarrans fo r eor ded for polarization at 7.25 GHz.

Peak sidelobe levels are -12 dB, as epxected given the uniform illumina-tion function, and the 3 dB beamwidth of 12.5e is correct. Note the 2l

offset between beams and 2. This is dute bre fact that the centers
of the small arrays are separated by a finite distance and the patterns
were recorded in a short (16')anechoic chamber. Figure ra is the one way
rotating linear (CP) radiation pattern of the combined 128 element bread-
bo ard ray The two 64 element ar n are combined via an equal phase
2P1 combiner. Beamwidth is 6.3ý', peak sidelobes are -12 dB, and the
axial ratio is b.1 dB. Si2Tilar measurements over the frequency range
show that the array exhibits the desired 500 MHz bandwidce ath pItter dB
axial ratio at the band edges.
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Figure 12 is the one way radiation pattern of the full ADM array at
boresight measured at 7.5 GHz with a horizontally polarized source. Both
azimuth and elevation cuts are recorded. The peak sidelobe level is
-9.5 dB and beamwidth is 6' for an azimuth cut. Note that the beamwidth
nearly doubles in the elevation pattern as the projected aperture of the
full array is decreased by almost a 2:1 rat~o as it is viewed at 90'.
The one way azimuth and elevation radiation patterns taken along the
lattice axis of tne rray, 600 to the linear polarization source, are
shown in Figure 13, Peak sidelobe levels for this case are -13 d8 or
lower and the beamwidths are as expected, between 60 and 12', a function
of the projected aperture.

Beam steering was demonstrated. with the full array as well as the
64 element arrays. Figure 14 is a one way radiation pattern at 7.5 GHz
with the full ADM array scanned to 49.90 in azimuth and -11.5' in eleva-
tion. Peak sidelobe levels are -10 dB and the beamwidth is 120. Figure
15 is a composite of beam steering experiments on subarray No. 1. Note
that as the beam is successively steered in 10' increments, in azimuth,
there is a gain loss on the peak of the beam. [For clarity sidelobes
have been omitted from this figure. As expected the sidelobe levels
continue to degrade the farther the beam is scanned.] Calculations were
made using the exact module phase and amnlitudp errnrs in array No. 1
and the predicted beams are similar to the actual beams of Figure 15.
Gain loss with scan from 3 to 8 db was calculated while values of 4 to
10 dB were measured. Similarly the predicted sidelobe levels agreed
reasonably well with measured values.
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USING SPECTRAL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES IN ADAPTIVE ARRAY SYSTEMS

William F. Gabriel

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC

ABSTRACT

Improved spectral estimation techniques hold promise for becoming a valuable
asset in adaptive processing array antenna systems. Their value lies in the con-

siderable amount of additional useful information which they can provide about the
interference environment, utilizing a relatively small number of degrees-of-

freedom (DOF). Tne "superresolution" capabilities, estimation of coherence, and
relative power level determination serve to complement and refine the data from
faster conventional estimation techniques.

This paper discusses two conceptual application area examples for using such
techniques; partially-adaptive low-sidelobe arrays, and fully-adaptive tracking
arrays. For the partially-adaptive area the information is utilized for effi-

cient assignment of a limited number of DOF in a beamspace constrained adaptive
system in order to obtain a stable mainbeam, retention of low sidelobes, consider-
ably faster response, and reduction in overall cost. These benefits are demon-
strated via simulation examples computed for a 16-element linear array. For the
fully-adaptive tracking array area the information is utilized in an all-digital
processing system concept to permit stable nulling of coherent interference
sources in the mainbeam region, efficient assignment/control of the available DOF,
and greater flexibility in time-domain adaptive filtering strategy.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Improved spectral estimation techniques are an emerging technology which
derives largely from modern spectral estimation theory of the past decade and
adaptive array processing techniques [1,2,3]. Coupled with the phenomenal

advances in digital processing, these techniques are becoming a valuable asset
for adaptive array antenna systems. Their value lies in the considerable amount
o aduuitiual usefLul information which they can provide about the environment,
utilizing only a relatively small number of degrees-of-freedom (DOF). For
example, current spectral estimation algorithms can provide asympototically
unbiased estimates of the number of interference sources, source directions,

source strengths, and any cross-correlatLions (coherence) between sources [4,5].
Such information can then be used to track and "catalogue" interference sources,
hence assign adaptive DOF.

These newer techniques are not viewed as a "superresolution" replacement for
more conventional estimation methods such as mainbeam search, analogue beam-
formers, or spatial discrete Fourier transforms (DFT). Rather, the new tech-
nology is considered complementary to the other methods and best used in tandem.
For example, "superresolution" techniques cannot compete with the speed of a DFT.
Some comparisons of the various methods may be found described in the literature
[3,5,6].
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The purpose of this paper is to present two conceptual application areas for
using spectral estimation techniques; partially-adaptive low-sidelobe antennas,
and fully-adaptive tracking arrays. A partially adaptive array is one in which
only a part of the DOF (array elements or beams) are individually controlled
adaptively [7,8,9]. Obviously, the fully adaptive configuration is preferred
since it offers the most control over the response of the antenna system. But
when the number of elements or beams becomes moderately large (hundreds), the
fully adaptive processor implementation can become prohibitive in cost, size, and
we igh t.

The paper is divided into three principal parts. Section 2.0 discusses

partLially-adaptive, low-sidelobe antennas with the focus upon a constraiined
beamspace system; Section 3.0 considers source estimation and beam assignmeT!
from "superresolution" techniques; and Section 4.0 discusses an all -digital,
fully-i-iAptive tracking array concept.

2.0 PARTIALLY-ADAPTIVE IOW-SIDELOBE ANTENNAS

The antenna system addressed in this section is assumed to be a moderately
large aperture array of low-sidelobe design wherein the investment is already
considerable and one simply could not afford to make it fully adaptive. The
assumption of low-sidelobes (30 dB or better) is intended to give us good initial
protection against modest interference sources and to reduce the problems from
strong sources, i.e., in regard to the number of adaptive DOF required and the
adaptive dynamic range of the processor. Thus, retention of the low sidelobes is
considered a major goal in our adaptive system. In the discussion to follow, it
is shown that using improved spectral estimation techniques in such a system can
result in the following benefits over a fuLLy adaptive array system:

a. Reduction in overall cost because relatively few adaptive DOF are imple-
men ted.

b. Simple adaptive weight constraints permit minimal degradation of both the
mainbeam and sidelobe levels.

c. Reduction in computation burden.
d. Considerably faster adaptive response.
e. Compatible with a larger number of adaptive algorithms, including even

analogue versions.
f. Greater flexibility in achieving a "tailored" response due to greater

information available.

On tme negative side, a partially-adaptive system can never be guaranteed a
cancellation performance equal to that of a fully adaptive array and, in addition,
will deteriorate abruptly in performance when the interference situation exceeds
its adaptive DOF. These risks are an inherent part of the package and must be
carefully weighed for any specific system application.

2.1 A Low-Sidelobe Eigenvector Constraint. We begin this section by re-
viewing that unconstrained adaptive arrays can experience very "noisy" sidelobe
fluctuations and mainbeam perturbations when the data observation/integration
time is not long enough, even though the quiescent mainbeam weights are chosen
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for low sidelobes. Consider the simple schematic shown in Fig. 1, and let us

compute the complex adaptive element weights Wk from the well-known Sample Matrix

Inverse (SMI) algorithm 19,10]. Expressed in convenient matrix notation,

W - pJR S( )

where W is the adaptive weights vector,

Sis the sample covariance matrix,
S* is the quiescent mainbeam weights vector, and v is a constant.

• denotes the conjugate of a complex vector or matrix.

Furthermore, compute the sample covariance matrix via the simple "block" average
taken over N snapshots,

N *t
- Nn [E(n)E(n) ] , (2)
- N n=1

where E(n) is the element signal data vector received at the nth time sampling.
The data observation/ integration time in (2) is the parameter, N. If R is

estimated over a lengthy observation time, like thousands of snapshots, then the

sidelobe fluctuations from W updates will be relatively small. However, practi-
cal system usage often demands short observation times on the order of hundreds
of snap ;hots or even less.

OH
OUTPUT

FIGURE 1 - Schematic of Adaptive Array
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Figure 2, illustrates typical adapted pattern behavior for independent
estimates of R using N=256 snapshots per update for the case of three 30 dB non-
coherent sources located at 14, 18, and 22 degrees. The antenna aperture chosen
for this example is a 16-element linear array with half-wavelength element spacing '

and a 30 dB Taylor illumination incorporated in S*. Note that the adaptive
algorithm maintains the mainbeam region and successfully nulls out the inter-
ference sources, but that it also raises the sidelobe levels elsewhere. The
adaptive patterns are in continual fluctuation in the sidelobe regions and may I
exceed the quiescent sidelobe level by a considerable margin. Also, the mainbeam
suffers a significant modulation which would degrade trac'.ing performance. These v
effects worsen as the value of N decreases.

To understand thz reason for this undulating pattern behavior, it is helpful
to analyze the optimum weights In terms of eigenvalue/eigenvector decomposition.

Reference [11] contains a derivation of such a decomposition for Eq. (1), and we ,
reproduce here Eq. (34) from that report,

K -01 V (3)

"*t *
where ac = S and W = p/•o2 A

i S0

t denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix. The 0 2 and e are the eigen-
values and eigenvectors, respectively, of the sample covariance matrix, and 6
is equal to receiver channel noise power level. Equation (3) shows that W con-
sists of two parts: the first part is the quiescent mainbeam weight Sr; the
second part, which Is subtracted from S*, is a summation of weighted, orthogonal
eigenvectors. This is a clear expression of the fundamental principle of pattern
subtraction which applies in adaptive array analysis 19,12].

We introduce the term "principal eigenvectors" (PE) to mean those eigen-
"vectors which correspond to unique eigenvalues generated by the spatial source
"distribution; and the term "noise eigenvectors" to mean those eivenvertors which
correspond to the small noise eigenvalties generated by the receiver channel noise
contained in the finite R estimates. The PE are generally rather robust and tend
to remain relatively stable from one data trial to the next, whereas the noise
eigenvectors tend to fluctuate considerably because of the inherent random
behavior of noise. This difference in behaivior is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the
three source case described above, wherein there are three PE and thirteen noise
eigenvectors associated with each R estimate. Figure 3a shows the stability of
the three PE for nine trials, and Fig. 3b shows the random behavior of typical
noise eigenvectors for the exact same trials. Thus, we would expect that the
sidelobe undulations in Fig. 2b are associated primarily with the noise eigen-
vectors. This thesis is verified in Fig. 4, which illustrates the adapted

patterns resulting from Eq. (3) when only the PE are subtracted.

The above adaptive array pattern hehavior leads to the following observations
for source distributions which do not encroach upon the mainbeam and involve a
small number of the available degrees-of-freedoTn:
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FIGURE 2 Fully adaptive 16-element linear array, SMI algorithm with RA
estimated from 256 snapshots per update, three 30 dB non-

coherent sources located at 14, 18, and 22 degrees.
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1. It is possible to retain low sidelobes in the adapted patterns, even with
short observation times, by constraining our algorithm (3) to utilize only the
PE. The weight solution is unique and therefore stable.

2. Utilizing only the IE is tantamount to operating our adaptive system in
beamspace (as opposed to element space) with a set of weighted orthogonal canceller

beams.
3. The fully adaptive array automatically forms and "assigns" its PE canceller

beams to cover the interference souro-e distribution, with one beam per each DOF
needed.

Therefore, we have set forth a low-sidelobe eigenvector constraint algorithm
for this type of restricted interference situation.

2.2 Low-Sidelobe Constraints for a General Beamformer. Consider next a
more interesting configuration shown by the schematic diagram of Fig. 5, where we
represent an adaptive array system operating in beamspace so as to have available
some pre-adaption spatial filtering. Applebaum and C.ýapman [8,9,13] first des-
cribed beamspace systems of this type, utilizing a Butler matrix beamformer
wherein the vector of beamformer outputs, E, may be expressed,

t= B (4)

where B is a KxK matrix containing the hcamformcr clement weights. Other des- IM
criptions of beamspace systems are also available in the literature 19,14,15,16],
of which Adams et al [15] is particularly germane to our discussion. Chapman [8]
pointed out that when utilized in a pJartially adaptive configuration, such beam-
space systems are susceptible to aperture element errors and cannot arbitrarily

compensate the random error component of their sidelobe structure. This makes it
necessary to control element errors in a cordance with the quiescent mainbeam
sidelobe level desired, and fits into our Initial assumption of low-sidelobe
design mentioned earlier. A separate weighted mainbeam summing is indicated
which may be obtained either by coupling into the heamformer outputs as shown, or
by coupling off from the elements and providing suitable phase shifters for
steering plus a corporate feed network. Our purpose here is to examine the
sidelobe performance of such a partially-adaptive beamspace system in which
element errors are kept low and beamforme.r beams are subjected to simple con-
strain ts.

Spatial estimation data on the Interference source distribution shall deter-
mine which beamformer beams are to be adaptLivly controlled. Such beams are

defined herein as "assigned" beams, and the Idea is to assign only enough beams
to accommodate the DO,' required by the source distribution. Whenever the two are
equal, the adaptive weight solution is unique and we avoid adding any extra
"1noisy" weight perturbations. The reader will recognize that we are attempting

to replace the PE beams ()I the previous section (2.1) with assigned beams from
our general beamformer. Thus, we are defining a partially-adaptive array which
will utilize only a relatively small number of its avallable DOF. In addition to
this assigned beam constraint, we seek tL, limit the adaptlive weights of assigned
beams to a maximum level, 'Y, chosen to exceed the mainbeam sidelobe level by only
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a few dB. This prevents an excessive rise in adaptive sidelobe level, including
the condition where the number of assigned beams exceeds the DOF required.
I actually represents the product of assigned beam gain and adaptive weight
magnitude, such that we have the option of working with beamformer beams which
are considerably decoupled/attenuated.

An equation formulation may be expressed in terms of the same pattern sub-
traction principle as utilized in Eq. (3) for K beams,

K
,W_ : ; Wk -tk (5)

k=l

where IWk1 < Y for J assigned beams and Wk - 0 for all other beams. bk is the
kth Butler matrix beam element-weight vector. Vhen Wk = 0, that beam port is
essentially disconnected from the output summation and it is much to our advantage
to reduce the DOF of the adaptive weight processor accordingly, i.e., this pro-
cessor reduction relates directly to the computational burden, response time,
sidelobe degradation, and overall cost mentioned earlier. For example, utilizing
the SMI technique described in equations (I) and (2), we would now have the advan-
tage that our sample covariance matrix of signal inputs, R, involves only the J
assigned beams and its dimensions reduce from KxK down to JxJ, thereby greatly
easing the computation burden involved in obtaining its inverse [9]. The equiv-
alent "steering vector", A, per Applebaum M7] is also reduced to dimension J and
consists of the cross-correlation betwcen the mainbeam signal V anid the J assigned
beam outputs, Y,

A= Nn•=V(n)Y (n). (6)

The jth assigned beam output tor the nth snapshot signal sample is simply

t
Yj(n) = E(n)b , k set by j (7)

where the p,,rtlicular value of k must he selected for the jth assigned beam. Our
J dimension adaptive weight solution thus becomes,

.--
W - R A (8)

Equation (8) gives us the J assigned beam weights requi.red in Eq. (5). The
proposed constraint IWkOy can be applied directly to the solution from (8), but
recognize that this is a "hard" constraint and the results will not be optimal
when the limit is exceeded.

A softer, more flexible constraint for our purposes is one suggested by

Brennan* based upon Owsley [171, where one sele-ts weights which simultaneously

* Private communication, L.E. Brennan, Adaptive Sensors, Inc.
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minimize both the output and the sum of the weight amplitudes squared, i.e.,

minimize t j--W-•YI + a W W }

where the overbar denotes averaging over N snaps. The solution is a simple
modification to Eq. (8) wherein

F R + 01 A (9)

where a = y' Trace [R].
J

Note that Eq. (9) adds a small percentagie of the average assigned beam power to
the diagonal terms of R. Recall that y was selected to be close to the mainbeam

sidelo'e level. Although a is a small percentage of the Trace [R], it is gener-

ally much larger than the receiver noise level, 8 2, and this domination over
receiver noise by a constant will tend to sevecely dampen weight fluctuations due
to noise. Of course, Eq. (9) deviates from the optimum Weiner weights and will

result in a slightly larger output residue, but the cost is negligible compared
to the remarkably stable results achieved from this rather simple constraint. It
essentially permits the number of assigned beams to exceed the DOF required, and
yet retain low sidelobe levels. Eq,,qtions (5) thru (9) were utilized in comput-
ing the adaptive pattern examples which follow. The reader should recognize that

the J dimension adaptive weight solution may he arrived at via any of the current
adaptive processing algorithms such as HowelIs-Applebaum [7], Gram-Schmidt (9],
Sample Matrix Inverse Update 1181, etc.

Applying these constraints to our three-source case of Fig. 2, we would
assign beamformer beams Nos. 10, II, and 12 to cover the sources, as illustrated
in Fig. 6a. 'fhese assigned beams are then given a maximum gain level about 5 dB

above the -30 dB mainbeam sidelobes. Thus, the assigned beam weights are con-
strained to lWkhý 0.055. All other Wk are set to zero. Typical resultant adapted
patterns are shown in Fig. 6b, where nine trials of 160 snanshots each are plotted.
The pattern stability is near-perfect for a unique solution like this, and note

that the three sources have been mulled with very little perturbation of the main-
- beam sidelobes except in the immediate vicinity of the sources. Since we are
. inverting a matrix of only 3x 3 dimensoion In Eq. (8) for this case, it follows

that the number of snapshots processed per trial could he reduced by an order of
• * magnitude 1101 and still have excellent results. The adaptive weights will

become "noisy" if we include even one extra DOF beyond the unique solution.
However, if we use the "soft" constraint of Eq. (9) in solving for the weights,

stable performance is again restored despite the extra DOF.

Although not shown here, another example of interest was the case of using a
two-beam cluster (Nos. 11 and 12) to cancel a single 40 dB broadband source

* located at 22 degrees. It was found that the source could be adequately cancelled
at bandwidths up to 15 percent.9
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FIGURE 6 -Partially-adaptive linear array of 16 elements, using three
assigned beams for the three-source case of Fig. 2.
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Many other combinations of source di-stributions and assigned beams were
tested to further verify the technique, and the partially-adaptive performance
was satisfactory provided that the assigned beams were sufficient to cover the
DOF demanded by the source distribution.

2.3 Interference Sources in the Mainbeam Region. Extension of the fore-

going partially-adaptive array technique for mainbeam interference is straight-
forward, provided we relax the constraint upon the value of Y in Eq. (5). Obvi-
ously, the low-sidelobe strategem becomes secondary to the greater menace of an N
interference source coming in thru our high-gain mainbeam. Low sidelobes could

still be retained, if necessary, by implementing a beamformer which is capable of
producing a family of low-sidelohe assigned beams 115].

3.0 SOURCE ESTIMATION AND BEAM ASSIGNMENT

M%~iern spectral estimation techniques are a welcome addition to the conven-

tional methods for tracking and cataloging interference sources. They do not
interfere with any functions of the mainheam, and they are capable of providing
superior source resolution from fewer elements. The latter advantage is gained in
part because we assumed low sidelobes for the mainbeam, i.e., the only sources that
require estimation are those few which are of sufficiently high SNR to get thru the
mainbeam sidelohes. Resolution performance is always directly related to SNR, of

course [2,5,6].

The principle of achieving source estimation from a small fraction of the
aperture DOF has been demonstrated via many techniques, both conventional and

optimal [1,3,19]. it is not within the scope of this paper to attempt a com-
prehensive comparison of such techniques, but, the point is important to our

concept so that an example of a half-aperture linear array estimator is given in
this section. The type of application envisioned is illustrated in Fig. 7, where
we represent a KxK element aperture system in which the adaptive beam 0OF are to

be assigned on the basis of estimates derived from two orthogonal linear arrays
of K/2 elements each. An extension of the 2D (two-dimension) beamspace adaptive
array system of Fig. 5 to the 3D sytem sugvested by Fig. 7 permits several beam-
former options, including:

a. Two orthogonal 2) beamformers of which one is coupled into a row and the
other coupled into a column of elements.

b. A complete 3D beamformer [20] roupl.,d into the aperture elements, perhaps
on a thinned basis.
The separate mainheam must be summed from all K2 elements in order to attain the
desired low sidelohes.

Although they involve relatively few elements from the aperture, the linear

array estimators represent a significant increase in system expense because they

are all-digital processing subsystems. Processing of the digital signals to
estimate the sources may he carried out in accordance with a number of spectral

estimation algorithms available in the literature 11 thru 6]. Reference [i11

discusses several algorithms that were utilized in the simulations conducted for
this paper. For example, Fig. 8 illustrates a comparison plot of our mainbeam
search scan vs. half-aperture eigenanalysis processing results for the 16-elementA
linear array case of Fig. 2.
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Once the source estimation information is avai lable, then we can ;aqssgn
beamformer beams via a computer logic program. For the simulations reported ii

this paper, a Fortran IV computer code named BEANAVSICN was developed which
accepts source information updates, compares the new data against a source
directory kept in memory, computes track updates for sources already in memory,
determines priority ranking, and assigns beams to cover the sources of highest
priority. An important point to note is that beam assignment does not require
great accuracy, i.e., a half-beamwidth is usually close enough. Also, clusters
of two or three adjacent beams may be assig;ned for doubtful cases.

A demonstration of beam assignment was conducted with a moving source
simulation involving the 16-element linenr array of Fig. 2. Four sources of
unequal strength were set up in the farfield, traveling in criss-crossing patterns.
Two of the sources are of 30 dB strength with start angles of 3.0 and 39.0 degrees,
and two are of 43 dB strength with start-angles of 5.0 and 70.0 degrees. The
estimation of the scanned mainbeam for this example is shown in Fig. 9 (a). Each
time-unit plot cut is computed from R averaged over 160 snapshots,

t *

Po = sRS (1)

where q* is the mainheam steering vector used to generate the display plot. As
expected, this simple Fourier output is dominated by the two stronger sources.
In contrast, Fig. 9(b) shows the source estimation derived from eigenanalysls
processing using only half of the aperture (B elements). Note that the "suner-
resolution" characteristics of this type of optimal estimation produces excellent
source tracking, even in the vicinity of cross-over of three of the sources.

The results of using the source information data contained in Fig. 9(b) to
continuously update beam assignments is illustrated in the adapted pattern cuts
shown in Fig. 10(a). Note that the mainbeam remains steady and the sidelobes
seldom exceed their quiescent 30 dB peak level, despite the drastic shifting of
the nulls as the moving sources criss-cross in the sidelobe region. In contrast,
Fig. 10(b) illustrates the adapted pattern cuos obtained when we utilize the SMI
algorithm weights with the array fully adaptive. Although the source cancellation
is excellent, the mainbeam suffers significant modulation and the peak sidelobe
levels rise considerably.

4.0 AN ADAPTIVE ARRAY TRACKING APPLICATION

A second area where spectral estimation techniques can provide valuable
I-assistance is that of adaptive array tracking systems. Here we are dealing with L

the problem of attempting to track targets under the condition of having inter-
ference sources present in the mainbeam region. Some early proposed solutions in
this area evolved from the growing adaptive array technology of the 1970's. For
example, a paper by White 1211 discusses the radar problem of tracking targets in
the low-angle regime where conventional tracking radars encounter much difficulty
because of the presence of a strong surface-reflected ray.

The first extension of fully adaptive arrays to angle estimation in external
noise fields is the contribution of Davis et al. [22], who developed an algorithm
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based on the outputs of adaptively distorted sum and difference beams. The adap-
tive beams filter (null) the external noise sources, and distortion correction
is then applied in the resultant monopulse output angle estimate. Their work is
particularly appropriate as a starting point for this section, where we discuss
the advantages of using spectral estimation techniques in an all-digital, fully
adaptive, array tracking system. Reference [15] is also pertinent.

4.1 Coherent Spatial Interference Sources. The existence of significant
coherence between spatial sources as, for example, in multipath situations
involving a specular reflection, continues to represent a serious problem area
even for a fully adaptive tracking array. Reasons include,

a. Coherent signals are not stationary in space [2,5,23].
b. Adaptive systems may perform cancellation via weight phasing rather than

null steering [5, 23, 24, 25,26].
c. Adaptive tracking beam distortion is highly sensitive to coherent signal

phasing.
d. Signal fading under anti-phase conditions.

To demonstrate these reasons, adaptive characteristics were computed for a 16-
element linear array for an interference case in which there are two 13 dB coherent
sources in the mainbeam region at -7.6 and -4.0 degrees. There is also a third
source, non-coherent, in the nearby sidelobe region at -21 degrees to act as a
stable null comparison point.

In Fig. 11(a), we illustrate the severe changes in our mainbeam caused by
variation of the phase shift between the two coherent sources. The quiescent
mainbeam has the same Taylor weighting as in Fig. 2(a). Figure 11(b) illustrates
the spatial insertion loss associated with the three adaptive weightings involved.
Note that for phasing of 0' and 1800, the adaptive weights are not achieving
cancellation by steering nulls onto the coherent sources but, rather, by the
weight phasing itself. The array output was driven down to receiver noise level
for all three phases. The plots for 900 phase are very similar to what one would
obtain if all three sources were non-coherent, i.e., cancellation is achieved by
adaptive null steering in this instance.

Such severe sensitivity to coherunt source phasing in the mainbeam region
produces different distortions in tracking estimates from adaptive Z (sum) and A
(difference) patterns, as shown in Fig. 12. Reference [111 contains the equa-
tion development for this type of plot, but the main point here is to show theconsiderable changes in track angle etLimateS just due to phase variation. Once

again, if all three sources were non-coherenit, the distortion plot would be stable
and very similar to the one shown for 900 phase.

4.2 All-Digital Tracking System Concepit. The separate estimation of inter-
ference source data (tota number, power levels, location angles, coherence) and
its utilization to improve the output SNR of desired signal detections is a mode
of system operation that has been adloressed in the literature a number of times
for various applications [5,6, 15, 161. In this section, we briefly review such a
system wherein the estimated data is used to drive a fully adaptive tracking
processor [11]. The concept Is illustrated in Flg. 13. Starting on the left-
hand side, the system contilnously coputes/updates a sample covariance matrix R.
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Of particular significance is the fact that R may be dimensioned either equal to
nr less than thp trtal number of qrray elements, i-.-, the model order of the
estimate is selectable per subaperture averaging option choice. Off-line proces-
sing on R is then conducted at periodic intervals to estimate the locations and
relative power levels of interference sources via the most appropriate spectral
estimation algorithms. The cenLral processor unit (CPU) then applies these data
to the computation of optimized adaptive spatial filter weights for the right-
hand side of Fig. 13. Separation of source estimation from adaptive filter
weight computatLion can be done accurately only in an all-digital processing I
system, but it permits the following lcnef its,

a. Estimation of coherent interference source locations for deliberate adap-
tive null filter placement.

b. Remembering slowly changing or time-gated source's, and "colored-noise"
distributions.

c. Anticipating sources from apriori data inputs.
d. Flexibility in time-domain control of the tilterin) to counter Inter-

ference time strategies.
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I

e. Tracking/cataloging/ranking sources.
f. Efficient assignment of available DOF.
g. Compatible with fast-response adaptive algorithms, i.e., parallel algo-

rithm processing.

The right-hand side of Fig. 13 indicates a fast-memory storage capability
which is intended to permit selected time delays of the snapshots for feeding
Into the filter weights. The idea is to synchronize selected snapshots with
their filter weight updates if possible.

Finally, the filtered signal output residue is fed into a beamformer which
is weighted to produce the desired search and monopulse track beams for target
detection and tracking. The algorithms of Davis et al. t22) may be applied for
estimating the target signal angle of arrival, based upon the outputs of adaptively
distorted sum and difference beams.

As an example, let us apply this concept to the coherent source case utilized
for Figs. 11 and 12 wherein we would utilize a 16-element linear array feeding into
our all-digital processor. An appropriate estimation algorithm is that of for-
ward-backward subaperture spatial smoothing [5,27,28] combined with eigenanalysis,

and the results are plotted in Fig. 14 in comparison with a scanned mainbeam out-
pt, From this source estimation data, wc can construct an eq•u,.van, covariantce
matrix dimensioned for the full aperture, and compute its inverse for obtaining
the adaptive filtering. If we define the constructed covariance matrix as M,
then its inverse may be viewed as a matrix set of adaptive "beamformer" filter
weights to give us the filtered output nth snapshot vector _f(n),

t t
_El(n) - E(n) M- • (l|)

Conventional beam weighting S* can then be applied to the filtered output residue
to obtain the final output for the nth snapshot,

t t
Y0 (n) _f(n)S* - E(n)M-S* (12)

or Yo(n) -(n)W

where W is the familiar optimum Wiener filter weight.

Note that the constructed cuvariance matrix, M, permits options such as
addirng synthetic sources or changing power levels. Furthermore, since it is
always Toep)lltz, solutions may be simplified somewhat.

For the current example, the computed .daptLive characteristics would be very
similar to those plotted in Figs. It and 12 for the 9U3 degrees phase angle.
Other examples, together with a more detailed discussion uf the processing, may
be found in 1111.
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ABSTRACT

A technique is described which provides the janhrner cancellation advantages
of a fully adaptive array without its many disadvantages such as an excessively
large number of computations, poor sidelobes in the directions other than the
jainvier locations and poor transient response. This is done at the expense of
the hardware complexity. The technique involves transforminy a large array of
N elements into an equivalent small array of J+1 elements, where J is the
number of jammrers present. The technique involves estimating the number and
locations of the jammers by a discrete Fourier transform of the array element
outputs or by the use of standard maxil-urn entropy methods (MEN) or by other
super-resolution techniques. Once the numbher and locations of the jammers have
been dete rmi ned , he amrs a re f o rmed i n tune d irec t ion of t he j amme rs u s ing t he
whole array. The outputs of these jaý:irner beams together with the output of the
main signal beamii from the transformed array now consist of 3+1 ports instead
of N ports. The standard sample matrix inversion (SMI ) or the Applebaum algo-
r ithim can be appl ied to the J+1 ports of the equivalent adaptive-adaptive
array. Whereas N may heý very large, like 10,000 for large arrays, 3+1 for' the
czqui4vallent a rray coil. d he~ ve~ry sF,-,d u I Q r 1ur L!i d, i hre~ ic Uri 'y Iu jdrilier S

'hen 3+1 becomes 11. The total number of urul t ipl i es needpýd to do the adaptive

2 x UX~I to ab~out 10")' a reducti on in thu computati on complexity by seven orders

of iiagnitude. In addition, the settl ing time for the adaptive-adaptive array
is much f a-ter. for the above example the settling timle for the full array is

about 20,000 samples, wher-eas for the adaptive-adaptive array it is only 22 tinle
samples, for an improvement of three or ders of mnagni tude.

S jMMAP V

A I Phi flhrii fli iS (1Pf-rrniia (1 futr ;dautl vi' , ýi r ay iroCeS-~ Sr

the comprjIlex. coiput at io pro )vblIem (see 1 (ibIe 1 ) of dIa lrgeý f ullIy adaptive array

while at the Same timei pr ovi des es,,it i a 1ly the samec opt imuri performiance as
ot)ta i ned fur the fully adiptive array in Rof. 1. The te-chnique also has thep
advantage. of riot, Signrif icant ly degrafl i 'y the anitenria s idel obe levels at anigl es
w ere t h j armlie rs are ri(1o t p)r L sorimit Ie F (j ,re 1I. lhis feature i s important i n
thu pres(erioc of iititer riitturit shor-t p1 u Isvi titerleurerice comi rg thr oughi the radarr
s idel loes arid f or gr~ound radar mS led ji Chahve- c uttLur j itth s idel ui)s arid ther
ma i ni I o he. hu a da pt i v c- a da)t iv e a r ir ay a 1 s ( has the a'Jvaritaye of a mnuch f aster
SetL Iinrg tine, ;Seet- Iable I.

The t cirIque uss a two -step p r octS s, FI ir st the niumiber of i rite2r I Qfii rig
j ammoýr s a rid thuir 1 i(catOtion% are 05 t itmated by such, techni i qucs a- a spatial
d I U ' et I our ieQr tIaranS foQrm11 of th L arrat y outi -pitst (digitally or by use of a
Butlur mratr ix or, Putiiwna lens) , by nimaxr!;iuri tirtr upy mnrthiod Spectral est imlat r oi)
techniruiqri 2 ,-3 Or juist by i Sear cLhIi 211 anjl with an1 au~ U lar fy b)eanir. (mice the
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Figure 1. 16 ele;nent array having 40 dB antenna sidelobes (Chebyshev weighting).
Janmner at 20' (peak of second sidelobe).

Figure la. Unadapted antenna pattern.

Figure 1b. Antenna pdttern for fully adaptive array (SMI algorithm). t1=2N=32.*
For the fully adaptive array, not only is there a degradation of the
antenna sidelobes, there is also a degradation in the antenna main
lobe peak gain. The peak gain degradation was found to be as much
as 5 dU in the simulations carried out.

Figure Ic. Antenna pattern for adaptive-adaptive array processing. M=2(J+I)=4.

*M equals the number of time samples used to estimate the adaptive antenna weights.
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number of jamnmers and their locations have 'een determined, auxiliary beams are
formed pointing at these jainmers, with one bean being pointed at each jammer;
see Figure 2. These beams are formed using the whole array. They are formed
ising beamforming networks parallel to the main signal beam network. The number
of beams formed is equal to the number of jammers. These beams could be formed
using amplitude weighting to achieve low sidelobe levels if desirable. The
outputs of the auxiliary jammer beam ports together with the main signal beam
port form the adaptive-adaptive transformed array. The number of degrees of
freedoii in this transform array is reduced from N, the number of elements in
the original array, to one plus the numnber of jamni;rs J. Thus for the adaptive-
adaptive array a (J + 1) (J + 1) matrix has to be inverted instead of a N x N
matrix. Furthermore, the conversion time for the adaptive-adaptive array is
much faster than for the full array. For the SMI algorithm the number of time
samples needed to form the weights is equal to two times the number of degrees
of freedom in order to obtain cancellation within 3 d3 of the optimum4 . Thus
for the adaptive-adaptive array 2(J + 1) time samples are needed instead of the
2N reqUired for the full array; see Table 1.

ONE-DIMEHSIONAL ARRAY; NARROW BANDWIDTH JAMMER

Assume a one-dimensional array consisting of N elements. Let the interfer-
ence received by the ith element at tine s be given Xis = Jis + Nis, where i =
0, 1, ... , N-I, ,is is the jammer signal at the ith element at time s and Nis
is the thermal noise at the ith element at time s. An estimate of the spatial
correlation function of the array interference is given by

M *

s IIs is

where the carat over the R indicates estimate. R(i-1) represents an estimate
of the first row of the array covariance matrix used in the sample matrix
inversion (SMI) algorithm4 . An estimate of the jammer locations can be obtained
by taking a spatial discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of (1), that is,

N
U(k) 1 R(i - 1) exp(-j .27 nk) (2)

N n=1 N

A

U(k) represents an estimate of the spectrum of the jammers in angle space,
actu2lly in u-space where u = (2 rd/A) sin O, 0 is the angle off mechanical
boresight, d is the separation between array elements, and X is the signal
wavelength. A suitable threshold could be set above the noise level of the
discrete Fourier transform to detect the jammers. The locations of the jammers
would be determined by the peaks of the spatial spectrum.
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An alternate method for locatino the jammers involves taking a spatial
discretE Fourier transform directly of the element voltages Xis, i = 0, 1,
n - 1 as follows

N
- 1 Xis exp(-j 2i_ nk) (3)

N n=-

Physicalli this represents a digital beamformer with N beams beinq formed across
the angl2 space from -90 to +900. In u-space these beams are equally spaced.
The estimate U(k) is obtained from (3) by

M
U(k) J X IS(k)s1 (4)

M s=1

When the jammers are strong enough, the case of interest, the estimate of the
spatial spectrum U(k) can be obtained using M = 1, that is, with only one time
sample. This will be the case when Npji/pN is large (>10) where PJi the ith
jammer noise power at each element of the array and PN is the thermal noise
power at each element of the array. The accuracy to which the ith jammer can
be located using (4) is approximately giver by5

= 03
i --- -- - (5)Gui - 2M(J/N)i

where e3 is the antenna one-way 3 dB width, specifically, 03 = A/[(N + i)d]
in radians; (J/N)i equals the jammer-to-noise level for tne ith jammer after
the spatial aiscrete Fourier transform, specifically, (J/N)i = Npji/PN.

For the case where the array voltages obtained with. one time sample are
used to locate the jammer by the discrete Fourlr transform method, only about
0/2' loIg2 N complex nultiplitis are required to locate the jammers.

It closely spaced jammers are to be handled, then the maximum entropy method
(MEM) or one of the other super-resolution techniques should be used. 2 , 3 With
these algorithms, agiin only the voltage samples obtained at one time need be
used to located the jamners. If the MEM algorithm is used then only 7NJ complex
multiplies are required to locate the jammers.

Once the jammers have been located, auxiliary beams can be generated which
point in the directions of the jammers as shown in Figure 2. If J jammers are
located tnen J auxiliary beams are formed. The standard sample matrix inversion
algorithm or Applebaum algorithm can now be applied to the J auxiliary beam
outputs together with the main signal beam output. Thus the original array of
N elemunts has been transformed into an equivalent array of J+l elements to
which the adaptive algorithms are to be applied. The SMI algorithm can be
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applied to the outputs of the J+1 ports as shown in Figure 2. Let MT be the
estimate of the correlation matrix of the transformed array. The optimum
weights for the adaptive-adaptive array are then given by 1

f I
Wo = MT_ T (6)

where T is a 1 x (J+1) array given by Tt = [i, 0, 0,...,O]t, where t stands for
transpose.

It is simple to show using an analysis paralleling that in Section 4 of

Reference 1 by Applebaum that the adaptive-adaptive array has essentially the
same jammer cancellation performance as the fully aaaptive array when the jammers
are approximately orthogonal to each other and to the main channel signal.
Specifically the jammer cancellation for the adaptive-adaptive array is given
approximately by

r ="_ 1 (7)1 + (Npji/PN)

which for Npji/PN >> 1 becomes

r -- PN (7z)

NpJi

It is speculated that the performance of the adaptive-adaptive array is
essentially the same as that of the fully adaptive array for arbitrary jammer
locations, specifically for closely spaced jammers as long as all the jammers
have been located, or equivalently, as long as the number of auxiliary beams
equals or exceeds the number of jammers.

Because the SMI is applied in the adaptive-adaptive array to J+1 array
outputs instead of the original N array outputs, the number of computations is
significantly re.uced. Instead of inverting an N x N matrix a (J+1) x (J+1)
matrix has to be inverted. To invert an N x N matrix N3 complex multiplies are
rf uired. For the addptive-adaptive array only (J+1)1 complex multiplies are
required to invert the matrix.

The number of computations required to estimate the array covariance
natrix is also much less for the adaptive-adaptive array than for the full
array. Assume that the SMI algorithm is used. Then the number- of time samples
required to estimate the N x N covariance matrix for the fully adaptive array
is 2N in order to achieve a cancellation performance within 3 dB of the optimum. 4

Correspondingly, for the adaptive-adaptive array 2(J+1) time samples are
required. For the N x N covariance matrix of the fully adaptive array the
number of distinct matrix terms is equal to [N2 -(N 2 - N)/21 = N(N+1)/2. Thus
the number of complex multipli s required to estimite the weights for the fully
adaptive array becomes NFA = Nl +(2N)N(N+I)/2 = 2N for large N. An additional
N multiplies is needed per signal time sample to form the fully adaptive array
output.
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Accordingly, for the adaptive-adaptive array about 2(J+1)3 complex multiplies
art- required to form the equivalent array weights. An additional 7NJ complex
mItiplies are required to estimate the number of jammers and their locations if
the MEUM algorithm is used 2,3. (If the jammers are located using the -ray
main beam to search them out, then the number of multiplies needed to ½ocate the
jammers becomes zero. The penalty is that it takes longer to locate t. , jamners
by this procedure, about N times longer. If the signal bandwidth is 1 MHz, then
it might take 100 Ps instead of I Ps if N = 100.) Thus a total of NEA = 2(J+1)• +
7NJ complex maltiplies are required to form the weights for the adaptive-adaptive
array. An additional J+1 multiplies are needed to form the array output per
signal -ime sample. Also, to form the J+1 beams, (J+I)N phase shifts are
required for the implementation of Figure 2 (however, by using the time multi-

plexing of one beam former only 2N shifters would be needed).

By way of an example, assume a linear array consisting of N=100 elemegts, and
that 3=10 jammers are present. For the fully adaptive array NFA = 2 x 10 com-
plex multiplies are needed to form the array weights. For the adaptive-adaptive
array, NEA = 104 are needed, over two orders of magnitude lower than for the fully
adaptive array. An additional 100 complex multiplies are required per time sample
to form the fully adaptive array output. For the adaptive-adaptive array an addi-
tional 11 complex multiplies are needed per time sample to form the a.rray output.
Thus for a 1 MHz signal bandwidth an additional 108 complex multiplies per second
(CM/sec) are required to form the fully adaptive array output as compared to 1.1
x 107 CM/sec for adaptive-adaptive array. (This rate is given in column four of
Table I in units oc multiplies per time sample.) These computations are -in adi- '

tion to those required to form the array weights. An additional 10 x 100=1000 -
phase shifts are needed per time sample to form the J+1 beam outputs. Finally,

the fully adaptive array requires 211=200 time samples to settle whereas the
adaptive-adaptive array requires only 2(J+1)=22 time samples, an order of
magnitude faster.

There is an additional important advantage of the adaptive-adaptive array.
Specifically, cancelling the jammer does not degrade the sidelobe levels of the
antenna at angles away from the jammer as does happen for the fully adaptive
array. This is illustrated for a 16-element linear array in Figure 1. The
fioure shows the unadanted array pattern in the absence of the jammer. A
Chebychev antenna pattern with 40 dB down sidelobes is assumed. Also shown are
the antenna patterns obtained for the fully adaptive array and the adaptive-
adaptive array when a jammer is present at a 200 off-boresite angle. The jammer-
to-noise ratio was assumed to be 30 dB at the output of the unadapted array.
For both the fully adaptive and adaptive-adaptive array the jammer-to-noise

ratio is about the -40 dB predicted using (7). For the fully adaptive array 32
time samples were used whereas for the adaptive-adaptive array only 4 time
samples were used. The figure shows that the sidelobe levels for the fully
adaptive array are completely destroyed for angles away from where the jammer
is located, whereas for the adaptive-adaptive array they are nearly unchanged.
The degradation of the fully adaptive array sidelobes presents a serious problem
when intermittent pulse interference is present and when there is sidelobe
clutter present as well as mainlobe clutter for a ground radar. It is difficult,
if not impossible, to handle spurious intermittent pulsed interference with the
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fully adaptive array. The duration of the intermittent interference is too
short for the fully adaptive array loops to respond to. For a stationary
ground-based radar, the fully adaptive array would not be able to suppress the
sidelobe clutter without destroying the mainlobe if there is ground clutter in
the mainlobe as well as in the sidelobes. For the fully adaptiN . array, not
only is there a degradation of the antenna sidelobes, there is also a degrada-
tion in the antenna mainlobe peak gain. The peak gain degradation was found
to be as much as 5 dB in the simulations carried out.

It is useful to physically understand why the adaptive-adaptive array does
not degrade the antenna sidelobes. The adaptive-adaptive array subtracts one
auxiliary beam pointed at the jammer and containing the jammer signal from the
main signal channel beam as illustrated in Figure 3. The gain of the auxiliary
beam in the direction of the jammer is made to equal the gain of the main channel
beam sidelobe in the direction of the jammer. As a result the subtraction pro-
duces a null at the angle of the jammer in the main channel sidelobe. It is
apparent from Figure 3 that the auxiliary antenna pattern subtraction does not
significantly degrade the main antenna beam sidelobe levels. For the fully

LEGEND

-UNADAPTED MAIN BEAM PATTERN

....... AUXILIARY PATTERN

ADAPTIVE-ADAPTIVE PATTERN

0.0]

OI- JAMMER LOCATION

S-40.0-

-80.0 00 0
-90.0 -45.0 0.0 45.0 90.0

ANGLE FROM BROADSIDE (DEGREES)

Figure 3. Main unadapted array pattern, the auxiliary jammer beam pointed
at the jammer that is subtracted from the main beam at the
jammer location and the rosultant adaptive-adaptive pattern.
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adaptive array N retrodiv-ective beams are formed based on the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the full array covariance matrix 6 . Because of the presence
of thermal noise in the array elements, the estimates of the covariance matrix
of the fully adaptive array and in turn the retrodirective beams are poor for M
= 2N. Instead of forming only one retrodirective beam as desired when one
jammer is present, N retrodirective beams are formed for the fully adaptive
array. The N-i retrodirective beams for which there are no jammers are the
ones which degrade the antenna sidelobe levels at the angles where no jammers
exist. It is found that even if 3,000 time samples are used, the sidelobe
levels are still severely degraded for the fully adaptive array system although
considerably improved; see Figure 4. The adaptive-adaptive array technique
first locates the jammers that will degrade the system performance. Once the
locations of these jammers are determined the a ray adapts to the situation by
placing retrodirective beams only at these angles. Consequently the beams at
other angles where there are no jammers are not formed and do not as a result
degrade the antenna sidelobes at these angles.

A number of variations are possible on the above adaptive-adaptive array
system. First the IlOSAR method of Reference 7 can be used to locate the jammer
position based on a single time sample. Second it is not necessary to use the
whole array to locate the jammers. Instead part of the array could be used and
in turn this same part used to form the auxiliary retrodirective beams pointing
at the jainm.rs. This method will not perform as well as the method using the
full array. This is because the retrodirective auxiliary beam of Figure 3
becomes wide and will degrade the sidelobes in a region equal to the retrodirec-
tive beamwidth. Third, if the jammers can be located so as to come through the
backlobes, then an auxiliary array (or arrays) is needed which covers the
backlobes or whatever angles are not covered by the main array. Fourth, it is
possible to use only one parallel beam forming network instead of J with this
beam forming network being time multiplexed so as to produce the J beams pointed
at the J jammers and in this way reduce the hardware complexity of the adaptive-
adaptive array processor. Finally, if the jammers are essentially orthogonal
to each other at the outputs of the auxiliary beams then the (J+1) x (J+1)
matrix inversion degenerates to J trivial 2x2 matrix inversions, each auxiliary
Jammer oUtDut beam being independently correlated with the main signal channel
and separately subtracted from the main channel with an appropriately determined
weight.

The physical explanation given above together with Figure 3 helps in
understanding the performance of the adaptive-adaptive algorithm for non-perfect
conditions and leads to the following insights. Even if the jammer location is
in error by plus and minus a half beamwidth, jammer cancellation results similar
to those in Figure ic will still be obtained. There will only be a degradation
of the sidelobe to the right or left of the null by the 3 dB. Furthermore, if
the canceller weights calculated using the SMI (or some other adaptive algorithm)
are inexact, the null depth will be degraded but it is apparent from Figure 3
that the sidelobe level will be unaffected except for a small amount for the
sidelobes just to the right and left of the null. Increasing M for the SMI
computation will increase the null depth. If a jammer is not detected than it
will not be cancelled out. This, however, will tend to occur only if the jammer
is weak, a case not of as much concern because the jammer will then only cause
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a small degranation in signal-to-interferenn, rdtiO. If a jammer is estimated
to he prrseqt when in fact it is not, the system will incur very little degrada-

tion in signal-to-interference ratio and in ontenna sidelobe level because the
S.1! weights for the channel pointing in the direction where no jammer actually
exists will be very low, the weight being established by the correlation between
the noise in the main channel and the noise in the auxiliary channel pointing at
no jammer with these noises being independent so that the correlation on the
average is zero. If there are a larg• numher of jammners then there can be antenna

si~elobe level degradation if the auxiliary jammer beams have sidelobe levels
that ar, not low enough. If J jammers are ;resent then inr order to avoid siJelobe
level cegradation in the main channel tqe a.,iliary channel antenna sidelobe
levels should he greater than 10 (lo](lJ) dr' down, a condition tihat can generally
be met.

ONE DIrMENSIONAL APRAY" WIDEBAND) JAMML,?

To haqJle widebaga jammer interference 0ignals, the array of N elements
would be subarrayed into Ms smaller contiguous arrays of equal size. These
Suharray; wnl d be made small enough so that the jammer signal can be considered
to effectively have narrow bandwidth, that is, the tine dispersion across the
subarray in the direction of the jammer is small compared to ore over the
nardwidth Ot tile jalmmer, For simplicity mur,,e that ugnly une j.mmer is .rnent
in this case each subarray would have its ,Vhm pointing toward the jammner. The
O'atpjts of these ports from, the subarray woild then be combined using time
delay Steering so as to form a narrow heam using the whole array pointing at
the jammer. The number of subarrays M. req;ired will be dependent on the size
of the antenna, the barndwidIth ot the ji ,,ner and the location of the jamlmner
relative to the antenna boresite. All those parameters will be known so that
Ms can be determined. Specifically, the jammer bandwidth can be taken to be
equal to thL signal hardwiutih because jdaer cancellation is only required over
the signal bandwidth, the jawear noise outside the signal batndwidth being
filtered out. The firther the jammer is off Mechhfnical buresite the larger the
number of sutarrays that would be requi red., Hence the number of subarrays

required could be varied as a function &)1 jirriinr locatiur.. If there is more than
one jammer then J such time delay steer..d h•r.uw, pointing at the J jammers would
be formed. The number of suharrays fur vac" of these janiire ' could be different
depending on the jammer location, howev'er, in practice RS would probably be made
the same for all the jammers, the lar'gp;t M, ever needed being selected for all
jammiers. When dealirg with wideband jamuers the adaptive-adaptive array
has the additional advantage that the vmobe. of degrees of Ireedonm dues riot
increase as the bandwidth increases, a proLlem that exists with the conventional
fully adaptive array. For the conventional fully adaptive array the number of
degrees of freedom has to increase fruo N to somethirig greater than M1N when a
wiueband jammer has to be dealt with. lhe,' extra degrees of freedom are obtained
by using adaptive tapped delay line filters at the output of every array elemnet,
with eact tapped delay line filter having M, taps. As a result on MsItxMsN matr ix
has to be inverted. In contrast for adaptive-adaptive array still onrly a
(J010)x(01) matrix has to be inverted with thus no incredSe in the cUMputation•
com p l exity.
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TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY

The extension to a two-dimensional array is straightforward. For example,
to locate the jammers a two-dimensional spatial discrete Fourier transform of

the two-dimensional array outputs could be used. Then J jammer beams would be
formed using the full two-dimensional array with these beams pointing at the J
jammers, The SMI algorithm would then be applied to the outputs of the J
auxiliary jammer beams together with the main signal beam. Thus for the two-
dimensional adaptive-adaptive array there would still be only J+1 degrees of
freedom after the transformation. The simplification in the number of complex
multiplies for the two-dimensional array case can be even more dramatic than

for the one-dimensional array case because of the much larger number of array
clements that is usually involved in a two-dimensional array. By way of an
example, assume that N = 10,000 and that the number of jammers J equals 10. Then

with the fully adaptive array algorithm the number 1 ýf cornplex multiplies required

to form the adaptive array weights is hFA 2 x 10 . For the adaptive-adaptive
array using the spatial two-dimensional iscrete Fourier transform to locate the

jammers, the number of complex multiplies required to form the adaptive array
weights is

1NEA = 2(J+1) 3 + N lo92 VNT- 7x1U 4  1U5

over seven orders of magnitude l'ss than Ifr the fully a,'-ptlve array. (If the
jaminers are located by using the main beam to search for it then INLA equals
only about 3 x 103 arnd the improvement is about nine ord(ers of magnitude. For
B 1 I MHz, it would take of the order of 11/ii - 10,O00 ns to locate the jamnier.)

lor the 1 MHz signal bandwidth, tht adaptive weights multiplications have
to be done at a rate of 1010 CM/sec for the fully adaptive array versus 1,1 x
107 CM/sec for the adaptive-adaptive array -- a saving of 3 orders of' magnitude
in throughput rate; see column four of Table 1. If hard wired multipliers are

used, one for each weight, to do this weighting, then the numiber of multipliers
could be reduced from 1(0,000 to 11 a reduction of 3 orders of magnitude. further-

more, the settling tiix for the adaptive-adaptive array is much less than for

the fully adaptive array. For the fully adaptive array the settling time is
211 m 2 x 104 time samples, ý,iereas for the adaptive-adaltive array it would be
2(J41) - 22 time samples, three orders of magnitude factor.

ACKNO1,WLEUULILNT

The idea of pointing h igh gayi auxiliary antennia beams in the directfion of
the jamnmers appears to have first been sugg(,sted by Paul W. HlowelUs, the i nventor
of thC IF Sidelobe Lancellur. 8 le did riot, however, forlil multiple auxiliary high
gain beams in an array to achieve jamnmr nulling performance essentially That of

a fully adaptive array while avoiding the, associated sidelobc degradation problem

as done in this paper. W.1 . Gabriel of NRL has independently done this. I igure 1

was ubtaineýd usinJ a 5iriiulatiun written by Carl U. bromnicr (Raytheon).
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PHASE-ONLY OPTIMIZATION OF
PdASED ARRAY EXCITATION BY

B71-QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING

Kazuhiro Hirasawa
Institute of Applied Physics

Universi 'y of Tsukuba
Saktira, Ibaraki 305, Japan

AbSTRA'CT

An iterative method Gal'ed bi-quadratic programming is
introduced for phase-only optimization of phased array excita-
tio'i. One excitation phase is changed at a time and an opti-
rizing function has one maximum and one minimum value with
respect to one excitation phase. These extrcmum points and the
corresponding phase changes arc analytically calculated at each
iteration, and does not have to be small. Thu exTmple shows
the rapid convergence property of this method.

INTRODUCTION

Lxcitatiorn phase adjustments and constant cxcitatiun
amplitudes of antenna array feuding are very usef,," Aul to high
speed electronic scanning. A perturbation mctho5 and a general
nonlinear optimization method hmave been applied to the phase-
only optimization of antenna array excitation [1] % 5].

In this papur, an iterative method called bi-quadratic
programmiing is introduced. At each iteration one excitation
phase is changed and an optimnizingr function iecomes a bi--
quadratic form. it laes one maximum and one minimum value with
respect to one excitation phase. These extremurn val.ucs and the
corresponding phases arc obtained exactly in a closed form
expression. Thus the best pirisu change at each iteration is
calculated at once and does n'ot have Lu be small.

The application of this iteiative imethod to pattern shaping
and optimization of gain is dc-s-cribed. Numueicaa results for
gain optimization of linear, plaziur and circular arrays are
obtainud arid Lhue CorgVengIeUL characteri-stics are shown.
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OPTIMiZING FUNCTION

For pattern shaping an optimizing function G is defined as

G wi i ~ - Oi' I

where Ei and Eoi arc the normalized radiation field value and
the desired value for the ith direction, respectively. M is
the number of the specified directions and wi (;- 0) is the
weighting function.

Inl (1) the normalized field is given by

ii-'

L.i (U. ,i. = 6 f 0 (2)

TIhe f iel d L' (0, 1,) is calculated by the method of moments with
N' subsectional current expansion functions on the antenna and
is obtained ir. a matrix form as [61

L' (u, 40 = [I,] [y) [V, ) (3)

where (Y] is the N'., N' generalized admiittance matrix and each

eleznunt is the admittance between expansion funictionis.
T h e xf r-f ~ l- f l l ) 4 s 1wI g on or u i ± ze v o l t t o y e m ai t r i x a n d

thle onlly nonzero elements arc the ones corresponidrig to the
feud voltages3. The vector [4,1 is the 1 >' N' phase matrix and
each element has phase dif 1erence information between an
expantion function and a far field point. The constants such as V
the distance from an antenna to a fai- field point are included

inl the vQcLto[]

In (3) the columns of [Y] cui-rebpondiny to the ze-ros of [V'1 .
are deleted arid E' te are xressed by feed voltages as

L' (01) =[1~3 ~vj(4)

whre d[13] is the I x N matrix and its eeimnens are obtained from
[t][Y). The vector oVf is the N > 1 feed vwltage matrix aid N
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is the number of the feeds. By using (4), (2) becomes

[Bi [Vi

i '1 1 [B 0 ][V (5) I
Equation (1) is rewritten by using (5) as

G ~V I [Al[VI(6G =(6
I[V I [DI [VI

where [A] and [D) are N x N Hermitian matrices, and are positive
semi-definite. The symbols % and * denote transpose and complex
conjugate, respectively. In (6) G is the ratio of quadratic
forms with respect to IV].

The inverse of a power gain can also be expressed in the
form of (6) [6). In this case the matrix [A) is positive defi-
nite, and minimization of G is usually desired.

Thus the optimizing functions for pattern shaping and gain
optimization become ratics of quadratic forms, and bi-quadratic
programming can be applied for these cases. The optimization
procedure for G is described in the next two sections.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MINIMIZATION

Let the ith feed voltage be

V.= Vi (7)

where Vi 0 is the initial complex voltage and a is the phase
variable. The optimizing function G in (6) is minimized with
respect to C'. The rest of the feed voltages are assumed constant
with respect to u. I

By inserting (7) into (6) and with the Hermitian property of
[A] and [D) the function G is given by h

G aej + a*e->j + cG =X (8)
be J r• b*e- + d

where a and b are complex constants, and c and d are real
cons tants.
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*The function G is the ratio of quadratic forms with respect
to eJa, and may be called bi-quadratic forms. Antenna systems
can often be characterized by performance indexes which are
bi-quadratic forms. Examples are input resistance and reactance,
coupling coefficient, gain and so on [7].

Differentiating G in (8) with respect to a and setting
G/,'A = 0, one has

(ad - bc)e + 2(ab* -a*b)e - (a*d - b*c) = 0. (9)

Equation (9) has the solution

ejvL 2jIm(ab*) ± Vlad - bc• 2  
- 4[Im(ab*)] 2  (10)

ad - bc

where Im is its imaginary part. It can be easily shown that the
magnitude of the right-hand side of (10) is 1. Then a becomes
always real.

The function G has one maximum and one minimum value when A
satisfies (10). Fig. 1 shows the characteristics of G with
respect to f. The phase a for the cxtrcmum G can be easily
calculated from (10), and by using this a the extremum G is
obtained from (8).

BI-QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING I
The characteristics of G with respect to a described in the

previous section is used to find a local minimum G by more than
one excitation phase adjustment.

The procedure is as follows: Choose all the initial
excitation phase al = a,) =..- = = 0 where the initial C is
Go. Then, for the excitation phase Nof the first feed, obtain
tne phase change AaI = a.1 for the minimum G (= GO) under the
conditions a2 = a3 .- 0. The minimumlG1 obtained is
always smaller than or equal to G . For the excitahion phase
of the second feed, obtain the phase change 0 A" 2 = u2 for the
minimum G(= 0 G2) under the conditions a 1  U 0 = 4 = .... 3  c4

where G1  G. After the phase change AMN =N and the

minimum GO are o~tained, repeat the procedure for the new initial
a 0 ... , -conditions a, = a?, cx2 = c12 " ' N = 'ýO [

N*

Each minimization starts at the previous minimization and
each phase change is analytically obtained. The excitation
phase and G are obtained as
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(i 0 • + a 1 + ""
o 1
0a +a +

a 2  a 2 +a 2 +

(11)

o i . .
a aO + CL +aN N N

o0 0 0> 1 10 - G1 G2 -'' - N - G1 - G2 ." '

The iteration can be repeated until it becomes evident that

further improvement of G can not be expected.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Optimum power gains of a 24 element linear array, a 5 x 5
element planar array and a 24 element circular array are
calculated by using bi-quaaratic programming.

As an array element a center-fed half-wave dipole antenna
with the radius 0.005A is chosen. All the excitation amplitudes
are set equal to unity. The interelement spacing between
parallel elements is 0.5X and the one between colinear elements
is 0.1X.

To obtain elements of [A] and [D] in (6), the array is
analysed by the method of moments with piecewise sinusoidal
expansion and weighting functions. Mutual coupling between
antenna elements are all taken into account.

The inverse of the power gain in the direction 0 = 900 and
= 70 ' is optimized by varying all the excitation phases. The

iterative procedure is started from zero excitation phases.

The convergence characteristics of 1/G are shown in Fig. 2.
The optimum gains are 46.1 after about 50 iterations (i.e. 50
excitation phase evaluations ) for the linear array, 41.0 after
about 55 iterations for the planar array, and 30.8 after about
90 iterations for the circular array.
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As a second example the same planar array as before is
considered and the inversr. of the power gain in the direction
• = 700 and : = 70' is optimized. All the initial excitation
phases are zero where 1/G = 0.012, and after about 50 iterations
an optimum 1/G (= 38.1) is obtained. The vertical pattern for
: = 70' and the pattern for 0 = 70' are shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively.

CONCLUS IONS

ai-quadratic programming was introduced to optimize the
excitation phase of phased arrays. Each step of iterations I
required only one excitation phase change, and the necessary
phase change was obtained analytically at once from the bi-
qua:Zatic form of the optimizing function.

The example for linear, planar and circular array gain
optimization showed the rapid convergence property of the method.
Mutual coupling between antenna elements was taken into account
in the calculation. This method may be applied to optimize
excitaticn ph.. .ses of any antenina :yitem which can be accurately
analysed. g
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A NEARLY FREQUENCY- II NDEIPENDENT
SIDELOBE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUE

FOR PHASED ARRAYS

by: G;eorge Monser
Raytheon Company

P.O. Box 1542
Goleta, CA 93117

ABSTRACT

Described herein is a practical technique for achieving low sidelobes
over wide bandwidths and wide angles in receive phased-array applications.
Using phase-matched broadband attenuators with each array element, the signal
outputs were modified to approximate the prescribed low sidelobe illumination.
Several illumination functions were then modeled to show sidelobe and beam
efficiency trade-offs. Test results for two short, lens-fed, linear arrays
(N<20) are included and compared against predicted values. Sidelobes compared
favorably with predicted values (within I to 3 dB). Measured efficiencies
agreed within I to 2 dB to the compIIted values-

I NTROI)UCTrION

This paper describes a nearly frequency-independent technique for
achieving low sidelobes by using illumination-shaping attenuators to approx-
imate the prescribed low-sidelobe aperture distribution, recognizing that
a fixed aperture distribution provides low sidelobes which are frequency
independent (except for small apertures). Initially, -25 dB (or lower)
sidelobes were deemed necessary for our applicacion. Later, trade studies
indicated -18 dB would be acceptable. Results given herein pertain to lens-
fed linear arrays of N=20 or fewer elements. However, the design method is
not restricted.

MODELING

Figure I shows the basic design model, consisting of a short linear
array of typically N=20 or fewer elements and signal paths to the lens occur-
ring through coaxial cables, each differing in electrical length. Combined

with a lens, the cables provide various phase gradients yielding beam cover-
age over a wide .ector, as illustrated in Figure 2.

1-
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FIGURE 2. ANGULAR COVERAGE (IDEALIZED)
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For the simple model shown in Figure 1, the illumination function
or linear aperture distribution determining sidelobe levels is established
by the lens and beamport feed geometries. Reasonably low sidelobes are
attainable by appropriate lens design and/or multiple beamport feeds.
However, the behavior tends to be frequency dependent.

Figure 3 shows an alternative, nearly frequency-independent design.
For this case attenuators are added between the lens and the array, each
differing in attenuation value. All are phase matched.

2 <

M

I t <

LINEAR

LENS ATrENUATORS ARRAY

FIGURE 3. BASIC DESIGN WITH ATIENUATORS

Figure 4 illustrates the function of the attenuators in approximating
the distribitton. Typical calculated beam patterns for several distributions
(N=12) are shown in Figure 5. Both the IDolph-Tschebyscheff and cosine-square
models yielded low sidelobes. However, the monotonic roll-off of the cosine-
squared distribution seemed preferable comparea with the flat sidelobe distri-
bution resulting from the Dolph-Tsclhebyscheff design. As expected, comparison
of cosine versus the cosine-squared models showed the latter yielding much
lower sidelobes. However, further modeling, using typical random amplitude
and phase errors, showed that the cosine-squared design degraded 9 dB compared
with 4 dB for the cosine design for RSS errors of 1 dB and 5 degrees. These
results, taken with greater efficie'ncy and less beam broadening, lead to

the selection of a cosine distribution for the hard models. A small pedestal
was added to the cosine distribution, slightly improving efficiency, but also
slightly degrading sidelobe levels (-22 dB).
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SELECTION OF ATTENUATORS

As indicated earlier, the attenuators should be phase matched, inde-
pendent of attenuation value over the full frequency band. A typical set of
specifications fol.low:

Phase Tracking: + 50 (max)

Temperature Sensitivity: 0.0001 dB/(dB x0 C) (max)

Amplitude Tracking: + 0.3 dB up to 10 dB;
+ 0.5 dB up to 20 dB

TEST RESULTS

Two designs, as shown in Figure 6, were evaluated; an N-12 design,
from 11 to 18 GHz and an N-18 design, from 3 to 5 GHz. Since the arrays
were dual-polarized, couplers were used to combine each element output.
In addition, circulators were used to reduce interaction effects. All
components, including attenuators, were checked for amplitude and phase
tracking before installation into the models. A typical 3-GHz field-of-view
multibeam patteorn for the N-18 model is shown in Figure 7. Worst-case side-
lobes of about -18 dB can be observed.

H
2 V

H

BEAMPORT "--__V
OUTPUTS 2 _

V
COAXIAL •.IH

M LENS CABLES

ISOLATORS COUPLER DUAL-
BANK POLARIZED

ARRAY

FIGURE 6. HARD MODEL(S) SCHEMATICS
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Table I shows both the measured lens-plus-attenuator loss and the

cosine-computed loss for each model. The excess loss, beyond the 3.5 dB*,
is attributed to the cables and lens.

TABLE 1. LOSS ASSESSMENT

COMPUTED COSINE MEASURED LOSS, ATTENUATORS,
NUMBER OF ON PEDESTAL LOSS CABLES, AND LENS

ARRAY ELEMENTS (dB) (dB)

18 3.52 7.9
12 3.49 6.5

DISCUSSION

The results given earlier showed that the combined loss (lens and
attenuators) was about equal for two models. This was expected since both
le.ases were of similar designs causing comparable spill-over losses. How-
ever, the lenses differed in that diverse dielectrics were used so that the
dissipative and reflective losses varied.

As stated, -22 dB or lower sidelobes was a design objective for both
models. The beam patterns and analysis of behavior for the lower frequency
model (N=18) approached the objective. However, the N=12 model exhibited
higher sidelobes. RSS amplitude and phase errors for the higher frequency
model (N=12) were more significant because component errors tend to increase
with frequency. Also, amplitude variations in both the lens and the array
were higher due to the fewer elements and edge or end effects.

Finally, each of the tested models consisted of more than an array,
lens, and attenuators. In addition, couplers and circulators were installed
in each line. Thus, the combined RSS errors of the tandem components was
much higher than for the attenuators alone. Consequently, the sidelobes
increased above the design objective.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A practical method for achieving low sidelobes over wide bandwidths
has been demonstrated. Using phase-matched attenuators in tandem with the
array, illumination tapers consistent with low sidelobes can be approximated.
However, careful attention and minimization of other sources of error must
be achieved in order to maintain these results.

Current trade literature indicates that it may be practical to use
these design concepts up to 40 GHz.
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* See Appendix A for method of calculation.
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APPENDIX A; LOSS COM4PUTATION

Loss of the network, shown in Figure 3, is readily found by considering

the unit in a transmit mode.

For example, for a central lens beamport, outputs are delivered to

each lens array output and subsequently to each array element. The far-field

voltage is a summation of 'N' voltages. Placing attenuators in each line

(as shown) reduces the power according to the attenuation value and the voltages

proportional to the square root of the powers. Comparison of the voltage
summation with and without attenuators yields the effective loss.

As an example, select a condition where the lens is offering equal

excitation to all 'N' elements of the array. Without attenuators in place,
for N-12 the resultant voltage = 12.00. Now with attenuators:

ATTENUATOR POWER VOLTAGE
ELEMENTS VALUE (dB) RATIO RATIO

I and 12 12.0 0.063 0.251
2 and 11 7.0 0.199 0.447

3 and 10 4.0 0.398 0.631

4 and 9 2.0 0.631 0.794
5 and 7 1.0 0.794 0.891
6 and 7 0.0 1.000 1.000

Total Voltage = 8.028

Loss 20 logl 0  8.028 - 3.49 dB
12.000

It should be noted that this computed loss includes both the normal

attenuation loss and the aperture distribution loss.

A similar computation was performed for N=18 yielding 3.52 dB.

Finally, using an N=6 array with outer elements loaded on each end, rela-
tive gains without the attenuators in place were measured over band for
the following attenuator distribution.

y y Y Y Y Y
2 dB I dB 0 dB 0 dB I dB 2 dB

Levels with Respect to
Gain Standard (dB)

Frequency (GHz) W/O Attn's With Attn's AJ

8.0 -18.0 -19.0 1.0
10.0 -13.6 -14.8 1.2
12.0 -15.3 -15.8 0.0
14.0 -13.5 -14.4 0.9
16.0 -14.6 -15.9 1.3
18.0 -17.7 -19.0 1.8

Yielding an average loss over the band of 1.03 dB versus a computed loss

of 0.96 dB.
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OPTIMIZATION OF ANTENNA SURFACES FOR CONFORMAL ARRAYS

by: G. D. Arndt and J. H. Suddath - NASA/JSC, Houston, Texas
J. R. Carl - Lockheed, Fouston, Texas

ABSTRACT

Two conformal array programs are presented: (1) an initial
shaping of the antenna surface, together with a minimization of
the number of antenna elements, to achieve a given coverage
profile, and (2) a design program, with inputs from the initial
optimization program, provides antenna pattern characteristics
and allows refinements in the surface shaping and element sizing.
Two antenna applications of these programs are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Confo. nal arrays are normally fitted on the contours of a
vehicle, e.g. aircraft and missiles, where the surface shape is
lictated to the antenna designer. A conformal array is usually-
better suited than a planar array for applications requiring
,.oderate gain arid wide dnguiar coverage. This condition might
well exist in serving widely dispersed simultaneous users. :n
these latter systems, shaping of the array surface may be
available to the designer. The purpose of this paper is to
present optimization and desicgn programs for shaping an antenna's
radiating surface to achieve a given spatial coverage/gain
characteristic. The number of radiating antenna elements is
minimized, thereby lowering the hardware costs, particularly in
distributed antennas, by reducing the number of phase stiifters,
low-noise anipl tiers, power am;;.l ifiers, etc.

The co..puter progrart, wh"ch deteFmines the antenna
configuration solves the probiem of arranging and sizing array
elements to provide a specified far field pattern and an initial
estimate of the anLenna e l ement configuration. The far field is
specified as given values of gain at se 1 ected values of
anyle-off-of-bore-si ht. The initial configuration is specified
by the number of elemsnt', their in-plane dimensions, gain, and
tilt angle relative to bore sight.

Ustng the results of the irnitial optimization program as
inputs to a confoimai array simulation, the detailed design and
antenna performance characteristics (main beam, grating lobes,
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Step 4) Let x be a 3N-vector whose elements are the
variables that can be adjusted, i.e.,

X = Col. L 1r• A•,- A. 1,,4j,•,.,. 01, •,.., - 6)]

and let d be the M-vector difference

Step 5) Let a measure of how well the 'realized' field matches
the specified field be given by the scalar

'T
Step 6) Input g and x (an initial guess at the configuration) to

the program. Compute d and J. If the 'realized' and
specified fields do not match up J will be a positive number
whose magnitude is indicative of the mismatch. Thus the
problem becomes that of perturbing the vector x
(iteratively) in such a way as to drive J toward zero (zero
indicates a perfect match).

Step 7) To first order, a perturbation to x, denoted by S'x,

produces a change in 0 given by 'l _ . kv
where fx is an M x 3N matrix o? partial derivatives

Step 8) If Sx is chosen to be
& X A K ` "L" <

where O<K<l is a scalar step size parameter and superscript
T denotes matrix transpose

Step 9) Tnen substituting this Sx into the ZJ equation would

g i v e 
p., -- - 2 •

indicating that J would be reduced if x were replaced by

Sten 10) The iterative process then is to try x and if the
mismatch (J) is "too big," try

XXL• + E')(

where Sx is given into Step 8.

In summary, the program determines the combined
contributions of the elements (f) at each of the specified far
field points (g), and computes the residuals (d). The iterative
technique then adjusts the in-plane dimensions • } ,areas r

)Aji, and tilts J 6ý , so as to drive the residuals toward ziro.
Since this is an iterative process, the rate and extent of
convergence is strongly depenuelit upon two factors: (a) the
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etc.) can be ascertained. Effects of antenna errors and wide
scan angles are included in this simulation program.,

The design optimization is applied to two low-earth-orbit
(LEO) space applications: (1) a 23 dB gain, hemispherical
coverage antenna supporting five simultaneous beams, and (2) a
narrow-beamwidth, corridor coverage antenna with 41 dB gain to
five users. Grating lobe degradations are reduced by minimizing
the number of elements radiating at a given time and by
optimizing the beam switchover characteristics. Resultant
patterns with antenna phase and amplitude quantization errors are
shown for the main beam and associated sidelobes, as well as the
worst case grating lobes.

INITIAL ARRAY OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM

The computer program for determing the initial antenna
configuration optimizes the sizing, tilts, and element gains to
provide a specified far field gain pattern in two dimensions.
Because of reciprocity, the gain for a conformal array may also

be considered as a measure of the effective area (A ) of the
antenna in receiving incident microwave radiation. h effective
area is equal to or smaller than the actual subtended area
because of off-.axis scanning losses for each of the antenna
elements. Let the effective antenna area be given by:

A 2 A ()eff : LA i

where A = actual element area (l.i 1) as shown
in Figure I.

= scanning loss
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Specified
Far-Field
DirectIon

In-PlaneDimension • I

Figure 1. Antenna Coortinate System

Using this gain decfinition anvd the aItenna LurL.f du 1of Is
given in Figure 1, an iterative computer program was developed as
f ollIows:

Step 1) Consider Figure I and note the following definitions.
- field point angles from bore sight

A -• element tilt angles from bore sight
- in-plane dimensions of elements

t A( j- element area (l1liem)
tEA•I- power from i-th e ement in the direction of A.•

N - total number of elements
M - total 11,Umbers of spacified field pts|•L-spec-,f ik-d power in direction

Step 2) Assume that
E /.

Step 3) Let f be an M-vector whose elements are the 'realized'
power in the directions • 4 • i.e.,

N

and let g be an M-vector whose elements are the specified
power in the direction • i.e.,

I ~., - , a -
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initial estimate of the antenna configuration, and (b) the
realizability of the specified far field. The design process
thus requires application of engineering judgment. The number of
elements (N) can be varied until a configuration is fcund which
provides the best tradeoff between cost and coverage.

This design technique has been applied to two low-earth.-
orbit antenna systems: (1) a 23 dB gain hemispheric3l antenna
with 0-180O coverage in elevation and + 200 azimuth 3 dB beam-
width. A cylindrical antenna as shown in Figure 2 with 48 - 2.6 t
x 1.25 X elements can provide the coverage, and (2) a narrow
bearnwidth, 41 dB mainbeam gain with off-axi3 gains as shown in
Figure 3. Coverage with large variations ir the specifications
can be handled by superposition of the high gain beam(s) w;ith a
wider low-gain pattern.

052Ft
4.9

, "
.17 m I

Figure 2. A 23 dB gain heispher1cil array with 0-180' elevation
and 20 azimuth coverages
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Mlnimum area conformal array to provide Degrees off boresight
coverage as .•hcwn.

Figure 3. High gain (41 dB) array configuration

Once d solution to the simpl-,fied in-plane problem is
obtained, the results are then used as an input to the more
detailed optimization procedure described in the remainder of
this report.

COMPUTER ASSISTED DESIGN PROGRAM

A second computer program his been written to calculate and
graphically display the radiation pattern of a wide variety of
possible conformal array antennas. 1f the curvature of the array
can be approximated by the surface of any ellipsoid, or a section
thereof, the proqramn is applicable. By specifying the dimensions
of the three major axes of an ellipsoid, a wide variety of
surface curvatures are possible including a sphere, cylinder, or
plane. Once the surface is defined, the ,adiating elements can
be layed out on it and the location of each phase center can be
specified.

The computer program is comprised of four major sections.

The first section deals with obtaining the input data that
describes the problem. The second section performs the aperture
synthesis to obtain the desired radiation pattern. The third
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section calculates the far fiEld pattern and the last section
performs the graphics so that the problem can be visualized.

The first inputs are the dimensions for the three axes of
the ellipsoid. Then, truncation parameters are inputted to
specify the portion of the ellipsoid's surface on which the array
elements are to be laid out. Next, the number of beams is
specified along with frequency, element spacing, fill factor,
overlap factor, and parameters that control the element pattern
factor. Then. the directions of each beam is requested by the
computer. Finally, information concerning the sector of space of
interest, the type of plot, size, and viewpoint are entered. The
computer program now has all of the required input information
and is ready to move to the next level of computations.

The Second section of the program performs the aperture
synthesis. It is determined which elements are to be active and
the amplitude and phase requiremniw s of each element. The
aperture requirements for one bcar- at a time are determined. In
order to obtain proper ee e:,t phasit;,-, th-, coordinates of each h
element on the ellipsoidal surw.:e must be determined. By
complex superposition, the aperture req'jirieents to generate
multiple beams is determined.

The program is now reedy to determine th.- far field
radiation pattern of the array. , or not en ement is
active is based on the permitted anguvlr differr~ice between the
elemerit's normal vector and the beam diirection. This permitted
enqular difference is an input. The contribution of each active
element is summed vectorially at some point in spa'.e. ',he phase
of each element's contribution is based on its precise location
on the ellipsoid, and the amplitude is baseG on the direction of
the element's normal vector and the element pattern factor.
These summations are systematically performed over the sector of
space of interest and provides the data for the radiation pattern
plot.

Various plots are available based on the use of a software
graphics package. A great deal can quickly be observed usirg the
3-0 representations shown in the following figures. A kir:d Lf"visual optimization" can be performed by making perturbatiý,,;
about the expected solution and taking note of the results.
Also, little is known about side lobes and grating lobes when
using the approach outlined earlier in this paper to obtain ar
approximately optimum solution. In most cases, one may desire t)
observe these features before settling on a final design.
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Several examples of radiation pattern plots for conformal
arrays are shown in Figures 4 through 6. The left side of the
plot shows which elements are active. The right side shows the
radiation pattern of the antenna in a three dimensional
representation. Field strength, in dB, is plotted against the
spherical coordinates theta and phi which are shown on the base
plane grid.

Figure 4 shows the pattern of a minimal element cylindrical
array, designed to provide 23 dB gain into a specified half plane
and + 200 from that half plane. The pattern shown is approxi-
mateTy the same anywhere in the half plane so there is uni-
formity as theta is varied. However, in moving away from the
half plane, increasing phi, note that a grating lobe becomes
prominent. This occurs because of the element phase center
spacing of more than one wavelength. This tends to happen when
attempting to minimize the total number of elements. This is not
necessarily a problem depending on the system specification and
requirements. '1

ef 71 enen: s(2(r s)

'I

EL 4DIT ý.YOU•T FIELD MAGNIM•DE FOLD MAG UOM

Figure 4a. Cylindrical array - boresi 9ht Figure 4b. Cyllndricel antenna - steered 200

An example of a spherical section array is shown in Figure
5. A much cleaner radiation pattern is observed in this case.
It can be seen that side lobes are low and grating lobes do rot '

.,.

exist, but many more elements are active that help produce these %

benefits. When this configuration is steered 200 in the phi
direction, a grating lobe appears but note that it is of a
different Ohape than the main lobe. In the case of the
cylindrical array, the grating lobe has the same characteristics
as the main lobe.
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Figure Si. Spherical array - boresight Figure 5b. Splherical array - steered 300

A high gain minimum field of view planar antenna is shown in
Figures 6a and 6b. Note that when the beam is steered only five
degrees, a grating lobe appears that looks the same as the main
beam.

Eacro Horn I~ Cm x 1 ~

QDIEN LAYOUT FIELD MAC-fJ1ý

FIELD MAC.NTlJOE
(Jan/Imctaj Figure 6b. High gain/limited FOV - steered 50

Figure Ca. Hih gFOV - boresigh.t

Conformal Array Design Curves

For, certain specific conformal surfaces, design curves have
been derived that are based on active projected aperture
considerations. These curves can be used to check on the "rea-
sonableness" of the solutions obtained by the previously
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mentioned methods. The curves can also be used as the basis for
designing certain conformal array antennas if the shape of the
conformal surface has already been determined.

If the appropriate conformal surface shape has been
determined to be spherical, the curve families shown in the
following figures can be used to obtain a desired gain in the
range of 20 to 30 dB. Figure 7a can be used to determine the
radius of the sphere.

~jre SPHRICAL ARRAY RELA'PONSH'PS

400.0-

250.0.0to 2.0d

_00.0 pr.cIM.= 0

20.0
0.' I. . . 12 1416 2

Clm n Sic I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Vausaegvni aeegtss htfeuncnb

elmnae as0. a aial.Th eltoshp eten an shr

and the element normalen vecor This fracg~tioni)ntem f

diameter, andar ementesize, are ashown, forh spehfed valuemetsiof

fractio of the totisal sufae sphichraiu is raiting aprturae. The

family of curves shown in Figure 7b can be used to determine the
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total number of elements that would be required to cover a
hemisphere. It would be assumed that if spherical coverage is

required, this would be accomplished with two hemispherical
antennas rather than one spherical array antenna. The next
family of curves (figure 7c) shows how many elements are active.

Fijire 7B. 5FHERICAL ARRAY F'Ar_ ICNSHIPS

ITOTAL O, Or ELEtME'NTS)

10.0 Garm = 20.0 to 30.0 dl
t • _= ~nil rrocio, O. S

Noverlop rroc-lon .

E o~ ... . .1 •• I

400.0

.D 300.0 
___

E

0.0 0.2 0.4 0. 1..

EISm9'¶t SIZO (WWgk~hvengt)

Copy~~rX~>' ~DTIC does
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Figure 7C. SPHERICAL APRAY PELATIONSHPS

(hu'iB:R or ic~ivj ELFHFNTS)
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surface.I It can be s b h

sections that a cylindrical array is appropriate to serve a
plane, plus and minus some small angle from the plane. The three

families of curves in the following three figures are similar to
the spherical array design curves except that an additional
factor "cylinder length"' must be considered. For the sake of
brevity, only the curve set for a cylinder length of four
wavelengths is provided. If more gain is required in the plane
being served, the length can be increased. If less gain is
needed, the cylinder length can be decreased. The radius of the I

cylinder can be determined tromn the curves in Figure ba.
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Figure BA CYLINDRICAL ARRAY RELATIONSHIPS
QA.•I 'j•.

__ __ II 2 .0 E
J- Calm. 18.0 fO 28.0 dlB

' r~ll FracNtion -- 00,0530040 Overlap fraton x 0.500Cylrde.r ,ongh A.

"2500 -

r 2000

5 0.0 _ ".0__,41 .I -a 1.0 .2 L4.0

I" flernert Slds (wavlkng~hts)

The tetal number of elements on a half cylinder can be found
by referring to the curves of Figure 8b. Keep in mind that
cylinder length of four wavelengths is assumed in the number
shown on the ordinate. The number of active elements can be
found by reference to Figure 8c.
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Figure 8B CYUNDRICAL ARRAY RELATIONSHIPS
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This parti-n lar set of curves may not be as useful as foi'

tne .spherical array because the best element shape is not likely
to bF square. The element width along the cylinder length will
likely be determined by h far out of plane one needs to steer
the bea.m. This will usuaiiy lead to rectangularly shaped

elements.
F.,

iualntizato0n Lrrors

In addit;on to minimizing tne number of radiating elements,
to meet certain gain/coverage requirements it is also reasonable
to minirnize the number dfci resolution of phase shifters. One way
to minimi ze the number of phase shefters is to produce multiple
beams by "aperture synthesis" rather than beam forming networks.
!n this techr'.t&e only one phase shifter is required per element
no matter how many beams are formed, however, amplitude control
must also be provided for each element by way of a variable
amulfier or variaule attenuator. In order to get an idea for
the amountt of vesolution r'equired fo- the phase shifters and
variable amplifiers, several cases were studied. The results of
one of these studies 1s as shown in Figures 9 throigh 12.

[,n;ure 9 provides a reference plot of four beams formed by y
ar, ape ture 0 15 by 1$ elements square. There is no phase or
adrIPp1ltude qu.inti., t on error in this plot,

1, ,



The next three plots show the effects of quantizing error in
phase only. Figure 10a shows the degradation if only one bit of
phase control is used (i.e. 00 or 1800 phase shi t).

3!

S.j

Figure 1'a. l j,,t ccrrtrcl ore tit

!n the ne-t plot, figure l1b, two bits of phase control are
used. The radIation pattern Is mdrkedly improved but still
perhaps less than satisfactory. Wnen cortrul is increased to
three bits, an ddditlonal improvenent can be seen in Figure 1(Jc.
This process can be continued until the radiation pattern is
deemed to be acceptable as shown in Figure lOd.

figure 13bj. r .,, cw• trol - t& OILSi
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Figure I'K. rtase cortrol - ttree bits
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Figure %c. P ¢AIC Control - four bits
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A similar process was repeated for amplitude resolution
control. In this case, amplitude was quantized based on a
normalized voltage level between zero and one. For one bit of
control, element amplitude was quantized to either zero or one.
1his is shown in Figure Ila.

I1

in th'se ase,,, V".. ,:lid 2 imT ' - U,,i '. bl

In thnse cases, phasing is assumed to be perfect. For two
bits of amplitude control, element voltage was permitted to be U,
0.33, 0.67, or, 1. Aý would be expected, the pattern looks much
better, as showr in Figure lib,. V nally, three bits of amplitude
contiol were assomed providin(, eight amplitude levels. Once
again the radiation pattern is improved as can be seen in Figure* lic.

NJk
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I-- -;,7- (-"+"" +;-2
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The combined effects of four bit phase control and three bit
amplitude control are shown in Figure 12. This should represent
a realizeable antenna system for providing four simultaneous
beams.

V.

Figure 12. Phase control four bits
ArnplItude contr, I - three bits

SUMMARY

Two antenna configurations were developed using the
optimization and design programs. The optimization program

provides the initial antenna shaping to achieve a given coverage
pattern. The design program calculates the far-field pattern,
together with associated grating lobes for the specified antenna
shape and placerrent of elements. Degradations in coverage
performance due to various quantization levels in amplitude and
phase was also presented. By using these two programs it is
possible to minimize the number of radiating elements and limit
the resolution of phase shifters and variable amplifiers and
associated electronics.
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ACTIVE IMPEDANCE EFFECTS IN LOW SIDELOBE AND ULTRA WIDERAND PHASED ARRAYS

C. E. Grove
Daniel. J. Martin
Christopher Pepe

General Electric Company .
Aerospace Electronic Systems Department

Utica, NY 1.3503

I. ABSTRACT

The effect of mutual coupling on active impedance has been viewed in
terms of impa.ct cn sidelobes and array gain. Results are presented for
narrow band (10 percent) and ultra wideband (2+ octave) phased arrays.
Theoretical designs incorporating the active impedance were used to
fabricate low sidelobe array elements. Analytical data reduction of I
measured scattering matrix data was used to generate the active impedance

for the two arrays.

For the narrowband low sidelobe array designs, a Ku-band and a X-band
array design are reported. The Ku-band design was empirica! and led toa

full linear array whose sidelobe characteristics have been measured and
comFpred to the active impedance analytical predictions. These predictions

agree well with measured results. The impact on sidelobe degradation for
wide scan and the ability of the phase shifter to compensate for this effect
is discussed. The X-bcnd array design was analytically derived using the
design procedure which compensates the mutual coupling at a chosen scan
angle by adjueting the element self-impedance to minimize the active
impedanre over a 1200 scan sector (reference I). The analytical Lechnique
of pattern predictions which was verified for the K'-band array was used to
predict sidelobeb for these active impedances, and the sidelobe degradat~ion
with scan is seen. Extending the analysis to simulate a matched design at
intermediate scan angles shows the amount of improvement possible by
balancing the design to the active impedance mismatch.

For the ultra wideband planar array, the design allowed for grating
lobes at broadside at the high frequency end of the band. The scattering
matrix has been measured across the band of interest, and the active
impedance was computed for the full Lw'-dimensionail scanned forward
hemisph1ere. A nigh mismatch region is predicted at the 5can angles
corresponding to a slow wave grating lobe emergence; the mismatcl improves
as the grating lobe moves further into visible space. Ifcreased mismatch is
also observed tor scanning ,-ven when grating luoes are not. present, 01 us
corresponding to the leaky wave for the str'.)ngiy .ouplu d cndiLiun. The
mismatch effect on the active element pattern is bhoi•.' to r-ducC .0 nearly
cosine roll-oft by 4,0 dB worst case.
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I1. NARROWBAND LOW SIDELOBE ARRAY

A. HARDWAPE DESIGN

Two similar narrowband phased arrays, both having long linear arrays
with phase scanning in azimuth and employing slotted waveguide columns as
radiating elements, are considered. Azimuth weighting is set by the array
corporate feed, while elevation weighting is fixed by the lengths and
offsets of the broadwall longitudinal slots cut in the dielectric waveguide
column radiators. Dielectric loading reduces slot spacing and column
broadwall width, allowing operation without grating lobes. The array
assembly is illustrated in Figure 1.

II jI I Ii

accoun inll Lh design

I ', :j ,I j -
I iI I!' l li •:' II I , I

I I 11111 lIIIII

I - l } , -l l

Y -/1

Figure 1. Linear. Slotted A.rray Assembly

A Ku-hand ar~oy emnploying nonreson•jnt column rsdiatora wa• designed anci
built. Slors were characterized by network analyzer measurements of
nwultis~ot~ te~t coiu.'qs, M4utuai effects between columns were not taken into
account in ltel. design.
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A similar X-band array was proposed for a different application, and a
sinall test aperture was designed and built. Resonant column radiators were
chosen for this design, and the effects of mutuals at zero scan were
included by applying the method described by Elliot (1). This iterative
technique adjusts slot lengths and offsets until the desired taper and input
resistance is met within a certain tolerance. Slots are characterized
separately by network analyzer tests and/or method of moments theoretical
techniques.

The design program, Slotted Array Synthesis Program (SASP), calculates
mutual effects on a linear array of several columns, but adjusts the slots
of all columns together and optimizes only the center column. The resulting
single unique design is then suitable for a long array of identical
elements. In SASP, provisions were allowed for phase shifting the column
excitations, permitting an oprimum design at some scan off broadside, and
therefore impro,,ed performance over a wide scan range.

The designed versus realized elevation tapers are plotted in Figure 2,
and show a good agreement.

0.0

DESiON

-I,

- 00t

U - 2 0 00,, ,

00 1 2 .- 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii

COLUMN SLOT NUMBER

Figure 2. Designed Versus Realized Column Tapers

B. MEASUPJdti:T OF zUTUALS

/ :tive impedances are measured indirectly by measuring the mutual
coupliug5 of an aujseriabled array. Then, thl. active reflection coefficients
Oi a •et',rnined by
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P2 S21 S22 ... S 2N14
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where Sij is the aperture scattering parameter (mutual couplings aad self-
reflection coefficients) and wi is the vector excitation of the elements.
Active impedance is then simply

1 + P.

z = l (2)active i 1 - P.I

To reduce the amount of data to be taken and processed , the mutuals were
*- only measured on a smaller test array. It was assumed that the long array

symmetry conditions still applied, so that the entire S matrix could be
* built from measurements of the first row only. SlI is represented by the

center element, and mutuals are meacured a- much to the Ain.terior- of the LuL

array as possible to reduce end element errors in the above assumption.
Precautions must be taken in calibration to insure that transmission and

reflection phase measurements are referenced at the same plane.

The mutual coupling measurements are plotted in Figure 3. Note that the
nonresonant (Ku-band) columns exhibit much lower coupling levels than the
resonant (X-band) columns.

-200(\ -r----

-300

-400 - "

[ 7
0

-600
00 4O 0 O 120 16a 220

ELtI•tLN T SLPARATION

Figure 3. Measured Mutual Couplings
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C. ACTIVE IMPEDANCE

Center column active impedances computed for the X-band 16 -column test
array are plotted in Figure 4 for uniform illumination at three frequencies
as a function of scan angle. Since the full size tapered array would bemuch larger, this plot is representative of the elements interior to the

full array. Active impedances for an end element were also plotted for
comparison in Figure 5. Error in obtaining the perfect match of the center
column at center frequency was mostly attributed to slot characterization
error and not to mutual compensation error.

Center column active impedances computed for the Ku-band test array are
plotted in Figure 6. They show little variation because of the low mutual
couplings. End elements are similar, also due to low mutual coupling. It
is concluded that the low mutual coupling results from the nonresonant
spacing of the slots on the column.

D. SCAN PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS

Active impedance variation with scan affects array performance in two
ways: gain reduction due to mismatch loss and sidelobe level increase due
to added amplitude and phase excitation errors. Excitation errors result
from active impedance variation from center to end elements at a given scan,
and from element interactions with feed and phase shifter discontinuities.
The latter effect dominates for long arrays, and depends on element active
VSWR. This interaction was modelled as a random phase angle between the
feed discontinuity and the element. The random phase, once set, is then
adjusted by twice the beamsteering phase angle, and so models the
phase-unbalanced feed with ideal phase shifters as shown in Figure 7.

A computer program was written to calculate active impedance excitation
errors, in addition to other errors, and compute patterns. A predicted
X-band array pattern without active impedance error modeling is shown inFigure Ia. A Z:t: .. . .C. .0Vur, of .,ae actiVe iwpedaice error modejing then results in
the patterns of Figures 8b-d for broadside, 45, and 60 degree scans,
respectively. Broadside active impedance errors cause little effect on
sidelobes, while scanning raises the sidelobe level due to the increasing
active column VSWR and shifting phase between column and feed.

Similar results apply to the Ku-band array, except that little change is
seen with scan due to the low mutual coupling level. The only significant
sidelobe increase with scan off broadside occurs because phase errors which
had been collimated out have changed.
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Figure 5. X-Band Edge Element Active Impedance
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Figure 6. Ku-Band Center Element Active Impedance
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PHASE SHIFTER
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PORT < RADIATING
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Figure 7. Active Impedance VSWR Interaction Modeling

To study the effects of designing an element with an active match at a
scan angle other than broadside, S11 is adjusted in Equation I to cancel
the measured mutuals at the center element at the desired scan. To improve
accuracy of this approximate technique, the mucual amplitudes were also
adjusted to reflect the change in mismatch loss associated with the change
in SIl. The interior column VSWR was then calculated at other scan
angles, with results presented in Table i. (This correction was employed in
calculating the patterns of Figures 8b-d, for the desired match at
broadside.)

To relate the column active VSWR to resulting array excitation errors,
and then to array sidelobe levels, use

RMS phase and Tl 2

P f ,ý volts or radians, (3)
amplitude error 2 f c '

where Pf and PC are the reflection coefficients for the feed and active
column. This is easily computed by using Figure 8 and assigning a uniform
distribution over 2Trradians to the interaction phase angle 0. Equation 3
can then be used to predict the sidelobe level using either the Monte Carlo

approach or a statistical percentile distribution estimate.
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TABLE 1. ACTIVE VSWR TABLE

A Scan
Design to

Match at: 0 15 30 45 52.5 60

0 1 1.14 1.46 1.74 2.49 2.74

15 1.14 1 1.28 1.53 2.19 2.51 1

30 1.48 1.29 1 1.22 1.72 2.17

45 1.77 1.53 1.22 1 1.40 1.81

52.5 2.43 2.11 1.68 1.38 1 1.49 '•

60 2.61 2.35 j 2.05 1.74 1.48 1

Scan, with isolated match

0 (sA1 0)
Wrel at fo - kd sinG 00 scan 1.50 VSWR

0° 00 or 0 rad 15 1.33

150 48.340 0.844 rad 30 1.18
300 93.380 1.630 rad 45 1.20 N

450 132.060 2.305 rad 52.5 1.63

52.50 148.160 2.586 rad 60 1.89 &
600 161.740 2.823 tad -

2 7rI

S-!
K
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Ill. ULTRA WIDEBAND ARRAY

The ultra wideband array was designed to cover approximately
1.5 octaves. The operational requirements and design guidelines for this
array allowed for grating lobe existence at broadside starting at mid-band.
The effect of the grating lobes is to reduce gain and impact active
impedance and thus mismatch. This array allowed for study of the
relationship between active impedance and grating lobes.

A. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The array consists of 32 elements located in a 4 x 8 array as shown in
Figure 9. Each of the 32 elements consists of a slant left and slant right
pair which are physically offset. Data presented here is taken on the slant

left element of one of these pairs. The elements are TFE glass stripline
fed slot line radiators. The array lattice is a 0.75 inch rectangular grid
with a 0.375 inch offset between the slant left and slant right elements.
The ground plane behind the elements is covered with absorber to attenuate
back radiation. The array was designed to operate over the 6-18 GHz band.
With the dual linear elements, variable polarization was possiLle. The
array was phase steerable over a 1200 cone. The element height above the
ground plane is two iLiuhs.

Figure 9. 4 x 8 Array
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B. MEASUREMENTS OF COUPLING

Figure 10 shows the array geometry and the designations for coupling
measurements. Coupling was measured on an element-to-element basis pair
wise with all other elements terminated. This approach represents the free
excitation method as opposed to the forced or full excited method. The pair
wise data is used to fill a scatter xg coefficient matrix representing the
total 64-element array. The scattering matrix is then multiplied by
excitation vectors having phase progressions corresponding to all scan
angles in the forward hemisphere. The active reflection coefficient is
computed for each case. From this the active impedance is derived. The
following equations were applied:

Dmn Cmn,pq apq
p=-00 q=- oO

Voo 0  a 0 0 + boo %

Ioo = a0 0 -boo

a ja e-J[(Ksi ncoso) pdx] eJ[(Ksinesin) q dy]
pq 00

b

"a A- 0

z +a
a l r

As shown in Figure 10, active impedance was computed for five elements

in the array. This data allowed us to represent all conditions of edge
effects in predicting total array performance. Since the edge elements were
dominated by edge effects and not grating lobe phenomena, this paper will
deal only with the most central element.

L4\L4 L '\ 1 47
L441 \'/4 L A,'\ L L

13$W•/, L342" ",, \/ 13s. 6 ,./R7\ 13,,'\,/ /

/R41 R4P2 -'R 4 5*l3 ý4 ""4 "4

L / L 3 2\ L $/ \ .3

"~~~~ ~ /"/ t1 3 ", ,/3 2 F3

R2 '•22 /I R23 R24 /I R25 ."' R26 '27 1428

~~R1 ,,2 /RI P4 ,/Ft5 ',R16 , RI ' .8

Figure 10. Array Geometry for Coupling Measurement (Rear View)
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Active element patterns were also measured for the five elements shown
in Figure 10. The same approach, the free excitation method, was used to
take the active element patterns. In other words, all elements but the
element in question are terminated in 50 ohms. Measurements were made in
the E-plane, H-plane, and the diagonal plane. Agnin, the edge elements were
dominated by edge effects in their pattern asymetry. For the central
element, however, the sharpening or narrowing of the element pattern is
ob';ious for the wide spacings used in this array. This element pattern
narrowing corresponds tG the existence of grating lobes and the loss of gain
with scan. For the small array, the element patterns can be combined using

superposition to find the total antenna pattern as:

22g(O, ~) exp -j (Kx D + Ky Dy)

m,nI
The measured pattern is given by:

R (0, 0) = D Cos I R

where the mismatch is equal to the active mismatch for elements which are
matched to the fppedinp r hrarterimtir impedance, Since this nrt-1u
impedance is a function of scan angles, the effect of mismatch on active
element patterns is represc'.ted by this equation. The effect of the
mismatch not being appropriate for the characteristic impedance of the
feedline results in a mismatch loss which can be viewed as a level change in
the overall pattern with the pattern shape not being affected. Figure II is
an active element pattern taken in the H-plane for the central element.

C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Initial coupling amplitude and phase for the central element is shown in
Figures ; 2 a 13 as a function of the spacing between clements and
wavelengths. The three primary planes are shown. For the amplitude data, a
line of comparison for amplitude decay at one over the distance squared and
ona over the distance are both shown for reference. This data shows fcr
spacing beyond about one wavelength, the coupling falls off as quickly or
faster than one over the distance squared. Thus, for these spacings, the
array coupling is less than what would be expected for two isolated elements
separated in space. For the H-plane, the data shows coupling stronger than
two isolated elements for spacings less than wavelength. This will be shown
to have a direct relationship to a high mismatch. The phase data is shown
in reference to free space propagation phase delay. For all three planes,
the phase delay of the coupling is slower than free space. This slow wave
effect will be shown to be related to when the grating lobe emerges in the
mismatch. Also, the slow wave effect corresponds to a leaky wave on the
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aperture. This array is small and dominated by edge effects. However, the
data shows that the active impedance seen by the center element can be
related to leaky wave effects. This type of analysis parallels that
developed by Debski and Hanna [reference 2].

From the coupling data, two-dimensional maps of the VSWR versus scan for
many frequencies in the band were calculated. Figure 14 shows one of those
maps. Reducing the data over all frequencies by searching for the worst
case active impedance, the VSWR data in Figure 15 was attained. The
individual element self-impedance which can be seen to be fairly well
matched is also shown in Figure 15. The active impedance mismatch at
boresight degrades this self-impedance from better than two-to-one to better
than three-to-one overall frequencies. However, the scan data shows
extremely high mismatch occurring between 7 and 10 GHz. This frequency
range corresponds to the region of enhanced coupling amplitude shown shaded
in Figure 12. The active impedance map of Figure 14 is for 9 GHz and the
high mismatch scan region on the diagonal (which is the H-plane for the
slant left element) is seen to begin at a scan angle of 40' from broadside.
Since the spacing is not appropriate to allow grating lobes even for
scanning out to 600 and beyond, this effect is clearly not due to grating
lobe emergence. The strong correlation to enhanced coupling and the slow
wave effect supports the explanations of Oliner (reference 3). Since it is
not grating lobe related, it is iuL directiy affected by the grid, except
that the grid, ground-plane, absorber and the element designs influence the
ability of the lattice to support a slow wave. Three cuts of the active
VSWR versus scan were taken from the map at 9 CHz and are shown in
Figure 16. The effect of this high VSWR on the element pattern, conmnonly
referred to as "blindness", was shown in Figure 11. With the mismatch
approaching ten-to-one, the blindness effect stays below 4 dB. By taking
out the active impedance mismatch at each scan angle in the li-plane, the
theoretical matched pattern shown in Figure 11 is derived. This pattern
approaches the ideal cosine roll off, and therefore, indicates that the
element design is nearly optimum. Improvements in array scan performance
must be achieved by ;hanges in the geometry or ground planie in1 order Lo
alter the enhanced coupling phenomenon,

In Figure 17, a map is shown at 13 G0hz where grating lobes appear with

scanning. The grating lobe pattern can be easily seen in this map.
However, the grating lobe pattern does not directly correspond to the
grating lobe emergence predicted for the phase scanning of the array. This
is because of the slow wave nature of the coupling. The grating lobes
appear sooner for different directions of scan depending on the wave
velocity in that plane. The data for the center element in Figure 13 showeA
variations in wave velocity ranging from 70 to 90 percent of free space. I-

should be noted that only rarely did the active impedance map show such
clear grating-lobe type mismatch areas. The variation of enhanced coupling
and grating lobe effects become hard to distinguish in most cases. Also, as
can be seen in Figure 17, the grating lobe high mismatch region does not
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stay mismatched after the grating lobe is fully formed into visible space.
Thus, the existence of grating lobes does not necessarily mean a high active
mismatch whereas it does, of course, mean a direct loss of gain.
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CYLINDRICAL LENS ARRAY FOR

WIDEBAND ELECTRONIC SCANNING

E. M. Newman, C. M. Ruskowski
Hazeltine Corporation

Greenlawn, N. Y. 11740

Summa ry

A cylindrical printed-circuit lens-fed phased array can be used

to provide wide-angle, wide-instantaneous bandwidth scanning.

The fundamental approach has been described by Rotman and Franchi

[1, 2, 3]. Hazeltine has designed and built a large printed-

circuit lens array to demonstrate the concept. A description of

the design, fabrication and test results are presented.

Introduction

A cylindrical-lens phased-array antenna offers the capability for

electronically scanning a narrow pencil beam over wide angles in

two dimensions, and for handling wide signal bandwidths without
using variable time-delay devices. i

An investigation of such a lens-array antenna has been conducted

by Hazeltine for RADC/EEA. The first part of the program

involved the study of the antenna and design of a specific
configuration. The second part of the program included the
fabrication and test of a lens-array antenna having the following

performance objectives:

Scan: ±450 Az.
±250 El.

Total Bandwidth: 5.0 to 5.6 GHz

Instantaneous
Bandwidth: 400 MHz

Directive Gain: 38 dB minimum

Aperture Size: >40 A Azimuth
>30 X Elevation

The three-dimensional cylindrical lens comprises a stacked set of
identical two-dimensional lenses. Each two-dimensional lens
consists of two arrays of radiators interconnected by
transmission lines. This contiguration is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Cylindrical Lens Configuration

There are four degrees of freedom in the design of such a lens:
the inner contour, the outer contour, the relative location of
the inner and outer array elements, and the lengths of the
interconnecting transmission lines. Rotman and Franchi derive a•týi. - ••i • i- t ,-- -1- - c he ficst three of t - - - -- --, re•m
I .it s de-gIu III 111 1 11 11 ' I. L : degretV VL LL•UVI

are used to provide three points of perfect focusing in the
azimuth plane. At azimuth angles between these three directions,
the focusing may be imperfect hut may still be quite
satisfactory.

The fourth degree of freedom, namely the lengths of the
interconnecting transmission lines, is used to control the change
of azimuth focusing that may occur with the three-dimensional
lens when elevation angle is varied. In particular, Rotman and
Franchi show that if the lengths of the interconnecting
transmission lines are consLant throughout the lens, the three
points of perfect azimuth focusing are retained independent of
elevation angle. Furthermore, at intermediate azimuth angles,
the azimuth aberration at any elevation angle is no greater than
the azimuth abervation of the two-dimensional lens.
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The significance ot this result is that a cylindrical lens
designed in this way can, when combined with an appropriate line-
feed system, provide wide-angle scanning of a narrow pencil beam
in both azimuth and elevation. For azimuth scanning, the line
feed is displaced in azimuth, while for elevation scanning the
line feed aperture is phase steered. This is illustrated in
figure 2.

The ability of this constant-line-length cylindrical lens to
permit elevation scanning without aberration is analogous to the
similar ability of the widely used cylindrical reflector.
However, the azimuth-scanning capability of the cylindrical
reflector is severely limited by its coma aberration and by the
aperture-blocking effect of any centrally-located feed system.
The cylindrical lens avoids these limitations.

A phased-array antenna that is electronically scanned can rapidly
steer a narrow pencil beam over wile angles. However, if the
signal bandwidth (instantaneous bandwidth) is large relative to
the array bandwidth, then a pha-sed-array antenna can degrade the
signal when the array scans over wide angles. One approach to
this problem employs variable time-delay devices in the antenna,
but these have some disadvantages. An alternate approach [1, 2,
3] employs the cylindrical-lens antenna as the feeding system for
a standard electronically scanned phased array.

Suppose that the scan coverage of an antenna is + sin 6h
horizontally and t sin ev vertically. This coverage can be
divided into M by N equal-size sub-regions, so that each sub-
region covers only t(I/M) sin 01 by -k (1/N) sin 0v as indicated
in figure 3. 1f the feeding system for the phased-array antenna
can provide a widehand beam that can be electronically switched
from the center of one sub-region to another, then the phased
array needs to scan over only the relatively small sub-region
rather than over the full coverage of the antenna. This will
permit a much wider signal bandwidth to be handled without
substantial degradation of the signal.

The cylindrical lers antenna has the cability for providing a
wideband beam at the center of each sub-region. Each beam in a
different azimuth direction requires a line feeo that is
appropriately displaced in azimuth, as indicated in figure 4.
Each beam in a different elevation direction requires a line feed
having collimated radiation that is steered by fixed time delays
to the appropriate elevation angle, as indicated in figure 4. An
electronic switch connects in sequ,,nce to each of the M x N line
feeds to provide the coarse steerin-, from one sub-region to
another. Electronic phase shilters located in the cylindrical
lens provide the fine steering over each sub-region.
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Figure 2. Scanning With a Cylindrical Lens Antenna
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Figure 3. Approach fuor Widebarnd W•ide-Angle
Electronic Scanning

Each coarse beam position provides wide signal bandwidth because
the lens antenna with multiple line feeds provides true time-
delay steering and focusing. The phased array located in the
lens uses simple phafe shifters for fine steering the beam, but
achieves wide signal bandwidth because of the relatively small
size of the scan sub-region compared with the full scan coverage
of the antenna.

Lens Configuration Selected for Fabrication

The first phase of the program included a study of several
different lens shapes that could be designed using the
constrained lens concept. These were termed "dimp'ed, pointed,
hybrid and R-2R". All had a minimum of three azimith focal
points, with the limiting case being the R-2R configuration,
which had perfect focusing over the entire azimuth arc.
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Figure 4. Cylindrical Lens Antenna for Wideband Wide-Angle
Electronic Scanning
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The R-2R configuration was selected for fabrication based upon:

i. The continuous focused feed arc.

2. The relatively simple geometry.

3. The lack of discontinuities at the center
of the lens.

4. The symmetry of the lens.

The antenna configuration selected for fabrication consists of
the lens and a single line feed. Figure 5 shows the basic
antenna configuration comprising the cylindrical lens and its on-
axis feed. An F/D = 0.96 was selected.

The horizontal aperture dimension was chosen as 40 wavelengths at
5.3 GHz, or about 7.4 feet. The vertical length of the line feed
is about 35 wavelengths or 6.5 feet, and the lens vertical
dimension is 38 wavelengths, or 7 feet.

The lens contains 62 layers of microstrip circuits, each layer
containit.g printed dipoles and interconnecting transmission
lines. Element spacing is 0.4 X in azimuth and 0.6 X in
elevation.

The line feed contains 58 printed circuit elements; each element
contains 8 dipoles. Element spacing is 0.6 X in elevation.

Description of Antenna

The wideband lens-array consists of two principal components; the
line feed and the lens. Both are constructed of microstrip
transmission lines and components.

Each lens layer contains 106 equal-length microstrip lines that
interconnect pairs of radla•ing elements. B.ecause thc width of
the lens varies, the lines must be wrapped to fit them into the
available space. Figure 6 shows one-half of a lens layer on both
top and bottom. The top layer contains the meandered lines (some
with stubs which compensate for dispersion in the wrapped-up
lines), and the feed and tuning for the printed dipoles. The
bottom of the layer contains the ground plane for the microstrip
lines as well as the dipoles. All artwork was computer
generated.

The layers of the lens were backed by a sheet metal stiffener and
spaced by a combination of dielectric and metal standoffs.
Figure 7 shows the layers of the lens while figure 8 shows the
completed lens prior to the installation of the radome.
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Figure 5. Lens Antenna and Line Feed

* The line teed consists of 58 identical microstrip layers. Each
* layer contains a horizontal row of 8 dipoles excited by a

microstrip power divider. The resulting current distribution
across the dipole row provides the azimuth feed pattern needed
for low antenna azimuth sidelobes.
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84A2725

Figure 7. Detailed Lens Layer Construction

The line feed elevation power divider provides the vertical
illumination for the line feed layers. Connectors at the network
outputs interface it to the corresponding microstrip layers
through semi-rigid cable. Each cable was phase-trimmed to
provide equal phase lengths from the elevation power divider
input to the cable output over the 5.0 to 5.6 GHz band.

The elevation power divider was fabricated on one microstrip
board. A sheet-metal backing supports the microstrip and
connectors. The fully assembled unit is located mid-way
vertically behind the stacked-azimuth layers. The power divider
is structurally supported through horizontal stand-offs which

attach the power divider to the bent-sheetmetal supports in the
column. The assembled layers, interconnecting cables, and
elevation power divider are shown in figure 9.

The line-feed radiating element layers and elevation power
divider are enclosed in a sheet metal cabinet wiLh a thin radowte
on the front, to protect the microstrip frorn weather.
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Figure 9. Line-feed Layers and Elevation Power Divider

The line feed assembly is positioned on the antenna suplort

structure via a base assembly which enables adjustment of the

feed position.

Figure 5 shows the completed lens and line feed mounted on the

support structure.

Test Results

Azimuth patterns were taken for four azimuth scan locations of

the line feed, namely, 0', 15°, 30*, and 451. Figure 10 shcws a

representative azimuth pattern measured at 5.3 GYz, 00 azimuth

and 0' elevation.

Measurements at wide azimuth scan angles demonstrattikd the

wideband nature of the lens. Figure 11 shows patterns measured

at 5.0, 5.3, and 5.6 GHz for an azimuth scan angle ot 450. Note
that the beam pointing angle and pattern shape remain nearly
constant over the band.

Figdre 12 shows measured elevation patterns for both scanned and

unscanned conditions. The pattern was scanned by using cable

lengths by the line feed and by displacing the feed vertically.
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Sunary and Conclusions

The wideb3nd, wide-angle scan capability of the lens is
demonstrated by the measured patterns shown. The antenna has
been tested to both 45' azimuth scan at 00 elevation, and 300
azimuth simultaneously with 150 elevation beam scanning.

Test results have demonstrated that the lens can be scanned to
wide azimuth angles (+450) over a 5.0 to 5.6 GHz band. The
patterns confirm the design of the R-2R lens which provides a
circular focal line and allows the patterns to remain perfectly
fo,,used for all azimuth angles.

Tne pattern tests also show that the array can be scanned in
elevation by displacing the line feed and scanning the line feed
beam. No significant degradation of the elevation patterns was
noted with elevation scanning.

The microstrip lens array is a good candidate for wide
instantaneous band, wide-angle scanning. Test results
demonstrated that the bandwidth is achieved without substantiF'
degradation in gain or pattern performance.

Acknowledgement: This work has been supported by Rome Air
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is expressed to the project monitor, Dr. Peter R. Franchi, for
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ARRAYS OF COAXIALIY-FED MONOPOLE ELEMENTS

IN A PARALLEL PLATE WAVEGUIDE

Boris Tomasic Alexander Ilessel
Rome Air Development Center Polytechnic Institute of New York
Electromagnetic Sciences Division Microwave Research Institute
Hanscom AFB, MA 01731 Farmingdale, NY 11735

AB ST RAC U

Arrays of coaxially-fed monopoles radiating into a parallel plate region
are used extensively in various antenna systems. Concave arrays of monopoles
backed by a conducting ground surface are employed in space-fed microwave
lenses. Convex ring arrays of monopole elements placed coaxially around a
conducting cylindrical ground are particularly suitable for applications
requiring uniform 360 degree azimuth coverage. Linear arrays of monopoles
find various appiications in lens antenna systems. In addition, the infor-
mation derived from the study of these arrays is of considerable help in
design of a large variety of conformal arrays.

In this paper the principles of analysis of linear anid circular concave
and convex arrays of coaxially-fed linear monopole elements within a parallel
plate region are described. Expressions for active admittance, coupling coef-
ficients and element patterns are given. For all three array types a unified
formulation is obtained. Numerical results are presented for relevant parameter
values, judiciously selected to illustrate the various design tradeoffs.

The paper also describes the experimental effort and presents measured
data for active impedance, coupling coefficients and element patterns. The
measured values show excellent agreement with theoretical results. This
agreement strongly supports the validity of the analysis, and furnishes a
firm basis for a systematic and accurate array design.

J

This work was supported by the Rome Air Development Center under project
No. 2305J303.
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I . INTRODUCT I ON

Arrays of coaxially-fed monopole elements radiating into a parallel plate

region are of interest for various antenna applications. In particular, concave

arrays monopoles backed by a conducting ground surface are employed in space-

fed Boo..jace, Rotman, R-2R and R-KR microvave lenses, the last two being strictly

circular. Convex ring arrays of monopole elements placed coaxially around a con-

ducting cylindrical ground are attractive for radar and communication applications

because of their uniform circumferential radiation characteristic and 360 degree

azimuth coverage capabilities. Linear arrays of monopoles are used in space-fed
beamforming networks as well as in phased arrays. In addition, the information

derived from the study of linear arrays is useful in design of conformal arrays. U
In view of its simplicity, low cost, polarization purity, reasonable bandwith,
and power handling capability, the coaxially-fed linear monopole is an attractive

choice for an array element in a parallel plate waveguide. Consequently, a de-

tailed knowledge of the radiation and impedance properties of this element in its

array environment is essential for a systematic design of high performance arrays.

We present an outline of the analysis of the effects of mutual coupling on

active impedance, element patterns, and coupling coefficients in linear, cylin-

drical concave, and cylindrical convex arrays of coaxially fed monopote elements

in parallel plate guide regions. In each case the elements are backed by a con-

ducting ground. The details of derivations will be found in [I] to [71. For all

three array types the analysis takes into account the geometry of the feed system.

For all three array types, unified expressions are given for the active admit-

taicv, whiich contains two types of terms; one which depends on the element geometry

only, and the other on array geometry and phasing.

Relations are also presented for coupling coefficients for each array type
as well as for element patterns of linear and convex circular arrays. Numerical

data illustrate the method of selection of optimal geometry for element match in

an array environment, as well as the dependence of important design parameters,
such as element pattern phase center, on the element and array geometry.

To validate the theory, experiments were performed. In all cases very good
agreement has been found between computer simulation and measurements.

11. FORMULATION

In this section we present the principles of a"'lysis and the resulting ex-
pressions for the active admittance, coupling coefficients, and element patterns
of a coaxially-fed monopole element in infinite linear, circular concave and,

circular convex arrays in a parallel plate guide region.

The analysis takes into account the geometry of the feed system. The probe

current is assumed to have only an axial component and no angular variation. This
approximation is justified since the probe radius is small compared -he wave-

length. Furthermore, the analysis assumes that the field distribution in each
aperture is that of the TEM mode of the coaxial feed-line, consistent with the

angularly uniform probe current density. The effect on active admittance of

neglecting higher modes in the coaxial aperture is very small [1].
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A. Array Models

Figs. I to 6 show the three array models under consideration. In Figs. 3
and 5 the top plate of the parallel plate waveguide is partially removed to display
a section of the array. The infinite linear array and the circular concave and
convex ring arrays of coaxially-fed monopoles of length k are located in a parallel
plate wavegulde of height h < X/2, in which only the TEM mode propagates. The
uniform inter-element spacing is d. The distance s between the probe elements and
the "ground plane" is approximately X/4. In circular arrays a ring of radius B
contains N equispaced identical monopoles at the distance s from a perfectly con-
ducting circular cylindrical ground surface of radius A. In a concave array A =
B + s, while in convex array A = B - s where s = X/4 as shown in Figs. 4 and 6.
The probe radius is a << ) while the inner and outer radii of the coaxial feed
lines are a and b, respectively.

B. Array Excitation, Notation and Cootdinates

In the linear array case all elements are initially force-excited with aper-
ture voltages of equal amplitude Vo and a progressive phase factor exp(-j6p) where
6 = kxod = kd sin $o is the inter-element phase increment and p
is the element serial number. Similarly, in the circular array case all elements
are force-excited with aperture voltages of equal amplitude Vo and a progressive
phase according to exp(-j2wup/N) where u =O,1,...,N-1 is the angular wave number
and p=O,1,...,N-1 is the element serial number. The p=O element denotes the
reference elemetL.

We define a local cylindrical coordinate system (p,¢,z) with the origin at
the bottom plate of the parallel plate waveguide centered at the reference (p=O)
element. In the case of circular ring arrays we define in addition a global
cylindrical coordinate system ($,;,z) such that the z-axis coincides with the
rotation axis of the ring.

C. Active Admittance Ya

T& evaluate Y(6), Y.a (u) use i.s made of the equivalence principle in that
the coaxial TEM aperture electric fields are replaced by suitable magnetic current
sources placed on a conducting unperforated bottom wall of the parallel plate guide.
By the Floquet Theorem che amplitude Vo of all concentric magnetic currents and all
induced probe currents are identical, save for a phase shift factor. The unknown
probe current distribution is determined by the requirement that the total axial

field component Ez(p,z) vanishes on the reference probe surface. Here, Ez(o,z)
is regarded as a superposition of individual contributions of all unknown, angularly
symmetric probe currents and all known (save for the voltage factor V.) magnetic
currents.

The analysis is carried out in parallel for all three array types in a number
of steps:

1. A typical contribution Ezo is due to combination of a single probe
current .Jz(z) and a concentric to it magnetic current source M, where
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,(P,z-O" - t.o (La)
p In

and

J(o,z) z0  Jz(z) 6(p - a) , 0 < < (1b)

In (1a) to is the angular unit vector and in (Ib) 6 (p - a) represents the Dirac
impulse function.

As indicated

Ezo(P,Z) = Ezo(p,z;Vo) + Ezo(p,z;Jz) 
(2)

where the first term is due to M and the second to J. Both field contributions
in (2) are represented in terms of radial modes of the parallel plate guide with
propagation constant Kn. They may be written in the form:

EoOz; V0 ) "jK Vo(Z-0-) 7 €n Cn(z) io(Kn0) Ho (2)(n b) -H( 2 )(i:nc) Jo(K'n") ; 8 , O b(3a)
(2)~

n"00 n . /n r

Sjo(KnC) ) g ;1 P a

with

K - (3b)

2h in b

1 n0 0
(3c)

n•

nTr
Cn(z) cos - z (3d,

K (3e)K = ' 2 -(-n-)2h n Im[n ' o
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n J (nb) _ jo(<na) (3f)

and

/"n H(2)(Knb) - j(2)(, a) (3g)

0 n 0on

In (3f) and (3g) Jo(x) and H(2)(x) denote the Bessel function of the first kind
and Hankel function of the second kind, respectively, both of zero order and
argument x. Also

C2 J(a) H0 (2nO) ; P ) aEzo(OZ;Jz) L E Kn 2n Cn (Z) I n 0 n 2) (4a)
k n-0 i (K Jo) 1, (2) (na) a (4a)

0 n 0 fl

witht

C a (4b)

2h

1 / 20 (4c)
o. . .. .. 376 .6 1 0
"T10

I j Jz(z) Cn(z) dz . (4d)
z-=9

2. The total axial electric field Ez(r;6) for linear array, and Ez(r;u)
for circular arrays is regarded as a superposition of two contributions, i.e.,

E (;) nc(r;6) + ES(r;6) (linear) (5a)

EZ(r;u)= Einc(r;u) - s E(r;) (circular) (5b)

where the particular solution Ein'C is due to a linear, or a ring array of yet
unknown probe currents and the concentric, known magnetic current sources in
an infinitely extended parallel plate waveguide in the absence of the conductig
ground boundaries. The Es is a homogeneous, bounded solution in a unit cell

z
with conducting top and bottom walls and phase-shift side walls, such that

EZ(x,y=-s,z;6) = 0 , (linear) K6a)

Ez(p=A,•,z;u) = 0 , (circular). (6b)
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3. In this step we determine Es. The form of the homogeneous solution is:
z

-JkymnY

e -JkxmxEr(r;6) - B (6) Cn(Z)--------n-O m--n kymn (linear) ( 7 a)

® •J,.(K<nP ) e (":oncave)Es(-ru n- mý m rn(U n~z -J(2 ("P) (7b)
n-O0in--- I H(m)n) e (convex)

where the Floquet wave numbers along the direction of array periodicity are:
i 27 6

kxm dkx° + -d- M $ kxo d (7c)
d dS2T 2Tr

UM U + "-- M P a = --- (7d)
a N

with

kymn xm 
(7e)

The expgnsion coefficients Bmn are determined via (6). To this end we firstdetermine Eznc at the conducting boundaries as a superposition of individualprobe currents and the associated concentric magnetic current contributions
centered at p in an infinite parallel plate wavegulde. Thus, with reference ,to Figs 7 and"8, we have

-j 6 pEznc(r;6) - [ EzP(r) e (linear) (8a)
P--rN.-I -- lieaupSa

2,u

Einc(rzu) a NIE r) e N (circular) (8b)

where from (3a) and ( 4 a)

EzP(f) fn(Jz'Vo) Cn(z) H(2 )(K2) 0 - .P,) •8c
n-U

with

niJvo) - JK V (Z-O-) E 2n4+-... (K a) nnz00n n krl.n (8d)

Note that r - P + Loz refers to the field (observation) point.-C 
I.Using roisson's sum formula in (8a) and the Addition Theorem for cylindrical

functions ii (8b) we ex and Einc in terms of Floquet modes in a unit cell. At
a conducting boundary E2 nc takes the form

z
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J kyMn S

2 • e -Jkxmx
Fz d n0 ; L - fn Cn(z) e (Linear) (9a)

"M" ( Ju(V-B) HU( 2 )(, A) e (concave)

Nic• A • z u C W UM. 11 fn nn z -JUMý (9b)n-0 M-U JU (C- [)A) H ( 2 )(.nB) e (convex)

Substitution of (9a) and (9b) into (6) yields
2 e-jkymn 2s (linear) (IUa)

Pm•n --# .. f n(jzVU' -- - -- -
d kvmn

BP, () - V I tz'° 2m MnA
- nA) (concave) (10b)

J%1 (ir)A,
m

S(2)(,
(2f U) V ,n ) -- D-- - -

Bran(.) =-N f(d,Vo) J~ (.na) HU (2) F. A) (convex) (10c)

It is interesting to note that by applying Voisson's sum formula to (7a) with
Bran(6) as given by (10;) one obtaius

-j( p+)-n .
]E,'r' 11 7 ( 2 )~ + 2~ Z ,s' )I

Q0 "_

which represetiLs an image array contribution tc the total axial field. Thus in
the case of a linear array the total field can be also found by superpos'tion
of th" .ont ,rlh ns from all tea' and image array elements.

4. For an observation point P(p,sz) on the referenc, probe p-O, the total
field Ez is obtained as a superpogsitioi of all relevant probe-apertuVU coitLibu-
ions centered at L) and of the appronriate hlomogeneous sulutiou drived in step 3.
Thus,

t,-
IL (v:,) - IL >(n'- ,z) - L ( I.la - rI,• ,:J• • L6 (;6)

-)(linear) (12a)

2n
!.- 1 -j -U I)

E,) (0 -az) + L (Ia - , PIz) C + Lb(r;u) (circular) (12b)
i)-I

whif-- L Iu (wilt, -0 d) ul 1) p> I I.n )g1ven by (8c), an 1  Ls by (7).
z 1) z
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5. In order to apply the boundary conditions on the reference probe in
the unit cell, it is necessary to represent the total tangential field on the
probe surface with respect to the reference element p-0. To this end we used
the Addition Theorem for cylindrical functions to rc-expand the fields E,
p >1 and Es in (12) about an axis centered at the reference element. In
view of the rotationally symmetric probe current distribution assumption, only
the terms with no angular variation need be considered in this expansion.

6. The unknown probe current density Jz(z) in (8d) is determined in
terms of V. from the requirement that the total axial electric field Ez(a,z)-0.
To this end, we expand the probe current density Jz into the series

JZ(z) - . ci tj(z) , 0 C z < X (13a)

J-I

where cj are the yet undete-mined expansion coefficients and '
11

ij(z) - n I -- (2j-1) (z-1)] , J-I,2 ...,J .( 13b)

Imposing the boundary condition

Ez(a,z) - 0 , 0 1€ z ( X (14a)

in the Galerkin sense, i.e.,

£
3 E,(a,z) Yj(z) dz - 0 , I12 (14b)
z-O

the following set of linear Inhomogeneous equations is obtained for the
determination of the unknown probe current exuansion cuefficients.

2 Aljcj' - Bj , i,-,, .,, -J (1 4 c)
i-I

where

A2k j - ) -) ( (r a) + n (pa) n (6,u)J (14d)

n-U

ci' -j ------- 2ra ci
Vo ( z - -)
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I
(2i-1)x

2 X (21-I)X nX
-2 - -

(2i-1)n 2 k h.? ...... 1 _ -_)2 (14g)5•

*Ain / 2£ h

() £(2i-1)X nX

and 
2X h

z In b 6U in 14h)
2r

6. Once the probe current has been found the total magnetic field H (P,zO+)

in the aperture of the reference element is determined following the procedure
indicated in steps 2 to 4.

7. Imposing continuity of H (Pz-O) across the coaxial aperture (in the
unit cell) yields the following relation for active admittance, i.e.:

1 (, 0-) 27, b |!0 +

- - - -- . . ---------.. ---- -J (a < c, b,z=0 ) dp
V (Z-0 V (z-O) p-a

0 C

r

1 • en 2-
-------------------------- --- fl 8 1n +In 1( 2 )(, nb) - Q K(a)

h b n2 n
IZ - n a 11 - (--)2j

47 . kh

+~ J0 (%6a) /(+4S.6uf(5a

n-0

whLe re

It "2I. A) -,n( ea (15b)

i'

51( ) -2 o.I 2 ,n!pd) cos -t' -I )( ,,,,) - 2 I.tl2(,K n p2- (---) ) cos I

p1' p-l

U 1) I

__m ........ - (concave)

S- I ~I,• -j t'--v|
,,(U, - t , (, 2) (21.- , •1 .,in -- ) e(15d)

SJ (P: A) It (2)2 kK B)

.. (conivex)
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All terms in (15a) except Sn depend on the element geometry while as seen

from (15c) and (15d), Sn depends only on the array lattice parameters and the

phasing 6,u. The first term in Sn represents the contribution from the real

elements except for that of the reference element. The rest of the terms in the
expression for Sn correspond to the scattered contribution.

D. Active Reflection Coefficient

For good radiation efficiency it is necessary to match the monopole input
active admittance Ya(5,u) to the TEM coaxial feed-line. The active reflection

coefficient at the coaxial aperture plane is

ra(6  Y,- - Ya(6,u) (17)

Yc + Ya( 6 ,u)

where Ya(6,U) is given by (15a) and Yc is the characteristic admittance of the
coaxial feed line. As will be shown, for a given inter-element spacing d and
parallel plate height h, one can determine the probe length X and the spacing s
so that ra " 0 at a given frequency and particular phasing.

E. Coupling Coefficients

The coupling coefficients SP are related to the active reflection

coefficients by usual relation

d r/d -Jkxopd
SP .... J ra(kxo) e dkxo (linear) (18a)

2r -r /d

21
1 N-I -iJ--up

. N (p-Me,...,N-) . (circular) (18b)

u-O

F. Element Pattern

The far-zone field due to a singly excited element in a match-termlnated
array environment is

d n /d,-
E:(C) V€• . ... j Ez (o .k-xo) dkxo•

7 2 n " r/d -- X0  ( l i n e a r ) ( 19 a )

SN-I

E N u-U (circular) (19b)

where the radius vector p defines the observation point and thc Ez is the
total far-field of the active array. lii the following two steps we review
the derivation of Ez.
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1. Relations (5), and (8) apply here as well. Since h < X/2, only the n-0
term in (7) and (8) contributes to the far field.

2. We re-express Einc in (8) in terms of Floquet modes in a unit cell.
z

This is accomplished using once more the Poisson's sum formula for a linear array
and the Addition Theorem for a circular convex array. The analytical procedure
is described in [1,5,6].

In the linear array case the integral in (19a) is asymptotically evaluated
by the stationary phase method. In the circular convex array case however, as
kp>> the first order asymptotic form for H U(2)(ko) is employed. In both

cases (19) yields the first order asymptotic m approximation for the far-field
due to a single excited monopole element in an infinite match-terminated array
environment, that is,

E(e)(P) C - Vic

with

zc o -jks Cos
F(O) ----- dh1 lo' .Jo(ka)I sin (ks cos )e

2n ;0 Zo

(linear) (20b)

1 Zc N-I - -M(F -¥ ----- 2
FkB o u-0 - ( (convex) (20c)

where for convenience here r Tr/2 - @ and

Tin(u) - J ^ (1 + rall] - Io' Jo(ka)] Zu (20d)h aM11 h 2 in V
' ~ a

J m(kA) au(2)(kB)
Zu - u (kB - - - - -M- - -Z U to U B U ( 2 ) ( k A ) ( 2 0 e )

In (20d) we used d = aB.

The realized element gain pattern

( IEZe)( ) 12

G(e)(;) - (21a)
Co Pinc

2irph

defined with respect to th,- available power Pinc = IVincI 2 /Zc, may now be
written as
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G(e)(^) - 2-, -- d F( 12 (21b)

The factor 2nd/A represents a uniformly illuminated unit cell power gain.
This implies that for the linear array IF(ý)I ' 1.

Denoting the complex field element pattern by

(e) - (~ (22a)

(16a) can be expressed in the form

Ir/- ---. Vinc e-jkp 
%

Ele)(p) 2 g (e)(A) (22b)

ZC VF 71

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The active admittance Ya, coupling (scattering) coefficients and element
patterns were computed for representative values of array and element parameters
to exhibit tile significant trends. All of the numerical results refer to monopole
elements with a 50 ohm characteristic impedance of the feed-transmission lines.
Field amplitude (voltage) element patterns are normalized to the unit cell gain
(2Trd/i) 1 7 2 . Forty waveguide modes (nmax=40) and 10 probe current terms (1=10)
were used in Galerkin's procedure.

A. Linear Arral •

Fig. 9 shows the active impedance at broadside scan vs. probe length (solid
curve) for s/A u 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3 and vs. probe-ground distance (dashed
curve) for i/A 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3. The inter-element spacing is d/X = 0.4
and the distance between two parallel plates h/A - 0.369. The coaxial-feed
line with dimensions a/A =0.11, b/A =0.034 and is loaded with teflon (rr- 2 ).
The Smith chart is normalized to 50 ohms. It is seen that impedance curves I

exhibit a resonance approximately for £/A = 0.23, s/A - 0.16. For i/A < 0.23
the active admittance is capacitive, for X/A > 0.23, inductive. It is observed
that the active impedance is more sensitive to changes X/A than of s/A. p
It was found that for a given value of d/A and h/A, one can determine X/A,
s/A such that the active reflection coefficient ra - 0. 0

For design purposes Fig. 10 displays a sample contour plot of the magnitude K

of reflection coefficient vs. probe length (W/A) and vs. probe to ground
distance s/A. It is seen that for Z/A - 0.233, s/A - 0.1627, the active
reflection coefficient ra($oý0 0 ) = 0.
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For the geometries of Figs. 9 and 10, Fig. 11 shows active impedance at
broadside vs. frequency. It is seen that the frequency bandwith corresponding
to a VSWR of 2:1 is approximately 40%.

Fig. 12 exhibits the active impedance variation vs. scan for the same
geometry and for the three frequencies; f - 09fc' fc' l'Ifc"

Fig. 13 exhibits the dependence of the element pattern amplitude on inter-
element spacing. In each case the array and element geometry are appropriate

to a broadside match. It Is observed that while for d/X = 0.4 the pattern is

smooth, for d/X = 0.6 the element pattern exhibits a substantial drop-off near
0= 420. This drop-off is caused by an end fire grating lobe condition (EGL)
which occurs at

E0L sin- h -1) (23)

For the same geometry, Fig. 14 exhibits the element pattern phase dependence
on element spacing d/X. One observes that the phase varies only by a few degrees
up to the EGL drop-off. Thus, the EGL position essentially determines the limit
of usefulness of the element, both in amplitude and phase. Since the phase ref-
erence point is at the probe location we conclude that the phase center location
is near the probe element.

For the same geometry of Fig. 9, Fig. 15 shows the amplitude of the coupling
coefficients for two element spacings. As expected, coupling coefficients decay
monotonically vs. element number. Also as will be seen in the next figure, for
elements distant from the excited monopole the coupling is primarily due to the
parallel plate guide TEM mode, the amplitude of which decays as I/ /-r. For this
reason the coupling coefficients vs. element number p decay faster for d/X = 0.6
than for d/X = 0.4 as can be seen from Fig. 14. Also it is interestirg to
note that SO = -9.2 dB for d/X = 0.4 and SO = -13.2 dB for d/X = 0.6 which,
since both arrays are matched at broadside, confirms the fact that coupling from
neighboring elements to the reference p=O element is stronger for smaller element
spacing.

Fig 16. exhibits the phase of the coupling coeff rients for two element
spacings. For convenience we define SP as

SP = ISPI e (24a)

where
2r

p= kdp + A~p , k - (24b)

The second term in (24b) is plotted in Fig. 16 while the first term (kdp)
represents the phase delay from the referenc~e element (p=0) to element p of
TEM mode in the parallel plate waveguide. Thus, for elements close to the
excited one the coupling is due to the TEM mode, plus contributions of higher
non-propagating parallel plate waveguide modes. For elements further removed,

the coupling is primarily due to the TEM mode.
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It is found that the active admittance and element patterns are relatively
insensitive to parallel plate height and probe radius in the range 0.3 < h/X C 0.4
and 0.01 4 a/X < 0.04 (b-2.3a so that ZC-50 ohms) and is therefore not shown.

B. Concave Circular Arrys

A numerical evaluation of coupling coefficients was carried out using (19b).
In all cases the height of the lens cavity h/A -0.369, and the inner (probe) and
outer radii of coaxial feed-line are a/ = 0.011, b/X -0.034. The characteristic
impedance of the feed-line is Zc - 50 S .

Fig. 17 qhows the magnitude of the coupling coetficiento ISPI (solid cir-
cles) for elf nt spacing d/X - 0.4, probe length X/X - 0.233 and probe to ground 'C
distance s/A 0.1627. The array and element geometry correspond to the ref-
erence array aatched at broadside scan. The latter is defined as an infinite
linear array with the element and array geometry identical. to that in the concave
array. OpeiL circles in Fig. 17 represent ISPI of the reference array. It is
seen that the initial decay of coupling coefficients in a concave array follows
that of the corresponding linear reference array. Gradually, however, the decay
tate of ISPI decreases and the curve ISPI vs. p passes through a dip with a subse-
quent rise accompanied by a ripple. Such behavior was also found in the case of
aperture elements [8] and was explained in terms of Periodic Structure Rays; the
dip region constitutes a transition between a quasi-lineac behavior, near the
excited element, and the ray region past the dip. in the ray zone, as discussed
a,, [81 , the dtirct: ay cuiLribution establishes the average level ot the IsPi
curve- while the ripple is due to the interference between the direct ray and
the noItiply reilecLed rays (primarily a singly reflected cey).

In Fig. 18 the amplitude of coupling coefficients il presented for two
element spacings d/X - 0.4 and d/ý - 0.6. For d/X - 0.4 element and array
geometry is that of Fig. 17 while for d/X = 0.6 the probe length is VIA 0.25,
and the probe to ground distance s/A = 0.245 (this geometry corresponds to a
reference array matched for broadside acan). Fig. 18 also shows the effect of
spacithg d/X > A/2. A pronouneced oscillatory behavior is found near the excited
element, and a drop-off per wavelength sharper than that for d/X < X/2 is seen.
A higher average coupling leev.. is also obs..rved in the iametrically opposite
regi, around p c N/2. The latter is caused by the increased broadside realized
element gain Zrd/A for d/ - 0.6 as compared to that for d/X - 0.4. The oscil-
lations are due tc "grating lobe rays" (see [81) which are multiply reflected
in the lens cavitL. Such grating lobe contributions, and consequently element
spacings greater than X/2, are undesirable for low side lobe lens designs, since
they can give rise to significai.t distortion of illuminations. Furthermore
since the elements are not matched for grating lobe angles, cavity resonances
can be excited.

Fig. 19 shows the comparison of ISPI for two different lens radii in the
ratio 2:1. It is seen that both the dip level and the coupling level in the
region of the receiving elements is lower for larger values of kA.
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C. Convex Circular Array

Based on the analysis of secticn II element patterns and coupling coef-
ficients were computed. In order to maximize the broadside element gain, a
matching network appropriate to in-phase excitation of all monopoles was
employed throughout. As already mentioned the element field patterns were
normalized to the unit cell gain (2ud/X)1/2 and ten probe current terms
were used in Galerkin's procedure. Several numerical results for element
patterns and coupling coefficients are presented for the following element
geometry: a/A =0.011, b/A =0.034, A/A =0.25, h/X = 0.359 and s/X - 0.25.

Fig. 20 illustrates the dependence of the element field pattern on the
inter-element spacing d/X. Comparison with the equivalent infinite linear
array is also given (for d/X = 0.6). It is observed that all patterns
exhibit a substantial drop-off near ýEGL = arc sin(X/d - 1). In the linear
array case this drop-off is caused by an and-fire grating lobe condition and
in the cylindrical array by its quasi-linear counterpart as discussed in [9]
for the case of a cylindrical array of axial strip-dipoles. The curves of
Fig. 20 also exhibit a ripple in the broadside region, whose amplitude dimin-
ishes with closer element spacings and becomes negligible for d/X= 0.5.
The ripple is due to the interference of the direct element radiation (with
equivalent linear array element pattern) with the grating lobes of quasi-linear
subarrays excited by creeping wave phase gradient as discussed in [9].

Figz 21 illustrates the element pattorn dependence on the array radius.
It is seen that in the shadow region the pattern falls off exponentially, which
indicates that it is primarily due to a single creeping wave with an angular
attenuation constant proportional to (kA)1/3. The ripple in the 1800 region,
simil '-ly to that found ir the case of conducting cylinder, is a result of the
interference of two creepJng waves traveling in opposite directions around
the cylinder.

Coupli.g coefficients for the circular and its infinite linear reference
array are presented in Figs. 22 and 23. As expected, in the circular array the
coupling coefficients initially follow that of linear array. For elements far
from the excited one (p=O), the coupling coefficients decrease exponentially
which again indicates that the main contribution is primarily due to a single
creeping wave.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we describe the experimental efforts and present measured
data for active impedance, coupling coefficients and element patterns supporting
the validity ot the theoretical analysis.

A. Lioear Array

To validate the numerical results for active admittance a one and two-half
element waveguide simulator was constructed["]. it simulates the active imped-
ance of the infinite linear array at (enter frequency fc = 5 GHz (Oc = 2.360").
The separation between the two parallel plates is h = 0.369 Ac (0.872") and the
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inter-element spacing d = 0.4 Xc (0.931"). The inner and iute r radii of the

teflon-filled coaxial feed-lines are a = 0.(.11 X. (0.025") and ) h 0.034 Xc

(0.081" , respectively. The array was ,hat hed at broadside scan, at center

frequency fc. For this case 9 =0.234 X, (U.550") and s = U.lb3 Ac (0.384").

For the array and element specified above, a one and two-half element

waveguide simulator was built to measure the active impedance. The single

mode simulator is shown in Fig. 24. The simulator waveguide dimensions are

1.872 x 0.872 which correspond to standard C-band rectangular waveguide. The

waveguide was terminated in a matched load with a VSWR < 1.02 over the fre-

q,:ency band 4 to 6 GHz. The array elements were Omni Spectra's Flange Mount

Jack Receptacle. The device simulates scan conditions from 520 off-broadside

at 4 GHz through 400 off-broadside at f.c = 5 GHz to 320 off-broadside at 6 GHz.

Fig. 25 shows the theoretical and the measured active impedance vs. fre-

quency. The Smith Chart normalization is 50 ohms. Excellent agreement may be

observed across the operating band. The two results for the reflection coef-

ficient differ less than 1% in magnitude arid less than 3 degrees in phase.

To measure the coupling coefficients, for the same element and array

geometry, a 30-element linear array of coaxially-fed monopoles in an (4 x 6)

feet parallel plate waveguide was built. To simulate an infinite parallel

plate region a 5-inch pyramid of absorbing material was placed along the edges

of the parallel plates. This enabled us to measure coupling coefficients to a

-35 dB level without evidence of significant internal reflections. Coupling

coefficients were measured with the HP-8410 Automatic Nprwrk Analyzer for

seven consecutive neighboring elements.

Figs. 26 and 27 present a comparison between the measured and computed

values of coupling coefficients in amplitude and phase, respectively. The

difference between the two results is less than 0.3 dB in amplitude and less

than 3 degrees in phase.

To measure the far-field element patterns, a linear array of eleven mono-

pole in a parallel plate region was construected. The axis of rotation was at

the probe location of the center elemeiit. This (receiving) element was connec-

ted to a 20/20 Scientific Atlanta Antenna Analyzer; other array elements were

match-terminated with 50 ohm coaxial loads. The element patterns were measured
on a 2000 foot antenna range.

Figs. 28 and 29 show the behavior of the amplitude and phasve of the

element pattern for the following geometry: h/X = 0.3, d/X = 0.72, i/A = 0.22,

a/A = 0.019, b/A - 0.062. The amplitude pattern is norma'.ized to the unit

cell gain Y . It is seen that the amplitude and the phase curves are

approximately constant up to = 250 off broadside. The amplitude pattern
exhibits a substential drop-off near 4 = 250 while the phase pattern begins

to increase linearly with the observation angle. Since the phase is referenced -

to the center element, Fig. 29 also indicates that in the region 00 < ý < 25o

the "phase center" coincides with the elemunt location. The ripple in. both

curves is caused by edge effects.

The dashed curves in Figs. 28 and 29 represent computed element patterns of

the monopole element in an infinite array environment. Good agreement between
measured and theoretical results is observed.
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B. Concave Circular Array

To verify the results for coupling coefficients and to ascertain the effects
of curvature in a concave array environment four concave arrays were built.
Compa-ison between theoretical and experimental values for coupling coefficients
will be given during the presentation.

C. Circular Convex Array

To validate the theoretical results for coupling coefficients and element
patterns a circular convex ring array of coaxially-fed monopoles in a parallel
plate waveguide was constructed. The array contains 64 elements between two cir-
cular parallel plates with an E-plane (radial) flare as shown in Figs. 30 and 31.
The flare is to simulate an infinite parallel plate region. The center frequency
is fc = 7.5 GHz. To observe the creeping wave grating lobe ripple effect in the
element pattern, an inter-element spacing d = 0.6 Xc (0.945") was chosen. The
parallel plate height was h = 0.369 Xc (0.581"). The probe length and probe to
cylindrical ground distance were selected so that the infinite linear reference
array would be matched at broadside scan, i.e.: Z - 0.248 X c (0.390"), s = 0.242
Xc (0.380"). The array elements were 50 ohm Omni Spectra's Jack Receptacles with
a = 0.016 Xc (0.025"), b = 0.051 Ac (0.081") and with teflon dielectric.

Coupling coefficients were measured down to -55 dB in amplitude which corre-
sponds approximately to the seventh element from the excited reference element
(p=O). Beyond this low amplitude level, reflection from the E-plane flare
influenced the measured results.

Figs. 32 and 33 present a comparison between the measured (open circles)
and theoretical (solid circles) coupling coefficient values in amplitude and
"phase, respectively. The difference between the two results is less than 1.0 dB
in amplitude and less than 5 degree in phase.

The element pattern was measured on the far-field range. The axis of rota-
tion was at the location of the receiving element which was connected to a 20/20
Scientific Atlanta Antenna Analyzer while other elements were terminated in 50
ohm coaxial loads.

Figs. 34 to 36 show a comparison between measured (solid curve) and the
calculated (dashed curve) element pattern amplitude and phase, respectively.
Excellent agreement between measured and theoretical results may be observed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of infinite, linear, circular concave and circular convex arrays
of coaxially fed monopole elements in a parallel plate waveguide region is pres-
ented in a unified form in terms of element facto, and structure factor.

The close agreement of the experimental and theoretical results for active
impedance, coupling coefficients, and element patterns strongly supports the val-
idity of the analysis, and furnishes a firm basis for the matched element design
method that was developed.
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The knowledge of the element patterns in the array environment and of the
phase center location which has been shown to be near the element (for element

spacing not exceeding say 0.6 X) serves to improve the design accuracy of

Rotman and othcr feed-through lenses, as well as of linear and conformal arrays.
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ABSTRACT

Variable time delays are necessary in phased array systems
to prevent phase squinting and pulse stretching. Methods for
providing these time delays include (1) an assortment of fixed
cables, (2) -harge coupled devices (CCDs), (3) ferrite loaded
cablcs, (4) surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices, and (5)
magnetostatic wave (MSW) devices. Fixed cables are bulky, limiting
the number which can be employed per system. CCDs, ferrite loaded
cables and SAW devices are applicable primarily at frequencies
below 1 GH~z and provide relatively small delay differentials. MSW

wave technology is capable of operating at frequencies up to 20 GHz
and providing differential time delays on the order of tens of
nanoseconds. An MSW device has recently been demonstrated with a
bandwidth of 250 MHz centered at 3 GHg. This device has a phase
error across the band of less than 10 and is capable of providing
nearly 50 nanoseconds differential delay. Thus, MSW technology
appears to be the most promising technique for the next generation
of phased array systems.

INTRODUCTION

The need for cnhanced performance and miniaturization in
phased &rray system components has fueled the exploration of iew
techniques for providing time delays. Ideally a time delay
comporent should be small, rapidly tunable over a delay range of a
few tens of nanoseconds, have excellent phase linearity

characteristics, and be inexpensive. It is the purpose of this
paper to review techniques presently available fo, providing time
delays and to discuss alternate approaches which are being
evaluated for the next generation of phased array systems.
Emphasis will be placed on recent advances in the state-of-the-art
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for one particular approach, the magnetostatic wave (MSW) delay
line.

True time delays perform two principal functions in phased
array systems: 1) they eliminate "phase squinting" in broad band
beams and 2) they allow the undistorted transmission and reception
of narrow pulses. Consider the first problem. In a phased array
antenna the beam is steered by adjusting the phase of the
electromagnetic signals transmitted or received at each of a large
number of radiating elements so that the radiated waves add
coherently only in a specified direction. If frequency independent
phase shifters such as diodes are used to provide the needed phase
shift, then for a given steering angle the signal will be strictly
coherent only at one frequency. Consider an array of radiators
with spacing d as shown in Figure (la). If the steering angle is
and B is the path difference between adjacent radiiators, then the
relation between 0 , d, and 0 is given by d*Sin(e)= D. Thus, the
required phase at each radiator for wavelength lambda will be 2* 11*
D/lambda. Clearly, a frequency independent phase shifter can
satisfy this requirement only at one frequency. Other frequency
components will sum coherently in slightly different directions,
and the net system result will be high sidelobes outside a
relatively narrow passband. In effect a broad band imaging system
has been "squinted" into a narrower band one.

The second problem, the pulse distortion of a narrow pulse,
is independent of bandwidth and will arise whenever the steering
angle is large. This is illustrated in Figure (ib). Let T
represent the time required for an electromagnetic signal t travel
across an antenna array, If the beam is steered an angle 0 away
from the array normal, then the leading edge of a transmitted pulse
from the near side of the array will arrive at a target TA*Sin( e )
earlier than the leading edge of the pulse transmitted from the far
sioe of the array. In effect the pulse width will be stretched by
an amount T *Sin( e ). Since T is usually on the order of a few
tens of nanoseconds, the effecf is important only for narrow
pulse-ý. However, narrow pulses are mandatory when high resolution
imaoing of a target is required, and thus the problem is highly
significant.
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TIME DELAY TECHNIQUES

Fixed Delay Elements

In most present day systems time delays are provided by an
assortment of fixed transmission lines, either stripline or cable.
An excelIent elementarv review of this approach has been given by
Brookner in a recent Scientific American article. For large angle
sweeping a 3-bit phase shifter consisting of three unequal length
striplines is provided at each radiating element. These lines have
paths equivalent to 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 w8velength and can be
combined to give phase differences of 0 to 3600 in steps of 450.
The three striplines together are less than one wavelength long, so
that the total phase shift is never more than 360 . Thus, although
broad band operation is realized, high resolution, narrow pulses a
few tens of wavelengths wide cannot be reconstructed unambiguously
using these elements alone.

For narrow pulse work, the array is commonly divided into
subarrays, and each of these units is provided with a 3-bit phase
shifter comprised of long cables. For a system such as the COBRA
DANE radar, delays as long as 64 wavelengths can be obtained for
each subarray. Although this technique is believed to be adequate
for most current applications, there is necessarily some distortion 0

of the pulse aue to the finite delay across each subarray.
However, it is clearly impractical to provide each element of the
array with long delay lines, since something like 100 miles of
cable would be required for a radar like COBRA DANE. Even using
the subarray approach about one mile of cable is necessary. It
would clearly be desirable to replace these long lengths of cables
with compact modules, and therefore considerable effort has been
expended in recent years in exploring novel methods of varying
delays electronically.

Charge Coupled Devices

In principle a charge coupled device (CCD) is capable of
providing electronically variable time delays. A CCD is a signal
sampling device; charge injected into a semiconductor by an input
signal is transferred along an array of predefined cells by means
of a series of multiple phase electrodes. For N cells the signal

is delayed by an amount Td =N/f where f c is the clock frequency or

rI
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the rate at which the shift registers transfer the charge down the
cells. Thus, for a given N cells, the delay can be changed by
changing the value of f However, sampling theory states that for
a waveform to be compleiely reconstructed, its frequency can be no
more than one half the sampling rate or fc /2. The electron
mobility of silicon limits the clock rate to 500 MHz, and the
maximum clock rate reported using GaAs is 1 GHz. Thus variable
time delays using CCDs are restricted to low frequency
applications.

Ferrite Loaded Helical Transmission Line

An electronically tunable delay lin• using a coaxial cable and
a ferrite rod has been reported by Clark . For this arrangement
the center conductor of the coax cable is removed and replaced by a
helix which has been wrapped around a ferrite core. A schematic is
shown in Figure (2a). When a magnetic field is applied to this
structure the permeability of the ferrite rod will change, thus
char~giig the impedance seen by the signal. The time delay per unit
length for a transmission line with inductance L and capacitance C
is given by t =(LC)" . Therefore, a change in impedance will
produce a charige in delay. However, this technique is useful only
at frequencies below about 150 MHz, since it depends on the
difference between the initial (unmagnetized) permeability and the
permeability at saturation. At low frequencies this can be
substantial as shown in Figure (Zb). Here the dispersive and
dissipative components of the permeability ( u' and u",
respectively) are plotted as a function of frequency. Near the
gyromagnetic resonance frequency, the difference between saturated
and unsaturated mu is minor. At frequencies up to 150 MHz the
maximum differential delay reported is 4 nanoseconds with an
applied field differential of 160 oe. The advantage of this
approach is that it has high power-handling capability (at least 50
watts) and is therefore attractive for HF and VHF applications.

Surface Acoustic Waves

The velocity of a surface acoustic wave (SAW) propagating on a
piezoelectric crystal is changed by applying a voltage across the
acoustic path. Joshi first reported the technique of applying a
voltage across the thickness of a lithium niobate (LiNbO ) crystal
to change the SAW velocity, as shown in Figure (3). Thiý required
a thin metal electrode in the acoustic path which necessarily
introduced some dispersion and additional loss. Working at a
center frequency of 74 MHz 1 l 1 e was able to obtain a fractional
velocity change of 82 X 10 for one volt/meter applied field.
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For a 20 mil thick substrate a fractional delay differential of 9 X
10- was obtained with a bias of 5 kv. For a one centimeter path
lengtI this works out to about 2 nanoseconds delay change. Budreau
et al working at I GHz have also investigated this method, along
with an alternate tezhniaue in which an in-plane bias is applied to
the crystal via two metal electrodes on opposite side of the
propagating path. Although the efficiency of this latter scheme is
much less in terms of volts/meter, the freedom to make the spacing
between the eiectrodes arbitrarily close allows the attainment of a
differential delay similar to that obtained with the normal field
approach in terms of absolute volts applied. The advantage of the
scheme is that both the dispersion and the insertion loss are not
degraded, since the acoustic wave does not propagate through a
metal electrode. When working with the field normal to the crystal
plane, Budreau et. al. thinned some of their substrates to 160 um
to reduce the absolute voltage required for a given field s rength.
1heir best result was a fractional delay change of .9 X 10 per
appl ed volt. Thus, using a 5 kv normal field bias and the thinner
substrates a delay differential of approximately 14 nanoseconds
could be obtained on a crystal with a one centimeter path length.

An alternate methog of varying the SAW velocity has been
reported by Ganguly et al . Their approach was to deposit a thin
nickel film on a LiNbO crystal between the SAW transducers.
Application of a magnetic bias field across this layered structure
could then change the SAW velocity Vid the ifiagliet oelastict
interaction. The operating frequency of this device was 210 MHz,
and a maximum delay change of less than one nanosecond was obtained
with an applied bias field of several Koe.

As with CCDs and the ferrite loaded helix, a SAW delay line
is most effective at frequencies in the VHF band or below. The I
GHz region investigated by Budreau et al is close to the upper
limit of SAW technology due to the difficulty of transducer
fabrication (electrodes less than 1 um wide are needed at 1 GHz for
first harmonic operation) and elastic wave propagation losses.
Also, the delay differentials obtainable arc relatively short. On
the other hand, the magnetostatic wave (MSW) technology discussed
in the following section has the potential of operating at
frequencies as high as 20 GHz with differential delays on the order
of tens of nanoseconds.

Rh
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Magnetostatic Delay Line

Considerable progress has been made recently toward the
realization of an MSW variable time delay device which can operate
in the microwave frequency range and provide electronically tunable
delays of a few tens of nanoseconds. This device has been
developed under the sponsorship of RADC through a joint effort of
Rockwell International, The University of Texas at Arlington, and
North Carolina State University.

The propagating medium for magnetostatic wave (MSW) devices
consists of a epitaxial ferrite film (usually yttrium iron garnet
or YIG) on a garnet substrate. This structure is usually prepared
in the form of a bar with input and output transducers at each end.
This device is placed between the poles of a magnet, and an rf
signal is fed into one transducer. Ag illustration of a standard
MSW del.y line is shown in Figure (4) . At a specific combination
of signal frequency and magnetic field strength, magnetic spin
waves will be launched from the input transducer down the bar. And
these waves are reconverted into electromagnetic energy at the
output transducer. Since the velocity of magnetostatic waves in
the YIG is some three orders of magnitude smaller than
electromagnetic waves in free space, a substantial delay is
realized with a delay path of about one centimeter. Magnetostatic
waves are somewhat analogous to surface acoustic waves, but they
have two advantages for phased array systems applications: 1) they
operate from I GHz to 20 GHz and 2) their frequency of operation
can be electronically tuned by changing the value of the magneticbias field.

MSW delay lines are inherently dispersive; i.e., the group
velocity does not in general equal the phase velocity. The
specific dispersive characteristics of a MSW delay line are
dependent on a number of variables, but one useful feature is that
the slope of the dispersion can be either positive or negative,
depending on the orientation of the magnetic bias field. Thi3
aspect has been exploited in the design of a variable delay line
which operates at a center frequency of 3 GHz and exhibits a delay
differential of approximately 40 nanoseconds.

A schematic of the approach is shown in Figure (5), Two MSW
delay lines having dispersive characteristics with slopes of
opposite signs are cascaded together. IF the dispersions are
linear and the slopes are equal in absolute maglint•de then The net
dispersion will be zero across the passband. If une delay line is
provided with a constant bias while the bias on the other is
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varied, the net delay will change but remain flat as a function of

frequency over the passband. We will refer to a device of this

type as a MSW cascaded delay line (CDL). A laboratory version of
the approach was first reported by Sethares and Owens and an
impr ved laboratory version was reported by the present authors in
1983 This device has now been packaged and is shown in Figure (6).

The negatively sloped dispersion is provided by a backward
volume wave (MSBVW) delay line while a surface wave (MSSW) delay
line gives the positive slope characteristic. The MSBVW mode is
obtained when the bias field is parallel to the direction of
propagation, while a field applied in the plane of the film, but
perpendicular to the direction of propagation, produces the MSSW
mode. One problem inherent in MSW dispersion is that it is in
general non-linear. Thus, some method for linearizing these
characteristics must be employed. For the MSBVW delay line the
dispersion was linearized by adjusting the spacing between the film
and the ground plane. For the MSSW dela,, line a variable ground
plane was provided. These techniques are described in more detail
by Chang et al and in reference [8].

1he packaging deserves some comment. It is important that the
fields seen by the delay lines be uniform to prevent additional
unwanted dispersion. Such uniformity is readily achieved with
la-ge laboratory magnets, but small packaged components are another
.ePtter. Our approach was to place the biasing magnets at opposite
ends of the packagcs and focus their fields along the central axis
by means of a series of snaller magnets with opposing fields
suitably spaced along the remaining sides, top, and bottom. As the
fields required were relatively small (600 oe), ferrite magnets
were used throughout. In the photograph the magnets are the dark
colored rectangles, while the light rectangles are aluminum
soacers. The uniformity of the biasing fields was excellent using
tnis technique. The variable field was provided by means of coils
in the MSBVW package, although for this initial package less
emphasis wat placed on the design of the coils to vary the field
than on the permanent magnets to provide the basic magnetic
environment. The outer shell of the package was stainless steel.

The dispersive characteristics of the packaged MSSW and MSBVW
delay lines are shown in Figure (7), and the net dispersion from
the complete CDL is given in Figure (8). The figure shows a delay
differential of approximately 23 nanoseconds across the band. The
maximum delay change which has been demonstrated with this
configuration is 47 nanoseconds. The critical characteristics of
this device can be summarized as follows:
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obtained with the MSW CDL, while a maximum variation of 4
nanost'conds has been reported for the helix and about 10
nanoseconds for the SAW delay line. In the SAW case a voltage on
the order of kilovolts was required to realize the reported change.

The main drawbacks to the MSW device are sensitivity to
temperature change, moderate insertion loss, and low power handling
capability. The power handling capability is intrinsic to the

magnetostatic interdction process, but the insertion loss
characteristic and temperature stability can be expected to improve
with further research. Thus, the results reported here indicate
that MSW devices will be capable of meeting many of the time delay
requirements of future generation phased array systems.

Table I

Maximum Reported
Differential Delay Change

Technique Frequency Delay Method

CCD < 500 MHz Clock Rate

Helix < 300 MHz 4 nanoseconds 160 oe H bias

SAW < I GHz 14 nanoseconds 5 kv Potential

MSW I GHz-20 GHz 47 nanoseconds 120 oe Hbias
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SCAN COMPENSATED ACTIVE ELEMENT PATTERNS

by

R. C. Hansen

Consulting Engineer
Tarzana, CA 91356

818-345-0770 0

SUMMARY

The active performance of a planar array of sloc-monopole
elements is investigated. An improved mutuJ.l coupling algorithm
is devised that combines slot-monopole and monopole-monopole
couplings into a single Rcbýrg integration. In spite of the
close monopole-to-monopole coupling in an array, these elements
provide scan compensation. Active conductance vs polar angle is
nearly independent of scan plane. Active susceptance while not
independent exhibits much less variation than do plain slots.
Active element patterns are nealy independent of scan plane thzu
grating lobe incideiice. Matching at an optimum polar angle
yields a .6 db improvement over the grating lote free range.
Adoustment of monopole length and offset promises to allow larger
optimum matchfng improvement.
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PURPOSE

It is well known that mutual coupling changes the performance of
array antennas with scar, angles (Oliner & Malech, 1966; Hanen,
1983). It is also known through work of Wheeler and others that
an ideal element power pattern of a conical cos 0 would provide
scan independent performance for half-wave spacing; for larger
spacinge the ideal element pattern is more complex (Wasylkiwskyj
& Kahn, 1977). Although the ideal element pattern can be closely
approximated by exciting a suitable set of higher modes in a
':Oaveguide radiator, simple elements with scan compensation have
mostly eluded antenna designers. A salient exception is the slot
with astride monopoles, developed by Clavin (1954, 1974). This
type of element is relatively easy to construct although the
monopole pins do protrude from the the slot ground screen.
Slot-monopoles as isolated elements give nearly equal E- and
H-plane patterns but it is not clear how they would behave when
used as elements in a closely spaced array. This concern arises
because the monopoles are then oriented parallel for maximum
coupling and are closely spaced. The purpose of this paper is- to
investigate the performance of slot-monopole elements in
rectangular arrays utilizing a square lattice. The active
element pattern will be used as an indicator of array
performance.

MUTUAL ADMITTANCE BETWEEN SLOT-MONOPOLES

The active element pattern of ar: element near the center of a
large array is obtained from the active input admittance of that
element. This in turn is obtained from knowledge of the mutual
admittances between elements in the array and thus it is
necessary to develop an algorithm for calculating mutual
admittance between slot-monopoles. The algorithm contains three
types of couplings: slot-to-slot, monopole-to-monopole, and
slot-to-monopole (Elliott, 1980); see Fig. 1:

2 f[a-sin khm 2
Y12 =2 Zsls2 + sin k(t/2 / 2 Zmlm3 - Zml,m4 Zm2,mn3

4 o sin khm -

- CPs1,m3 -CPslm4 ]
sin k.fts/2
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Slot-Monopole Mutual Coupling Geometry
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where 'r=1207 and:
1 - cos k.-•/2

2 sin kdo (1 - cos khm)

The Z., and Zmm are mutual impedances between like elements,
while CP is a voltage coupling from slot-to-monopole or vice
versa. The trig factors account for the slot and monopole
lengths being different from half-wavelength and
quarter-wavelength respectively. The slot-to-monopole coupling
was developed by Papierz, Sanzgiri, and Laxpati (1977). They
integrate the exact near field, in cylindrical coordinates, of
the slot over the monopole, under the assumption of sinusoidal
field distribution. Elliott does a similar calculation but F
chooses to integrate over the slot, which involves two
exponential terms and integration over the entire slot length.
Integration over the monopole involves three exponential terms
but integration is only required over one monopole due to
symmetry. This approach is believed to be faster and is used in
this paper. Integration over the monopole allows the three
monopole-monopole mutual impedances to be calculated in the same
numerical integration, thus providing a further increase in
speed. To perform the integration, complex Romberg integration
of order 3 is used. This integration subroutine has a fixed
order and does not calculate error coefficients; thus it is much
faster and more efficient than Rombergs commonly found in
subroutine libraries. Acc':racy tests determined that an order of
3 gives rapid results and an -ccuracy of .1% except for very
small couplings. Asymptotic approximations for large separations
have generally been unsatisfactory: when used for the spherical
waves in the numerical inteyration there is little saving; when
used for the Sine and Cosine integrals many terms are required
due to the slow convergence of the asymptotic series For large
separations a more satisfactory solution is to use Romberg of
order 2. The slot-slot mutual impedance utilizes a Carter zero
order subroutine published by Hansen & Brunner (1979). All I
results given by Elliott have been validated using the
slot-monopole mutual admittance subroutine. ,

ARRAY CALCULATIONS

Large arrays are of primary interest and a unit cell type V,
calculation (Oliner and Malech, 1966) could probably be developed
for slot-monople elements. In place of this the large array
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approximation (Lincoln Labs, 1965) is used. In this
approximation all elements of a large finite array are assumed to
have the same mutual coupling environment; edge effects are thus
neglected. However when the array is large the effect of edges
upon center elements becomes negligible, and thus the large array
approximation compares very closely with unit cell calculations.
The array is rectangular with the elements reposing on a
rectangular lattice. For convenience the number of elements
along x and along y is assumed to be odd. Since all elements
enjoy the same mutual impedance environment, Floquet's theorem
applies and all element fields are identical except for the
progressive Floquet phase which is a function of scan angles.
Thus no matrix inversion is needed for this problem, but the
effects of a finite array are included due to the summation of
mutual impedances over the actual elements. The active impedance
of any element, which is conveniently taken as the center
element, is given by:

N M

Z 4 n cos (nkd u + mkd V) + Zact nXy 0

N 1 1 M

+ 2 _ Zon cos (nkdxu) + 2 Zom cos (mkdyv)

where Znm is the mutual impedance or admittance between the
center element and the nmth element. As usual u and v are:

u = sin f cos c , v = sin O sin I
A standard spherical coordinate system is used, with the slot

parallel to the x-axis, and the z-axis normal to the array. The
lattice spacings are dx and d , while N and M are each half the
number of elements on the x a~d y principal axes not counting the
center element. Thus it caii be seen that this lage agray
formula sums up the mutual effects of all the elements. As the
array becomes larger the mutuals added represent smaller
contributions so that for a large array the finite array results
approach those for an element in an infinite array, calculated
for example by the unit cell method.

The active element pattern is computed from the active admittance
Ya(9) using the conjugate reflection coefficient suitable for
admittance matching:
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Ya*r( e - Ym
Ya () + Ym

When the active element pattern is normalized to unity at
broadside with an admittance match ( 0 =0), the result is
(Hansen,1983):

Ra(0) giso( 6

Gact( R) = [ 1 - If(G)12 ]
Ra(( )

Here giso(O) is the isolated element gain pattern.

Results of the calculations are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, using N
and M sufficiently large that an infinite array is approximated.
Slot lengths are chosen to make the active admittance at. e =0
real. Fig. 2 shows active element pattern for a square lattice
of .6k for E-,H-, and diagonal planes, while Fig. 3 is for

ULpaiA -/f .7A .- vUt0Ik LIIUII L fuu•, 1 U1opoLUt' dLL ;u L' U ?l copleU

the active element pattern values vs scan plane are within a db
from broadside to the grating lobe incidence angle. In contrast
Fig. 4 gives active element pattern for an infinite waveguide
slot array (Oliner and Malech, 1966); approaching grating lobe
incidence in the E- plane a rapi.d drop o'ccurs. Shorter slots
with monopoles with lattice spacing closer to X/2 also offer
improved performance but such slots are shorter than resonant
length arid require external slot matching.

Matching of the active element admittance at a polar angle
orpatpr then zern has Innn hppn nqi fnr Arrt thi crnn in onyid,
one plane; for conventional elements the susceptance slopes are
of oppositc signs in the E-- and H- planes so matching off
broadside is of small value for two-dimensionaj scanning. With
slot-monopoles the conductance vs ecurves for different scan
planes are close; the susceptance curves although no'C exhibiting
the marked opposite behavior of plain slots do not track
sufficiently well to allow near optimiuia matching for all'.

Takiiig the array of Fig 2 as an example the grating lobe appears
at 41.8 deg; for one scan plane matching at this angle produces
the flattest active element pattern over the useful range of 6.
But in some other scan planes there is no improvement. An
optimum match for both E- and H- planes occurs at 6 =32 deg with
results shown in Fig 5, where the close tiacking of the cuc.es is
evident. At e =0 the gain, relative to broadside match,
bLoadside gain, is -. 23 db, while at the grating lobe angle the
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result is -2.16 db, representing an improvement over the
broadside match case of .6 db.

The monopole length and offset were set to match the E-and H-
plane patterns for an isolated slot-monople; probably a
re-adjustment for active element pattern match would increase the
optimum matching improvement.

In conclusion, the slot monopole, a simple scan compensated
element, offers excellent scan performance in all planes of scan.
And gain may be optimized over a scan range by properly selecting
the matching angles.
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FERRITE MATERIALS FOR MILLIMETER WAVE PHASE SHIFTERS

G. P. Rodrigue
School of Electrical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

The development of high performance, low cost ferrite phase shifters poses
problems to both materials and structure engineers. Upper limits on saturation
magnetization seem inescapable and indicate a decreasing figure of merit for
millimeter phasers with increasing frequency. Hexagonal ferrites of either uniaxial
or planar form offer somne promise of improved performance, but these materials
are not commercially available.

Waveguide designs scaled to mil'imeter frequencies appear to be quite expensive
and not amenable to mass production techniques. Other open waveguide structures
have possible cost advantages, but apparently at a reduction in performance levels.

Introduction

"Microwave" ferrite applications have spanned the frequency range from

UHF and below to 100 GHz and above. Ferrite materials have served a variety

of important functions in phased array systems; their non-reciprocal properties

have been applied to isolators, circulators, and phase shifters. Both reciprocal

and non-reciprocal phase shifters have been employed as beam steering elements

in phased array radars. Ferrite phase shifters have primarily been used from

S or C-band up through K A band. At lower frequencies, reciprocal diode phasers

have tomething of a competitive edge. At frequencies above about 30 GHz no

very satisfactory solution exists today. Diode phasers suffer from high loss, and

ferrites seem hampered by intrinsic limitations in maximum achievable magnetization.

The millimeter wave range of frequencies place unusual demands on the

ferrite component designer. Ferrite devices generally operate in either a fixed

bias field condition or as a remanent state device. For most fixed field devices,

higher operating frequencies demand increasingly large magnetic fields; the required

field increases about line,rly with increasing frequency. For remanent state

devices, optimum performance is realized for

-y 4TiM S
- -- -- = 0.7 (1)

where:
= 2.8 MHz/gauss

41TM = saturation magnetization (in gauss)

w= operating frequency (Hz)
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This equation indicates that a saturation magnetization of approximately 2500

gauss is optimum for X-band phasers, 7500 gauss for 30 GHz phasers, 15,000 gauss

for 60 GHz phasers, and 22,500 gauss for 90 GHz phasers. Room temperature

values of saturation magnetization for commercially available ferrites are limited

to less than 5500 gauss. There seems little hope that significantly larger values

of saturation magnetization will be achieved.

Saturation magnetization also plays an important role in circulator design,

where the achievable bandwidth also varies directly with the ratio, y4n MA/f req.

Thus as the operating frequency increases the fractional bandwidth of ferrite

circulators decreases. Of course, in any device the specific rf design, the particular

modes utilized, etc., will also affect performance. But the inherent desirability
of higher magnetizations at millimeter wave frequencies seems inescapable.

The term "ferrite" includes ceramic materials of the spinel, garnet, or hexagonal

crystal structures that contain iron and other magnetic ions in oxide form. These

three crystal structures are all ferrimagnetic (having anti-parallel alignment

of neighboring magnetic moments), and this ferrimagnetism places an upper limit

on the realizable values of saturation magnetization,

Basic Ferrite Performance and Limitations

The performance of all ferrite devices is based on their permeability tensor.

This tensor written in the undamped approximation is given by:

+,jK 0l
- o jK 1 0 (2)
0 0 1

fild+ ___0__

S = 1 + 2 2 ; K - 2 2- iz = I.0

Wn 0 _4W~ ; ° 0 -- _W~

For materials operated in the remanent state or in a saturated state but with

zero bias field applied w -" 0. For remanent state devices then p= 1, W= -

wherewmr =YtT M(remranent). The non-reciprocal action of ferrite devices is

based on differences between plus and minus states of magnetization and therefore,

on the relative magnitude of the term K. At remanence this term is, in fact,

the ratio AnMdIfreq. For reciprocal devices the effective electrical length
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of the ferrite is determined by its effective permeability, given by

2 2

";eff -- (3)

For remanent devices:

:'eff 1 - 2 1 -f-----)

The effective permeability again varies with .

Figure I is a plot of 1 and --as a function of normallized bias field (o= --2-)

and for two different values of normallized magnetization, m - . Non-reciprocal

phase shift requires , values significantly different from 0.0 and •eff values

significantly different from 1.0.

Large values of - can be reallized by increasing ,.,4-Ms/freq. or by increasing

the applied field. The norural operating point for remanent phase shifters is point
A, zero bias field. This is also the operating point for most broad-band circulators.
Points B3 and C indicate field values at which p=c and ueff = 0. From these points

to the resonant region ( 1.0) neff becomes negative, and the electromagnetic

waves are excluded from the ferrite. Near j= 1.0, resonance loss prohibits phaser

operation. Clearly, as one increases the d.c. field K increases and , decreases

from 1.0. Many high V. wer circulators and phase shifters operate biased above

resonance. (o> 1.0) Thus, two approaches are available for increasing the non-

reciprocal activity of a ferrite ( ) or the controllable electrical length of a ferrite
:efff): a.) increasing the saturation magnetization, or b.) increasing the applied

bias. These two approaches to the realization of suitable material characteristics

for millimeter wave devices will be discussed below.

High Saturation Maagnetization. For millimeter wave devices the desirability

of having available materials with high saturation magnetization is obvious.

However, in magnetic insulators, all ferrimagnetic materials, maximum values

of room temperature saturation magnetization are about 5500 gauss for a variety

of microwave ferrites. This limit seems fundamental for presently known crystal

structures for reasons outlined below.

All ferrites are magnetic oxides. Superexciange is responsible for supporting

the spontaneous magnetization, and this coupling results in anti-parallel (or nearly

so) alignment of the moments of nearest magnetic neighbors. As a result the

magnetic ions of each unit cell of tI'e spinel structure can be assigned to eight
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A sites Fad sixteen 13 sites, those in the garnet structure to sixteen a sites, twenty-

four c sites, and twenty-four d sites. The total saturation magnetization, : , TY

is the result of the anti-parallel alignment of magnetic moments on these various

sites.

In spinels: M T 16 MB -8 MA

In garnets: MT 2 4 Md - 16M 24M

The spinel structure clearly has a less compensated magnetization and an inherer.2ly

larger achievable saturation magnetization.

To maximize tne saturation magnetization one might first imagine using

the most highly magnetic ions available, Fe+3, Mn+2 (unbalanced spin of 5/2)

in the spinels. This yields a zero degree Kelvin saturation magnetization of 7,000

gauss for Mn+2 and a room temperature value of 5090 gausa. (its Curie temperature

is 600 ' K,)

By replacing magnetic ions on A sites by non-magnetic ions (e.g. Zn+ )

the A-sublattice magnetization can be reduced, with a cc.nsequent incease in "

,,'A-. Unfortunately this also lowers the exchange field (as originally dcscribed

by Neel ) that supports the spontaneous magnetization. The Curie temperature A

is thus decreased, and with increasing substitution the room temperature saturation

magnetization will ultimately decrease. This was studied many years ago in the

NiZn and MnZn series. Data shown in Figure 2 illustrate those trends for MnZn

ferrite.

The partial substitution of Zn provides the largest currently avaia-le values

of room temnperature saturation magnetization, about 55C{. gauss in both the ,.-

LiZn and NiZn ferrites.

Although garnet mraterials can contain the physically larger arid more magnetic

rare earths (e.g. Gd+ 3 with a jpin unbalance of 7/2), the mnore complex sublattice

structures arid the higher degree of co'nripnsation makes themi apparently incapable

of large saturation magnetization values,

The structure of the hexagonal fcrtite3 is comrposed of blocks that are spinel
"S" layers interleaved with unique, b•rnurn containing, "R'' layers, or mnore complex

"T" layers. The bariurr ferrite structure is shown in Figure 3. (The S, R, and
T terminology is that of Smuit arid W ir2) The largest net magnetization occur s -

in tire spinrul "Y" blocks; !( and T Layers act to dilute the saturation magnetization.

Thus hcxagoral ferriteýs have saturatior mragmetization values at best equal to

2;! .
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those of the spinels.

At present, there is no apparent solution to the quest for higher saturation

magnetization. Existing ferrimagnetic crystal structures seem to offer possibilities

for only marginal improvements. The bottom line seems to be that there is little

hope of greatly increasing the range of saturation magnetization available in

ferrite materials.

Increased D.C. Field Values. The use of an externally applied dc field to increase,

or control, the values of p and K, as indicated by equation 2 and Figure I has

long been a feature of many microwave ferrite devices. Resonance isolators

traditionally employ a dc field approximately given by L; above resonance circulators
Y

and phase shifters also employ large dc fields in their opet ation. The requirement

of having an externally applied field is in many cases unattractive in system performance

because of excessive power requirements. Moreover, at millimeter wave frequencies

the field 5pecified by - (30,000 oe for 90 GHz) may exceed realizable flux densities.

In a-. isotropic ferrite materials an internal field, the anisotropy field, can be

used te replac.e an externally applied field. There is indeed no "free lurch", and

the price of this internal field is grain alignment in the ceramic.

The traditional r.pine and garnet materials are fabricated in ceraminc, unoiented

form and are entirely isotropic in their performance. They may also be prepared

in single crystAl form, in which case the individuul crystals have a small degree

of anisotropy. This anisotropy is manifest in the fabrication of YIG filters where

some degree of crystal orientation is employed. But today, aside from the YIG

filter area, virtually all ferrite devices employ polycrystalline materials.

The hexagonal (lJrs of ferrites is commonly prepared in oriented grain
form. The hexagonal crystal structure has a high degree of both physical and
magnetic anisotropy. The individual crystallites form in platelet geornetries

and can be oriented in the pressing stage so that the c-axis (short axis of platelets) ,4

of individual crystdlites are all aligned parallel, thus defining a unique orientation W,

in the ceramic.
H exagonal ferriteý, appeýar in two basic forMS, uniaxidl and planar. In a.

uniaxial ferrite the anisotropy energy produces a torque that aligns the magnetization 0-

along the c-axis of the unit cell of each crystallite. This produces a unique direction

in the ceramic along which the "anisotropy field" acts much as would an externally

applied fheld. Thjs field las been used foi decades in designing millimeter wave

r esonnrlcC isolatrs3 ajid ,,iore, recceitly for hexagonal mrillimter wave filters. 4

Thf. minayritud o1  the.: int(:tri ml field -afi be cortrolled by ionic sublttitutiori of,
2'i3



for example, strontium and aluminum in the barium ferrite material (BaFe 1 2 0 9 ).

Uniaxial hexagonal materials appear ill-suited for use in digital phase shifters

since the remanent magnetization must be varied to control the phase shift.

The large uniaxial anisotropy field favors a fixed magnetization, as in permanent

magnets. While flux reversal through domain wall motion is possible in multi-

domain particles and in single crystals, domain wall motion is slow and coercive

fields large, 50 to 75 oe for large crystals of uniaxial compounds. For millimeter

wave devices in which the volume of the material is quite sm-dl, it may be the

case that the total switching energy of a toroid is at a tolerable level even though

the coercive field is in the range of 50 to 70 oe.

Planar ferrites have amn anisotropy energy that is minimized when the magnetization

of each unit cell lies in the plane perpendicular to the c-axis. With.n that "easy"

plane, little or no orientational dependence is shown, and the magnetization can

be easily switched in this plane. It seems reasonable to take advantage of the

natural phenomena of easy orientation in the plane in applications where switching

ot the magnetization is needed. One concern in using oriented planar materials

in remanert devices is that in plane anisotropy may be so small as to make remaheiice

ratios quite small.

The elements of the permeability tensor for grain oriented hexagonal ferrite.
5

with no ipplied field are given as:

w~l 'A Ii,,)

Uniaxia': = l +-2 2 (4)

"("IA -W A "L;A

Plinar: x = a + .. . ; 1"XX 2 y . "--•

IR can be seen that the anisotropy field of u"iaxial materials ci-ers these

equation- jist a, does an externally applied field, For planar Fiatlerials Uhe effect

is mnore subtle. For the vertical slab geoinetry shown in Figure 4 an ext'!rnal

perimeability tenrsor can he usd±o -t) relate b ind H fields in the ftrritt. •o~a'ed

waveguide in a perturbation af-pruoah. Then the permeability elements fr the
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planar case become:

XX Wx (5) Y xf)Y lPxx = 1t 1 . 2 ; yy ~ 1 7+ ----

where:
Wx Y[HA + (Ny Nz) 4TM]

)y -y[ (Nx , NZ) 401.i

The effective ptmeability is then.

V1 K-Y -- . (6)
Veff V1(y

Control of phase shift i dependent on achieving control of w . Note

that as wm decreases, so als( does K, while iix• Wyy and eff approach 1.0.

The decrease in K (or --4-) with increasing operating Irequency is a fundamental

probiem aý miiiimeter waves.

Non-reciprocal action in a waveguide structure is proportional to -, which
L' ~in the pre~ient case would be.ý. redresentcb by K__

inrr In order to compare the reiative merits of different materials in phase

shifter aoplic7tiois, o.zc can use the external susceptibilities develop'ed axbove.

In thc remaneit state the externally applied d.c. field is ."pproximately zero (H

0). For a thin walled torod the appropriate demagnetizing factors vwry with

toroid dirnen.%Aons, but reasonable estimates might be N = .3& N = .2, N = 0.x y z
These values are used in Equationz 5 and 6 to compute the effective permea Llity

as a function of planar a,)isotr.3py field H A, Figure 5 shows the resuit. of this

calculation for a saturation magnetization of 2.8 x '0 A/rn (4 rM = 3500 g.)

with operating frequency as the parameter. Points on the ordinate correspond

to results for an isotropic ferrite. (where 1iA = 0).

These results srow that th~e anisotropy torque affe( t kc . as does an incrcase

in 4TM At 30 GHz an anisotropy field o( 8 x }5, A/rni(n0 Koe.) and a sat'rat~on

magnetization of 2.8 x IV' A/rn (4u Ms L 3500 g.) yield a i:eff comparab)e tI

that hypothetically obtained from an isotropic ferrite with a satui ation magnetization

of 6.5x 105 A/m (4,1 M 8 000 g.). Value-,o- saturation magnetization 9eatei

55*than 4.4 X 10~ A/r n (i M = 5500) -3- rnut obtainabiv in nicýrowavei fer ritcs at
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room temperature.

Figure 6 shows computed curves for K/p as a function of planar anisotropy

field. This ratio is the key to non-reciprocal action. The effect of planar anisotropy _

energy on K/1 is also like that obtained by increasing saturation magnetization.

A planar anisotropy of 8 x 105 A/m (10 Koe.) in a material with saturation magnetization

of 2.8 x 105 ANm (3500 g.) causes K/I to increase by 54% at a frequency of 30

GHz over that of an isotropic ferrite.

The transverse operator method has also been used to study the effects

of planar anisotropy on the propagation constants of a rectangular waveguide

loaded with ferte.6 Again the lossless case was studied as an approximation

to off-resonance operation. The geometry of Figure 4 was used to model a single

rectangular toroid in a waveguide. Results of sample calculations are to.bulated

in Table I. The planar anisotropy field almost triples the computed differential

phase shift. These results again indicate that the planar anisotropy increases

differential phase .shift as an increase in magnetization does. 1! ýKhould bh noted

that thismaterial is still far removed from ferromagnetic resonance and its attendant

losses.

Patton has shown that low field loss and zero permeability (propagation

cut-off) both occur for:

Uniaxial WA = W

2 2

Planar: _ m
A 2

These valucs set vpper limits on allowable anisot,'opy fields,

Available Mterials

Spinels

At this time the materials most widely used for millimeter wave devices,

are the lithium zinc ferrites of the spinel crystal structuriv with satu-ation magnetizations

of approximately 5,000 gauss. Nickel zinc materials having a,'pro-imatcly the

same saturation magnetization, are atlso available and occasionally used. How'.•ver,

the nickel zinc materials have a higher coercive force and a somewhat higher

inherent magnetic loss than do lh_ lithium zinc compounds.



Table 1. Computed Differential Phase Shift for Various
Frequencies and Material Properties

Freq. 4wM HAN

(Gjz) (9auss) (oe.) -de m-GHz)

35 3,500 12,000 11.14 !K

0 4.67

5,500 0 7.6

12,000 6.22

50 3,500 .

0 3.23

5,500 0 5,17

ts- 0.13 X 0.04 x- ; f = 0.08 x- ; cf = Cd = 16 k.
S U U v

Table 2. Hexagonal Ferrites

Miaterial Anisotrooy HA W) 's E r TC

(0e) (gauss) (0 )

Srtl Uniaxial 19,900 4,500 23 480

SrAM Uniaxial !9-900 T 4.SOO 23 480
to to to to

= 0 to 1.3 45,000 1,000 125. 320

6,; V Uniaxial 17,000 4,800 18 450

fliCo 1, Uniaxial 12,400 3,600 15 530
to to to

S- 0 to 0.4 4,000 3,000 12.6

CoZn W Planar 2,200 4,530 18 450

CuZnY Planar 11,000 2,300 20 230

Zn2 Y Planar 14,000 2,200 14 250

Co2 y Planar 28,000 2,300 - 340
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In addition to higher 4r M s levels other material characteristics could bear

improvement. The microstructure of lithium zinc ferrtes currently presents

something of a problem. BiO fluxing agent, added to promote sintering at lower

temperatures, tends to collect unevenly at grain boundaries and to produce explosive

grain growth. This grain growth may produce rather large macropores of such

a size as to be comparable to the final wall dimensions of a toroid intended for

millimeter wave devices. The surfaces of lithium zinc ferrites are also frequently

subject to considerable pitting in the machining process, also as a result of non-

uniformities in grain growth and grain boundary characteristics. This pitting

is a serious limitation when designing devices to a millimeter wave scale.

At millimeter wave frequencies the ferrite ceramic microstructure is of

increased importance because of the much smaller tolerances allowable at the

higher frequencies. In many instances, economical device fabrication schemes

involve the metallization of the ferrite surface to form a waveguide enclosure

or cotnducting plane. Because conducting loss is increased when the conductivity

of the metal is decreased, or when the surface roughness becomes comparable

to a skin depth, it is all the more importar- at millimeter wave frequencies to

"have a carefully controlled microstructure.

The microstructure of nickel zinc ferrntes is considerably superior at this

time to that of lithium zinc ferrites, but the higher coercive force and higher 1-

intrinsic magnetic loss arising from the presence of nickel ions seems to be an

"* inherent difficulty. Thus of the candidate spinel compositions, the lithium zinc

ferrite seems the outstanding choice albeit, considerable work needs to be done

in improving its microstructure for ultimate millimeter wave applications.

- - Hexagonal Ferrites

Uniaxial - The barium or strontium M-compounds with partial substitution

of Al to control 4 7 M s, and hence anisotropy field, offers a good selection of

material properties (see Table 2). Unfortunately the small volume market makes

this material unattractive to most traditional ferrite suppliers, and their availability

is quite limited.

Planar - No planar hexagonal materials are currently available. These materials

, were subject to some study in the 1960's, but are not commercially prepared

"today. Table 2 lists some planar materials with typical characteristAcs as determined

from earlier studies.

Single Crystals

Single crystals of all types of ferrites offer the possibility of greatly improved
290



nicrostructure, and the small size requirements of millimeter wave devices seems

compatible with the developing technology of single crystal growth. Both flux

grown and liquid phase epitaxy grown single crystals of ferrites and garnets can

be prepared. Hexagonal materials have also been grown from a flux in both uniaxial

and planar forms. Single crystal materials seem most readily applied in those

caes where a relatively small volume of ferrite is needed as in resonant isolator

applications, where the materi, .s biased to ferromagnetic resonance and is

in a highly active state, thus requiring little volume interaction in order to control

the flow of millimeter wave signals. Another logical choice for single crystal

applications is in circulators, where the material acts as a resonator itself and

thus has high concentrations of rf fields in the ferrite medium. Phase shifter

applications involve rather weak and extended interactions of the rf fields with

the magnetic material. The material is biased normally well below resonance

where is not greatly different from 1.0, and where < is small. As a result,

the amount of control that can be realiLed is relatively weak. In order to achieve

360" of phase shift, a total insertion phase of something over 2,000 degrees must

be accommodated. This means that the total volume of ferrite necessary to

achieve the desired function (differential phase shift of 360 degrees) is relatively

large.

Structures

Phase shift is achieved by controlling the permeability, and hence electrical

length, of the ferrite loaded propagation structure. When reasonably high ratios

of -m can be realized, 3600 of controllable phase shift can be obtained in a
device whose overall electrical length is about 1,5000. At millimete." wave frequencies

where _/M. values are reduced, the insertion phase (overall electri,.:l length)

will be considerably increased. Since dielectric, magnetic and most importantly

ohmic loss increases with electrical length, the figure ',A merit (differential phase

shift per unit loss) can be expected to decrease at millimeter waves.

Best figures of merit have histortck.Iv been achieved in wzaveguide phasers.

This is in large measure due to the low ohmic loss of such devices. Waveguide

phase shifters have been constructed for non-reciprocal performance in single

or dua! toroid versions generally with a dielectric rib down the center of the

waveguide (see Figure 6). Reciprocal ferrite phase shifters are usually based

on the dual mode prirnciple and involve a round or rectangular rod of ferrite metallized I
to form a ferrite filled waveguide, the inagnetic path is closed external to the

waveguide structure. Both of these basic reciprocal and non-reciprocal phaser
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designs involve mechanical tolerances that become difficult and expensive

to realize at the higher frequencies. While millimeter wave reciprocal and non-

reciprocal phasers have been constructed up to 90 GHz, the prospect of any mass

production of such items is quite poor. A number of alternate waveguiding structures

have been explored for millimeter wave devices, these include microstrip, slot

line, fin line, and dielectric waveguides. Because of its inherent compatibility

with integrated circuit techniques, microstrip line has had something of a popular

edge.

Both microstrip line and slot line seem to suffer from a potential difficulty

with ohmic loss. In each of these cases the concentration of magnetic fields

in the vicinity of a small conductor with rather sharply defined edges leads to

an exrectation of increased ohmic loss.

Dielectric waveguide and its close relative, image guide, seem to have

advantages in terms of ohmic loss and may offer some promise for millimeter

wave phasers. Such open structures do, however, suffer from radiation problems

at discontinuities and bends.

As a result of these considerations one would deduce that waveguide phasers

probdbly represent an optimum performance although at a cost of fabrication

that appears to be excessive. The challenge of millimeter phasers remains for

both ferrite materials designer and for microwave structure engineer: development

of low cost, high performance phasers.
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RAPID IN-FLIGHT PHASE
ALIGNMENT OF AN ELECTRONICALLY PHASE-

SCANNED ANTENNA ARRAY

Harold Shnitkin

Norden Systems, Inc., Norwalk, CT. 06856

ABSTRACT

Low sidelobe performance of a phased array antenna requires tight
phase tolerances at the antenna aperture. To maintain these tight tolerances
throughout the life of an electronically phased array requires periodic
retesting and phase correcting of the array elements to compensate for
phase errors arising from aging, deformation and component replacement. To
accomplish such phase correcting without returning the antenna to an antenna
test site or calibration laboratory, a self-test/phase-correcting method
which can be performed rapidly while the antenna is mounted on a moving
vehicle has been invented.

This "in-flight" phase alignment technique exercises the electronic
phasers of the antenna array, while injecting RF into the antenna through
a special "BITE" coupler system. The alignment procedure calls for phase
and amplitude measurements at the antenna terminals which, after subsequent

computations, generate the required phase and amplitude corrections for all
array elements. After these are applied to the antenna via a beam steering
computer, a low sidelobe radiation pattern will result. A detailed
description of the alignment technique is presented, followed by test results

obtained with an electronically phased array antenna.

BACKGROUND

When a phased array antenna is first assembled it usually exhibits
considerabie phase and amplitude errors due to component, manufacturing and
assembly tolerances resulting in a low gain and high sidelobe performance.
It is customary to measure the radiated phase and amplitude of every
element of the array, determine its deviation from the design value and t

proceed to correct for these errors by making either mechanical or electrical
adjustments. These measurements are laborious, require access to the

antenna radiating surface, and must be performed with laboratory type of

precision to yield a low sidelobe antenna radiation pattern. Thus a tech- h
n.que to perform these measurements more quickly, without field probing
the aperture and without restrictions upon the surrounding environment would
save considerable expense in aligning a phased array for low sidelobes and
monitoring its alignment status as well as performing phase corrections

periodically while mounted to a moving vehicle. Thus aperture phase may
be readily compensated for the effects of aging, distortion and component
replacement without returning the antenna to a repair depot. In addition,
the success of the antenna performance mission can be guaranteed just prior
to the mission time or, if necessary, altered or aborted.
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It should be stated at the outset that the precision of an aperture
phase-probe, namely about 1.5 degrees RMS, is not quite obtainable with
the automated electronic technique; the latter can be counted on to achieve
3 degrees RMS aperture phase precision. A portion of the additional error
is due to less precise measuring accuracy, the remainder to the exclusion
of the mutual coupling effect between the array elements.

To assure that an antenna possesses very low sidelobes usually demands
first a coarse phase alignment, followed by a second, more accurate phase
alignment. By performing the first alignment using the automated electronic I
method and the second alignment using the precision aperture phase-probe

method about half the original phase alignment time can be saved.

PREVIOUS WORK

A phase/amplitude aperture measuring teci:nique of an electronically
phased array not requiring access to the antenna radiating surface was
described by Dan Davis in the February 1978 issue of the Microwave Journal.
Mr. Davis' method required that the antenna be installed on a precision
rotating positioner while receiving a far-field radiated signal. Antenna
phase and amplitude values received at the antenna input port are accurately
measured for N prescribed angular positions of the rotating antenna posit-
ioner, where N represents the number of radiating elements in the antenna
array. Subsequent computations by means of a relatively simple algorithm
goneranes the radiahe phase and amplitude values of every element of the
antenna array. Addition of the negated values of the measured degrees of
phase and dB's of amplitude deviation to each element excitation voltage
results in a optimum maximum gain and minimum sidelobe antenna.

The automated/electro,.ic "in-flight" aperture alignment technique
departs from Mr. Davis' approach by eliminating both the requirement for a
rotating positioner as well as for a far-field radiated signal, but retaining
his phase and amplitude measurement at the antenna input port as well as
his algorithm. The "in-flight" technique is intended for one-dimensional
electrotnically phased arrays and substitutes electronic scanning for the
rotatin nnsiringnr and a signal-inject coupler system for the radiating
signal source. Thus it is faster and can be performed while the antenna
is in motion without an external cooperative transmission.

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE

A travelling wave array feed is added to the one-dimensional electronic-
ally scanned antenna with minimal perturbation. As shown in figure 1 a
transmission line, possessing a matched termination, traverses along the
backside of the radiating aperture. Equally spaced identical couplers of
about -50 dB coupling values are installed between the terminated transmission
line and each antenna radiating element. Thus the transmission line with
the equally spaced couplers excites the radiating elements with approximately
equal amplitude and a linear phase taper. The former is assured by the low
coupling value, since even for a thousand clement array the excitation
level varies only a few tenths of a dB between the first and the last
element. The latter is due to the equal spacing and resulting uniform phase
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increments. A convenient implementation might be a waveguide transmission
line with a series of small coupling holes. This arrangement would cause
a signal injected into the travelling wave feed to simulate a far-field
signal from an angular direction 0, measured from the aperture normal, where
sin 0 = (free space wavelength)/(guide wave length). For practical cases
0 is about 45 degrees.

The purpose of the travelling wave feed, also known as a BITE coupler
system, is to simulate far-field signal reception without either an antenna
range or a near-field probe in front of the aperture. It is further possible
to vary the angle-of-arrival of the simulated far-field transmission by means
of the electronic phasers. For each angle-of-arrival a particular set of
uniformly incremented phaser settings can be computed.

The actual alignment sequence starts with the computation of a preferred
set of angle-of-arrivals so that a simplified algorithm may be used later
for the computation of element voltages. From this set of angles a set of
phaser setting for all radiating elements and all angles will be computed.
The test procedure calls for stepping all phasers through these computed
phase settings to simulate N sequential angles-of-arrival at the aperture

for an array of N radiator elements. (see Fig. 2) In essence, the phaers
provide electronic scan through N scan angles, of the BITE coupler injected
signal. During this electronic scan mode an RF receiver measures phase and
amplitude of reception for each scan position and passes this information
to the Element Voltage Computer via A/D converters and a computer interface
unit. There the algorithm to compute element voltages and phases is applied
and the results stored in the element voltage correction memory. Amplitude
values are compared to the designed aperture illumination voltages with
resulting dB error fed to the printer. Phase values are compared to a constant
zero value and the resulting errors fed to the printer as well as to the
beam steering computer. The latter causes these values of computed element
phase to be subtracted from the commanded phase value to each phaser. This
subtraction intends to compensate the measured phase error by means of
modified phaser settings.

The entire cycle of electronic scan, phase/amplitude measurement,
element voltage compensation and phase error compensation in the beam steering
computer is repeated several times to asymptotically arrive at a compensated
uniformly phased aperture. Depending upon computer speed the entire process
requires only a few seconds,

At the end of this process the quality of the alignment may be displayed

via the printer. For example, all element phase and amplitude errors or the

measured electronic radiation patterns may be outputted. A simpler
output would give mean and average sidelobe level as well as the location

and error values for only those elements exceeding a predetermined threshold,
Thus the antenna pattern quality may be quickly assessed and any faulty

elements quickly identified.
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It should be noted that prior to this alignment procedure a check
on the functioning of each phaser must be performed since this procedure t

depends upon theJ.i proper functioning. Should any faulty phasers be
found, the various algorithms must be modified to exclude them.

One technique to accomplish faulty phaser locations is to exercise
one phaser at a time by incrementing its phase command uniformly from
0' to 360* while injecting a test signal into the BITE coupler system
and observing the received voltage vector. This technique works best if
those phasers not being diagnosed are set to random phase commands. This
causes the modulation of the receiver voltage to be discernible, resulting
in a uniformly rotating modulation vector for a properly operating
electronic phaser.

THEORY OF OPERATION

For a linear array of N elements a set of N complex algebraic equations
can be written, each representing the far-field radiated voltage in terms
of the individual element's voltage excitation. This set of equations can
be solved for element voltage excitations in terms of the far-field
radiated voltages by matrix inversion. The first set of equations is ob-
tained from mea,'ured received voltages at the antenna input port when
illuminated by a constant magnitude wavefront emanating from a direction 0m,
measured from the array normal, where m is stepped from I to &.

For simplicity the following rigorous analysis assumes the antenna to
be in the transmitting mode. For an array of even number of elements, N,
spaced S distance apart, the far-field transmitted voltage in direction em is

N
E (em) = E Vk, exp[j(N/2+O.5-K)(27S/X)sin 0m] (1)

k=l

where both, E(Om) or Vk, the element excitation voltage, are complex
quantities, In order to simplify the solition of Vk, the values of em are
chosen as

sin em = (X/2ns)(N + 1 - 2 m) , where m is stepped from 1 to N. (2)

resulting in N beamwidth increments between 0 m = -90' and em = +900.

Substituting equation (2) into equation (1), yields
N

E(Om) = E Vk • exp[j(N/2 F 0.5-k)(2,1/N)(N/2 + 0.5 - m)] (3)
k=l

where m is stepped from I to N.

For a set of N equations the exponent term becomes a matrix which is
symmetrical about both diagonals. Because of this symmetry between the
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indices K and mi, the inverted matrix is the complex conjugate of the maLtri
of equation (3) multiplied by a constant. Since only relative values of
Vk are of interest, this constant has been omitted, yielding:

N

Vk E E(em)- exp[-J(N/2 + 0.5 - k)(27T/N)(N/2 + 0.5 - m)] (4)km=l

The similarity of equation (3) and (4) is analogous to a discrete
Fourier Transform, which if performed twice yields the original values
of the variable. This appears appropviate since a far-field radiation
pattern is the Fourier Transform of the aperture aistribution.

To simulate a uniform wavefront arriving at an angle 0., by means of
the BITE coupler system, the Kth array phaser must be commanded to

Pk = (2nk)(S/X)(sinO. - X/xg) (5)

where S is the element spacing and Ag the wavelength in the BITE
coupler waveguide.

These values of ýk are compensated for the travelling wave feed pase
taper by the subtraction of the X/Xg term.

Thus by commanding the phasers to 'k for all values of K from 1 to
N, as per equation (5), measuring E (0m) at the antenna receiver port
for all values of m from 1 to N, and substituting the measured E (0m)
values into equation (4), all element voltage excitations can be computed.

TEST RESULTS

The in-flight phase alignment technique was verified on a particular
36 horn linear array antenna. Array element spacing was 0.507 wavelengths,
and A/g in the BITE coupler system was 0.734. An HP-9825 computer with
specially designed address/command interface circuitry was used to command
a set of 36 ferrite phase shifters. An HP-8409C network analyzer system,
which contains the above mentioned HP9825 computer, was used to perform
the antenna receiver port measurements of E(Om), compute the element
voltages, VK, compute1 store, and apply element phase corrections, and print
the results. The system configuration of figure 1 as well as the computation
flow chart of figure 2 were followed.

The resulting phase alignment performance is demonstrated by the computer
print-ot, cown in figures 3 after just one alignment sequence, and in
figure 'Lve iterative alignment sequences.

Both es give the electronic scan angle, Om, in degrees in column 1
and mea:,urt aceived voltages at the antenna input port in columns 2 and 3
for array element number, K, in column 4. Column 5 shows the calibration
phase correction stored from the last alignment sequence, while
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columns 6 and 7 give the computed element power, both as relative dB value
and as deviation from designed illumination. Finally column 8 lists the
computed element voltage phases. Columns 1 and 2 also demonstrate antenna
pattern quality, such as main beam shape and sidelobe level just prior
to the 'last a.ignment sequence, while colunms 7 and 8 are a measure of
amplitude and phase accuracy of the aperture after the last alignment
sequence.

Specifically, figure 3 indicates a poorly formed antenna beam, beam
squint and high sidelobes before alignment, that is with zero calibration
phase; in addition figure 3 shows several dB of computed element voltage
error and random cornputed aperture phase values.

After five iteraifve alignment sequences a well aligned aperture is
demovistratted in figure 4. Here the beam is well formed and points in the
direction of Om 1 00; also low sidelobes are evident (col. 2). With the
phase calibration values of column 5, aperture amplitude error is mostly
under one dB, while average phase error is under one degree. The exceptions
to these accuracy values are found near the edges of the array where signal
levels are lower and measuring accuracies are degraded by noise; however,
here the effect of aperture error upon radiation pattern is minimum. A
second reason for the greater errors at the array edge is the presence of
mutual coupling at the actual aperture, which is unfortunately omitted when
energizing the antenna via the BITE coupler. Mutual coupling effects, one
should recall, are similar throughout the array cxcept at its edgc where
radiating elements possess neighbors on only one side.

CONCLUSIONS

A technique permitting phase alignment of an electronically scanning
array has been demonstrated without resorting to near-field probing or
radiation from a test transmitter in the far-field. This technique is
therefore applicable to in-flight testing. It was further demonstrated
that the alignment accuracy achievable leads to a low sidelobe radiation
pattern.

2
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BITE AUTO-ALIGNMENT

CYCLE o1

MEASURED PATTERN CALCULATED APERTURE DISTRIBUTION

SCAN ANGLE POWER PHASE ELEMENT CAL POWER ERROR PHASE
(dB) (deg) PHASE (dB) (dB) (deg)

-75.54 -9.6 -141.8 1 0 -20.27 -2.69 -13.0
-65.92 -12.6 -115.8 2 0 -22.81 -0.89 -150.8
-59.06 -2.1 -14.2 3 0 -23.42 -3.94 -188.4
-53.35 -0.3 -48.3 4 0 -20.78 -4.02 -234.1
-48.33 -1.5 -103.7 5 0 -11.42 +2.67 -294.3
-43.76 -6.9 -157.6 6 0 -11.01 +0,77 -264.2
-39.52 -10.5 147.7 7 0 -10.06 -0.32 -56.4
-35.52 -7.0 140.0 8 0 -7.07 +0.91 -336.2
-31.71 -13.3 -175.0 9 0 -6.38 -0.05 -119.4
-28.06 -7.4 -91.6 10 0 -4.15 +0.93 -321.7
-24.52 -7.5 -56.2 II 0 -3.92 -0.01 -130.8
-21.08 -9.6 47,0 12 0 -1.65 +1.25 -62.4
-17.72 -9.7 79.5 13 0 -2.05 0.00 -210.3
-14.42 -3.0 104,5 14 0 0.74 2.10 -209.5
-11.17 -2.8 14b.9 15 0 -0.44 +0.37 6.8
-7.95 -4.2 -154.4 16 0 -0.60 -0.19 -273.9
-4.76 -6.9 -145.1 17 0 -0.82 -0.69 -50.1
-i.b9 -3.1 -174.6 18 0 0.00 0.00 0.0

1.59 -6.2 170.4 19 0 -1.42 -1.42 -346.64.76 -7.6 -171.0 20 0 0.27 -0.14 -50.6
7.95 -2.5 175.0 21 0 -0.99 -0.58 -292.4

11.17 -1.2 128,5 22 0 0.07 0.88 -1.9
14.42 -4.1 78.5 23 0 -1.71 -0.35 -239.8
17.72 -12.5 21.5 24 0 -1.63 +0.42 -260.2
21.08 -19.6 -10.8 25 0 -2.64 +0.26 -88.0
24.52 -9.7 -97.8 26 0 -3.74 +0.17 -158.7
28.06 -13.7 -111.1 27 0 -4.76 +0.32 -21.0
31.71 -10.6 136.1 28 0 -5.45 +0.98 -118.5
35.52 -5.4 150.8 29 0 -7.24 +0.74 -6.0
39.52 -9.5 -163.8 30 0 -7.87 +1.87 -53.2
43.76 -2.4 -134.5 31 0 -11.97 -0.19 -263.3
48,33 -0.8 -90.7 32 0 -12.28 +1.81 4.4
53.35 0.0 -47.6 33 0 -16.85 -0.09 -282.4
59.06 -8.9 -15.2 34 0 -25.36 -5.88 -151.6
65.92 -9.8 -144.5 35 0 -18.50 +3.42 -72.0
75.54 -10.0 -111.3 36 0 -21.53 +1,43 -55.4

Figure 3. Computer Results of 36 Element Array Phase

Alignment - One Sequence
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BITE AUTO-ALIGNMENT

CYCLE #5

MEASURED PATTERN CALCULATED APERTURE DISTRIBUTION

ELECTRONIC POWER PHASE ELEMENT CAL POWER ERROR PHASESCAN ANGLE OdB) __ (deg) PHASE _(dB) (dB) (deg)

-75.54 -30.8 69.6 1 71 -24.70 -1.74 8.3
-65.92 -35.3 90.2 2 153 -19.93 1.99 -2.1
-59.06 -40.1 86.2 3 184 -19.91 -0.45 2.8
-53.35 -41.7 -42.2 4 236 -16.04 0.72 0.8
-48.33 -31.8 -10.7 5 314 -13.71 1.38 -0.6
-43.76 -44.1 -16.3 6 270 -10.43 1.35 0.5-39.52 -37.1 -18.7 7 68 -7.95 1.79 -0.9
-35.52 -39.1 71.9 8 353 -7.55 0.43 0.1
-31.71 -31.1 45.9 9 121 -5.62 0.81 0.0
-28.06 -41.6 80.4 10 327 -4.25 0.83 -0.5
-24.52 -37.6 1.3 11 136 -3.32 0.59 -0.4
-21.08 -38.9 -173.3 12 67 -1.51 1.39 -.0.2
-17.72 -36.3 -37.8 13 214 -0.93 1.02 -0.0
-14.42 -32.1 -31.7 14 217 0.74 2.10 -0.4
-11.17 -29.8 -8.6 15 358 -0.29 0.52 0.3

-7.95 -30.5 3.5 16 279 0.02 0.43 0.3
-4.76 -17.1 156.7 17 64 0.24 0.37 0.2

.5 -0.0 18 0 0.00 0.00 0.0
1.59 0.0 167.2 19 354 -1.34 -1,34 -0.6
4.76 -16.9 175.4 20 57 0.53 0.66 -0.1
7.95 -30.2 -32.0 21 299 -0.33 +0.08 0.1

11.17 -29.7 -17.6 22 11 0.08 +0.73 0.2
14.42 -32.1 10.4 23 250 -1.16 +0.20 0.0
17.72 -33.7 16.7 24 264 -1.63 +0.42 0.5
21.08 -40.1 156.0 25 94 -2.05 +0.85 -0.5
24.52 -37., -23.0 26 164 -3.50 +0.41 -0.1
28.06 -41.3 -87.4 27 24 -5.36 -0.28 0.1
31.71 -31.8 -75.0 28 124 -5.75 +0.68 -0.1
35.52 -39.1 -94.2 29 4 -7.32 +0.b6 0.7
39.52 -35.9 -8.5 30 62 -8.93 +0.81 0.9
43.76 -38.3 -18.7 31 268 -11.73 +0.05 0.4
48.33 -32.3 -14.1 32 342 -13.36 +0.73 -1.3
53.35 -40.2 3.2 33 279 -16.83 -0.07 -1.0
59.06 -47.0 -141.2 34 77 -20.20 -0.81 -1.9
65.92 -36.5 -120.3 35 55 -21.13 +0.79 3.7
75.54 -31.2 -97.3 36 11 -22.37 +0.59 2.3

Figure 4 Computer Results of 36 Element Array Phase

Alignment - Five Successive Sequences
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DISPLACED PHASE CENTER ANTENNA NEAR FIELD MEASUREMENTS

FOR SPACE BASED RADAR APPLICATIONS*

A.J. Fenn, F.G. Willwerth, H.M. Aumann
Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Lincoln LaboratoryP.O. Box 73, Lexington, MA 02173

i.lSTRACT

The displaced phase center antenna (DPCA) concept is
coi -ionly suggested for use in large space deployable phased array
radar systems, for purposes of cancelling ground clutter. In the
case of a planar array, the ability to perform DPCA is limited,
largely, by the amplitude and phase errors produced in the
transmit/receive array modules as well as in the array
beamformer. A measure of the amount of clutter cancellation
which can be achieved by a DPCA array, is referred to as the beam
decorrelation or the displaced phase center radiation pattern
similarity. To characterize such antennas requires precision
measurements of the far-field radiation patterns generated by two
or more independent aperture illuminations having physically
separated phase centers. Due to long range requirements and
mechanical considerations, dir-,2t far-field measurements may not
he practical fo~r large fragilc space-deployable DPCA system1s aiud
so an alternative measurement approach is addressed.

An investigation of the use of planar near field
measur(rme,-its to characterize the performance of displaced phase
center dntennas is made. The details and description of a
subscale DPCA corporate-fed phased array and near field scanner
are discussed. DPCA results are quantified experimentally under
a number of test conditions; scan angle, frequency, phase center
displacement, and simulated module outages. It is shown that the
test array beam decorrelation computed from measured near field
data is in good agreement with far field measurements and
theoretical predictions.

* This work has been sponsored fy the Department of the Air

Force.
The views expressed are ':hosc o. the author and do not reflect

the official policy or pusition of the U.S. Government.
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1. INTRUDUCTION

Space based radar (SBR) systems must naturally cope with 1k
detecting and tracking targets against the strong background
clutter of the earth. With a conventional pulse doppler system,
the doppler spectrum of the clutter is controlled by utilizing
apertures with narrow-beam radiation patterns. In contrast,
smaller phased array apertures can be realizeo by considering the
DPCA concept. With "simultaneous beam" DPCA, clutter is
cancelled rather than avoided by employing two independent
receive phase centers to effectively form two co-located
monostetic radarsr1]. This concept is depicted in Fig. 1,
where a moving target and a moving SBR DPCA platform are shown.
Here, the full aperture is used for two successive pulse
transmissions and on receive two overlapping portions of the
apertule are used. The phase-center displacement between the
receive apertures is adjusted to compensate for the platform
velocity. Thus, for two pulses separated in time by one PRI
(pulse repetition interval) the first reception occurs at the
forward phase center and the second reception is made at the
trailing phase center. During a PRI the clutter is assumed to be
stationary; however, during this interval the target moves. Due
to this motion, the tav-et has a relative phase shift. There is
no such phase shift from the clutter during this time. The
result is that when the signals received by the two phase centers
are subtracted, the clutter is significantly •anceiled leaving a
signal return which depends on the amount of target phase shift
in the PRI. Optimizing the target return is accomplished by
varying the PRI, which requires variable phase center
separations. The amount of clutter cancellation achieved is
limited by how well the two phase center radiation patterns are
matched i n amplitude and phase, primarily over the main beam.

To compute the clutter cancellation or decorrelation of two
DPCA radiation pc terns it is necessary to form the
pattern correlation matrix

S11 121

~M22

whe re

,12

-)

MJ,,E 4, 2 ( 0, 4,) q) 2 Aj 0, d 6 d (3-1
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J Lo ( 1 6, E, 0 ) A( 0, (P) dO 0jd (4)S
.12

= J f Ec ( 0, €)2) E1 ( 0, 4) A( 0, p) d0 d (5M21 2 F

where (0, 0) are standard sperical coordinates,
Eo( 6, 0) is the electric field pattern of the transmitting
antenna,
El( 8, *) and E2*( 0, 0) arc the electric field patterns of
the two receiving antennas (* denotes conjugate),
A( 6, P) is a weighting function that depends on the radar
waveform, the clutter model, ana the geometry of the
problem.

The integrals in Eqs. 2-5 are obtained by numerical integration.
In this paper, we assume A (0, P) : 1 so that the decorrelation is
dependent on the antenna pattern match only. The clutter
cancellation measure or beam decorrelation is given in terms of
the correlation matrix elements by

M 2
122C = 1 - llIM 2 2 (6

The radiation patterns of a DPCA array can be measured
directly on a conventional far-field antenna range. Such
measurements were performed on the Multiple Antenna Surveillance
Radar (MASR) 1 2, 3 ]. These measurements required a precision
linear positioner for establishing a common center of rotation
arid identical multipath for the different phase centers. Fo-
small durable arrays it is straightforward to provide onedimensional movement, but for relatively large and delicate space

deployable antennas this may be difficult and impractical due to
both mechanical and range length considerations. An alternate
approach is to use near field antenna measurements to predict the
far-field radiation pattern. This concept is illustrated in Fig.
2 for two phase centers displaced by the distance p. Array
translation is avoided by shifting two independent near field
probe scan planes by the same distance p. Near field
measurements are rapidly becoming a conventional means foi"
evaluating antenna performance; however, the technique does not
appear to have been applied to multiple phase center arrays.
This paper shows experimentally that near field DPCA measurements
are practical. The paper is organized as fol)ows: The details
of a subscale SBR phased array are described in Section 2. A
description of the near field scanner is given in Section 3. In -I
Section 4, measured DPCA results are shown.
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2. SUBSCALE SBR TEST ARRAY DESCRIPTION

The pertinent geometry for an 5BR in low altitude orbit is
shown in Fig. 3. For a downward pointed SBR platform, the
maximum and minimum scan angles are approximately 60 degrees and
30 degrees, respectively. A 30-degree cone has been excluded
from the scan sector, primarily due to clutter considerations at
high grazing angles. In this case the phased array radiating
elements are not required to have maximum gain at broadside
(contrary to conventional designs), but rather a pattern minimum
or null is desirable. For uniform coverage between the 30 and 60
degree cones, the choice of an omnidirectional array radiating
element becomes apparent. A number of such elements have been
designed [4,5,6] and tested - the simplest being a vertically
polarized monopole as shown in Fig. 4.

The subscale SBR test array was chosen to have 96 radiating
elements arranged in 8 rows and 12 columns with a hexagonal
lattice. Two rows of passively terminated elements are used to
avoid edge effects as depicted in Fig. 5. A front view of the
assembled array is shown in Fig. 6. The DPCA architecture is
implemented by two independent beam forming networks as shown in

V. Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows one of the test array modules (receive
only) which consists of two channels, each containing 6-bit

� digital phase shifters and 7-step (0-10 dB) digital attenuators.
The Vhasr:, pLuvide beam agility while the attenuators provide
the function of phase center movement. To meet a goal of 40 dB
beam decorrelation, maximum rms errors of 3.0 degrees and 0.5 dB
at the element level were required.

3. NEAR FIELD SCANNING SYSTEM

A vertically-oriented 5 ft. by 10 tt. planar scanner wan
constructed for measuring the near field of the above test
array. The primary purpose of the experiment was a proof of
concept for DPCA near field measurements. Since clutter
cancellation depends primarly on the main beams being matched, no
atterr.pt. was made to accurately predict wide-angle sidelobes.
Most of the near-field scans were truncated at a level 15 to 20
dB down from the peak amplitude of the near field. Evcn at wide
-,-.can angles, the main beam is accurately predicted for this
amount of truncation so DPCA beam similarity measurements are
possible.

A block diagram of the near field scanning system is shown

in Fig. 9. The probe x,y position is measured accurately with a
pair of Bausch & Lomb ACU-RITE linear interterometer scales. Tne
system is controlled with a desk-top computer.
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A photograph of the test array positioned in front of the
near field scanner, is shown in Fig. 10. The near field probe is
a dual-polarized circular waveguide which is surrounded with
absorber.

4. RESULTS

Prior to array pattern measurements the test array was
calibrated by positioning the near field probe in front of each
monopole element, and steppinj through all phase and amplitude
states of the modules. After calibration, the module rms
amplitude and phase errors were less than 0.5 dB and 2.7 degrees,
respectively. These errors meet the requirements for 40 db1
clutter cancellation in a 96-element array.

To compute DPCA performance, two receive patterns and one
transmit pattern are required. For transmit and receive
patterns, a two-dimensional cosine taper with --10 dB edge
illumination was used.

As a large number of array test conditions were of interest,
it was desired to reduce the number of near field data samples.
Since the array illumination used here is separable, a single
centerline cut produces nearly the same principal plane far-fie11
pattern as would be computed from a two-dimensional set of near
field data. Centerline cuts ha-;e been demonstrated by Newell and
Crawford as being useful in obtaining approximate far-field
patterns[ 7 ]. All of the data which follow are derived from
centerline near-field measurements at a distance 1.5 wavelengths
from the test array. The sample spacing used was 0.2 wavelengths
which was selected primarily to reduce errors Whil_,i may occur due
to multipath. The conventional near field to far field
transformation with probe compensation discussed by Joy and Paris
is used[8, 9 ].

A typical radiation pattern for the main beam electronically
steered to -40 degrees is shown in Fig. 11. The measured and
theoretical data are in good agreement over the main beam and tlhe
first few sidelobes. Next, a two-way amplitude pattern cut for
two phase centers displaced by 5.0 inches (I column of the array)
is shown in Fig. 12. The two main beams (denoted A and B) appear
to De well matched and this can be quantified by computing the
beam correlation niatrix trom which the beam decorrelation (or
"clutter cancellation) can be calculated. The two beams A and B
=re considered the two receive patterns, and a separate pattern
denoted the transmit pattern is measured using the full
aperture. The decorrelation as a function of pattern threshold
"is shown in Fig. 13. It is secn that the decorrelation is
relatively converged once the sidelobe level is reached. In
other words, main beam match is the primary factor in achieving
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the desired goal of pattern decorrelation. The beam
decorrelation as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 14.
The 40 dB cancellation goal is met over nearly a 15-percentI
bandwidth. The degradation at 1.2 GHz is attributed to excessive
phase errors in the module. Next, the DPCA cancellation as a
function of scan angle is shown in Fig. 15. The design goal is
met over much of the 30-60 degree scan sector. The decorrelation
degrades rapidly as the beam is steered toward the null of the
monopole pattern. The beam decorrelation for zero and five-inch
phase center separations is shown in Table 1. This table also
indicates very good agreement in decorrelation when comparing the
results of far-field measurements and computer simulations.
Finally, the DPCA cancellation as a function of module failures
is shown in Fig. 16 for uncompensated and compensated
conditions. Here, uncompensated means that a failure in one
phase center does not affect the other phase center. Compensated
refers to a situation where a module fails in one phase center
and, to maintain good match between the phase centers, the
corresponding element in the second phase center is purposely
turned off. The result is that the compensated array has a slow
degradation, as opposed to the uncompensated array which degrades p
rapidly with increase in module failures. Compensation is
clearly an effective means for achieving good pattern match.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A subscale SBR phased array designed for two-channel
"simultaneous-beam" DPCA operation has been tested using
conventional planar near field measurements. The 96-element
corporate-fed phased array used simple monopole radiating 5
elements to achieve wide-angle scan coverage. DPCA beam "
decorrelation has been measured under a number of test
conditions; scan angle, frequency, phase center displacement, and
simulated module failures. The measurements indicate that 40 dB
beam decorrelation is achieved for scan angles 300 to 60' from
broadside, 15-percent bandwidth! and module failures with
compensation up to 10%. The measured results are in good
agreement with far field measurements and theoretical
predictions.
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Table 1
MEASURED BEAM DECORRELATION FOR VARIOUS PHASE CENTER SEPARATIONS

(BASED ON 1-D PATTERN CUT)

Decorrelation (dB)
p(in1ches)

Measured Near Field Measured Far Field Theory

0 -45.0 -44.8 -44.2

5.0 -46.0 -44.0 -44.9
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Fig. 4 Cylindrical monopole antenna element pattern,
measured in a 121-element array (shown), suitable for
coverage of the scan sector of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5 96-element test arre.y layout.

Fig. 6 96-element monopole phased array
photograph.
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Fig. 11 Far-field pattern computed from
near field measurements.
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Fig. 14 Beam decorrelation as a function
of frequency.
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